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Introduction to the Translation 

All praise is due to Allah, whomever Allah guides, none can cause him 

to stray, and whomever Allah allows to deviate, none can guide him. I 

testify that there is none worthy of worship but Allah, and that 

Mu}:lammad (~) is Allah's servant and Messenger. 

Allah has allowed for us to complete this book, so that it may be 

distributed among the Muslims, in an effort to command the good and 

forbid the evil in the best manner that we are able. Rather than 

arguments, flared by emotions and based upon opinions, we offer this 

work for the readers to ponder over, so that they may be better 

informed of the delicate nature of the subject of takfir. Every action is 

judged by its intention, and ours is solely for Allah alone. 

The first section of this book, "U~al at-Takfir; The Guidelines of 

Tak/fr" appeared as a series in the publication HUDAA. After finishing · 

the second half of the book, the two sections were united to be printed 

in one volume. Additional notes were added to the translation from 

other books that became available after the original printing of the 

'Arabic text. 

Zayd Adib Ansari and Abu Khaliyl were the translators, and Abu 

Khaliyl was responsible for the final editing and layout. Some minor 
editing to the text occurred prior to its translation. 

We ask Allah to grant us a reward for this work, and to cause it to 

strengthen the faith of the Muslims, all praise is due to Him. We ask 

Allah to mention Mu}:lammad, the last of the Messengers (~ ). 

1 
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Introduction: Clarifying the Types of Kufr 

The Types of Kufr 

There are two main categories of disbelief; 

1. The major kufr that removes one from the religion; 

2. The minor kufr that does not. 

The objective of this investigation is to clarify the types of kufr that 

remove one from the religion. There are six categories of this kufr, as 

follows: 

1. Outright Rejection (takthfb) 

2. Denial (jufiiid) 

3. Resistance or Obstinance (inad) 

4. Despondence (i'radh) 

5. Hypocrisy (nifaq) 

6. Doubt (shakk). 

Kufr is divided into these categories because of the ways that 

people vary in their acceptance of the truth that Allah sent His 

Messenger with, and revealed in His Book. 

OUTRIGHT REJECTION (TAKTHiB) 

This occurs when one disbelieves with his tongue and his heart and 

does not accept what the Messenger of Allah (~) brought. He is a 

disbeliever both outwardly and inwardly, judged so in this life and in 

Hereafter. As Allah (~) said; 

2 
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«And the Day when We shall gather out of every nation a 

troop of those who rejected Our iiyiit, they shall be driven 

until when they come (before their Lord) and He says; 

"Did you reject My iiyiit when you comprehended them 

not in knowledge, or what (else) was it that you did?» (An

Naml 27:83-84) 

This is the kufr of the outright rejection. 

DENIAL (JUl;l0D) 

Sometimes, one's heart is certain that (what the Messenger of 

Allah (~) brought) is the truth. But he hides that and denies it with his 

tongue, and perhaps fights it at its foundations. This is like Fir'iin's 

disbelief in Musa and the Jew's disbelief in Muhammad (~ ). 

About Fir'un and his people, Allah said; 

J • J ... • 

( l#J LJl; ~ 1 r,~~i:-:.· .jJ L+1 IJ~ J) 
, 

«And they denied them (those iiyiit) wrongfully and 

arrogantly ... » (An-Naml 27: 14) 

Allah (~) said of the Jews; 

• ,, • J ,, 

( ~ lJ)s' 1..,.;~ Lo ~;t: [.JJ ) 
, 
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«When there came to them that which they had recognized, 

they disbelieved in it.»(Al-Baqarah 2: 89) 

And He (g) said; 

«A party of them [the Jews] concealed the truth while they 

knew it.» (Al-Baqarah 2:146) 

This is denial, or kufr al-ju!zud. 

RESISTANCE OR 0BSTINANCE ('IN.AD) 

In some cases, one approves of the truth of the message outwardly and 

inwardly, with both his tongue and his heart, but he does not comply 

with it out of anger, arrogance and resistance to Allah and His 

Messenger, he contests the judgement and questions the justice of what 

he has been commanded with. Even if he trusts this truth ( of the 

message), his denial and resistance for it negates that trust. This is like 

the disbelief of the accursed Iblis. Allah (~) said; 

«Except lblis, he refused and was proud, and he was one 

of the disbelievers.» (Al-Baqarah 2:34) 

And; 

«Shall I prostrate to what you have created from clay?» 

(Al-lsra' 17:61) 

4 
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«I am not one to prostrate to a human who you created 

from sounding clay of altered black mud.» (Al-[:fijr 15:33) 

Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah (~) explained the kufr of denial 

(juftud) and the kufr of resistance ('iniid) by saying; 

"When a person commits a sin while believing that Allah forbade him 

from it, and he believes in complying with whatever Allah prohibits him 

and obliges him, then he is not considered a disbeliever. 

As for thinking that Allah did not prohibit it, or, that He (~) did 

prohibit it - yet he refrains from accepting that prohibition, and turns 

away from submitting to Allah and complying with the order, then he 

is either denying or being resistant. 

This is why it is said that everyone agrees to the disbelief of one 

who proudly disobeys Allah, like Iblis, but whoever disobeys as a result 

of his passions, only the Khawaraj consider it disbelief, he has not 

committed disbelief according to Ahl as-Sunnah. Whereas the one who 

is arrogantly disobedient, even if he attests that Allah is his Lord - his 

denial and resistance negates his attestation. 

To further clarify this: 

Whoever does a prohibited act, believing that it is lawful, then he 

ts a disbeliever according to everyone. By virtue of his belief in 

permitting what it prohibits, he does not have faith in the Qui an. This 

is the case even when one believes an act to be lawful, but does not 

commit it. For the term istifz[aal simply means to believe that Allah did 

not prohibit it. 

And sometimes, on the other hand, one doesn't believe that Allah 

prohibited something, due to a deficiency in one's faith in rubabiyah, 

5 
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or because his faith in the message (of Islam) is deficient, in this case 

it is jufiud, having no relation to the above. Sometimes one knows that 

Allah prohibited it, and he knows that the Messenger (~) only prohibits 

what Allah prohibited, yet he does not comply with this prohibition, and 

additionally, he opposes it. This case of kufr is worse than the previous 

one, because he is aware that Allah will punish anyone who does not 

comply with these prohibitions. 

If this refusal is due to a deficiency in one's belief in the wisdom 

of the command and its importance, then this is a sign of the absence 

of some necessary element of trust, because it is known that everything 

he believes in rejecting or following is done to satisfy himself only. 

This is because he is aware of all that Allah and His 

Messenger (.$) informed him, and he trusts that all which the believers 

accept is true, but he dislikes it and it angers him, and he is dissatisfied, 

so that he does not act in accordance with it, nor desire to. He says, 'I 

do not endorse, nor honor this.' Thereby detesting the truth and being 

disgusted with it, so this is a different type than the first, and labeling 

such as a disbeliever is well known by necessity in the religion of 

Islam, and the Qur'iin cites the example of this category of takfir, in 

fact, (it has been said that) the Prophet (~) mentioned that this kind of 

person would receive the severest punishment; 

<The most severely punished among people on the 

Day of Judgment is a knowledgeable one whom 

Allah did qot benefit by his knowledge.> 1 

This is the example of Iblis and whoever follows his path. So from 

t_his, the distinction between the different types of disobedience is clear. 

1It is a very weak {ladfth recorded by a~-Tabariini in a~-$aghfr no. 507, lbn ·'Adi in al
Kiimil 5: 187, al-Bayhaqi in Shu'bah al-lmiin from Abu Hurayrah, and it contains 
'Uthmiin bin Miqsam al-Buri who is matriik (abandoned).(See Silsilat al-Afziidfth a<f
I;>a 'lfah no. 1634) 

6 
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If he believes that an act is obligatory for him, and he wants to do it, 

but his desires and weakness prevent him from acting accordingly, then 

he comes with faith in the truthfulness and submission and the 

willingness to comply, yet his saying that does not cause him to fulfill 

the act." 1 

The objective (here) is to clarify the intricacies and subtle elements 

of resistance or obstinance (kufr al-'inii.d), that it does not apply to the 
< 

avoidance of an act while admitting the necessity of the act, unless that 

is accompanied by animosity and hatred for the truth and arrogance in 

the face of it. 

So that this type of kufr can be known with clarity, leaving no trace 

of confusion over it or its subtleties, we have added explanation in the 

form of Shaykh al-Islam's saying (~); 

"The second (type): That one does not deny its obligation (that of the 

pillars of Islam etc.) yet he desists from adhering to it arrogantly, 

enviously, or with hatred for Allah and His Messenger(~). So he says 

that he knows Allah made it obligatory for the Muslims, and that the 

Messenger (~) was truthful in his conveyance of the Qur'ii.n, yet he 

avoids implementing the act out of arrogance or envy for the 

Messenger (A) or allegiance to his religion, or hatred for what the 

Messenger (A) came with. It is agreed that this is a disbeliever. For 

when lblis refrained from the prostration that he was commanded, he 

did not deny that the prostration was obligatory, for surely Allah had 

addressed him with the order, but he only turned away out of arrogance 

and he was among the disbelievers . Similarly the case of Abu Talib; he 

trusted what the Messenger (~) told him, he only avoided following 

him out of zeal for his own religion, and fearing public disgrace if he 

complied, and out of arrogance. 

Hence it is necessary that he has realized (the truth of) it. Among 

'A~ -~arm al-Mas/al pp.521-522. 

7 
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the sayings of the Fuquha' is that one is not considered a kiifir unless 

he denies its obligation. So according to such say~ng, denial (ju~ud) 

includes the presence of the rejection of its obligation and avoiding 

confirmation (in the heart) and (physical) adherence, as Allah (~) said; 

«It is not you that they reject, but the wrongdoers denied 

the ii.yii.t of Allah.» (AL-An'am 6:33) 

And; 

,,, , J. • ,,, ,,_ J oJ ,,. • 

~LS'~ ~t; l#J L.11; ~j t,~~r_--·JJ ~ IJ}~:,) 
, 

( '. .l-4Ji t.; W;. ,:.,,!. , ., 

«And they denied them (those iiyiit) wrongfully and 

arrogantly, though they were themselves convinced of 

them. So see what was the end of the evil rebels to Allah.» 

(An-Naml 27: 14) 

So whenever one does not accept or believe in the obligation of 

doing it, then it is agreed that he is to be fought and declared a 

disbeliever." 1 

Sometimes Allah (~) punishes this opposition by causing his heart to 

deviate and to be misguided so that it sees the falsehood as true and the 

truth to be false. As Allah (~) said; 

'Majmu 'al-Fatawa 20:97-98. 

8 
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«And we shall turn their hearts and their eyes away (from 

guidance) as they refused to believe in it the first time, and 

we shall leave them in their trespass to wander blindly.» 

(Al-An'am 6: 110) 

Explaining this ayah, a~ -TabarI said; 

"The obvious meaning of these words is, 'And we shall turn 

their hearts to deviate from faith, and their sight from seeing 

the truth and knowing the weight of the proof. And even if the 

signs that they requested came to them, they would not believe 

in Allah and His Messenger (~), and what he came with from 

Allah, just as they did not believe previously. And it is 

reported that Ibn 'Abass said, 'When the idolaters denied what 

Allah revealed, their hearts would not accept anything, and 

they rejected every command."1 

Ibn Qayim al-Jawziyah explained the saying of Allah; 

«And Allah will never lead a people astray after He has 
guided them, until He makes what they should avoid clear 

to them ... » (At-Tawbah 9: 115) 

"He gives them clear guidance and proofs but they do not 

accept the guidance, so their straying is their punishment for 

abandoning the guidance in the first place, since they were 

aware of the guidance and turned away from it, He blinded 

1Tafsfr a.r-Tabari. 

9 
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them from it after they had seen it."1 

His shaykh, Shaykh al-Islam lbn Taymiyah (~) said; 

"Then these people, when they did not follow their attestation of its 

obligation with acts of the heart, tongue or otherwise, it effected their 

hearts until the trust in their hearts ceased, as Allah (~) said, 

Ji~;.,·.~~.,~.,~-;~ i~4 ~~ ~;,.Ju~! J > 
, , 

J ~ ,, • .,,.,, J ,,,. ~ , ( ~-+ U illi ~ I'· i I '· I'- ~ ._ <" 11 illi J ' , . t..; ~ .; r-=-: , '.J""".) 

«And when Miisa said to his people, "0 my people! Why 

do you hurt me while you known for sure that I am the 

Messenger of Allah to you?" So when they turned away, 

Allah turned their hearts.» (A~ -$a.ff 61 : 5) 

These people were knowledgeable, so when they deviated, Allah 

caused their hearts to deviate ... the point here is that avoiding an 

obligatory act with the awareness indicative of both trust and 

knowledge, implies a negation of both the trust and the knowledge, as 

is said, 

'Knowledge calls out for the deed, it 1s either responded to, or it 

leaves. "'2 

DESPONDENCE (tRAp) 

Some people turn away (from what is true), they neither trust it nor 

distrust it, they don't pay attention to it, nor listen intently, recklessly 

1Shifii 'al-Ghalil p.100 

2Shar~ al- t\qfdah al-A~fahiiniyah pp.123-124. 

10 
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nor arrogantly, as Allah (~) said; 

«A Book whose ayat are explained in detail, an 'Arabic 

Qur'an for people who know. Giving good news and 

warning. But most of them turn away so that they do not 

listen.» (Fu~ilat 41 :3-4). 

A i-TabarT said; 

"They were too arrogant to listen to it and reflect on Allah's 

proofs in it...They did not listen, but turned their hearing 

proudly away from it. "1 

Then Allah said; 

" ~ , . ' 
i~·--, · , ~'"' l;jl:)i ·, ~I LS '·.,0 ~ .ili°I · 1~'1% I 'u, ) 

,-· ~.J ~.J , ~ .J, - • ~ ' , ~ . jJ .J 
' . , 

(-: 1-~81 1'-~t :.,~ ~-i.)Y"';' • v- . . , , - . .J 
, 

«And they say: Our hearts are under coverings from which 

you invite us, and in our ears is deafness, and between us 

and you is a screen, so work; verily, we are working.» 

(Fusi/at 41 :5) 

The meaning is, "We are not listening to what you insist on inviting 

us to when you invite to it." As a k Taban said. And this is 

despondence, or kufr al-trafi. 

1Tafsfr a.t-Tabarf. 

11 
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Ibn Qayim al-Jawziyah explained it saying; 

"As for despondence (i'ra(i). it is to tum ones hearing and 

heart away from the Messenger (~ ), to not trust him, nor 

reject him, to not support him, nor show enmity towards him. 

to not pay any attention at all to what he came with.''1 

Shaykh al-Islam said, 

"Kufr is more general than rejection, for everyone who rejects 

the Messenger (~) is a disbeliever, but not every disbeliever 

rejects him. Some know of his truthfulness and affirm it, yet 

he still hates him or is his enemy, so he is a disbeliever. Or, 

some turn away, he does not trust him nor reject him, so he is 

a disbeliever but not a rejector."2 

HYPOCRISY (NIFAQ) 

Some people disbelieve it the message inwardly, but submit to it 

outwardly for the sight of people, or for some worldly benefit. This is 

kufr an-nifaq or the kufr of hypocrisy. 

DOUBT (SHAKK) 

Some people are filled with doubt and hesitation, not sure of anything, 

this is kufr ash-shakk, or the kufr of doubt. Shaykh al-Islam (•) said, 

"Ahl al-~adfth, the majority of the Fuquha' among the 

Malikiyah, the Shafiyah and the I:Ianbaliyah, most of the 

'Madiirij as-Siilikfn 1:338. 

2At-Tis ayniyah 166. 

12 
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Sufis, panies of Ahl al-Kaliim - both those whose kaliim is 

according to the Sunnah and those whose kalam is not, like the 

Mutazilah and the Khawarij and others - all agree that anyone 

who does not believe in the message after the proof is 

established for him, then he is a kiifir, whether it is because of 

denial, uncertainty, despondence, arrogance, or hesitation, etc."1 

Some of the Fuquha' mentioned that there is no kufr except for the 

one who denies (jufzud). Accordingly,jufzud includes rejection (kufr at

takthfb) and resistance (kufr al-'inad), as Shaykh al-Islam indicated. 

Others said that kufr is either jufiud or 'iniid, not that they rejected the 

other types of kufr like kufr al-trafi, and kufr ash-shakk, and among 

these people is Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyah when he said, 

"Kufr is only through rejecting the Messenger(~) in what he 

informed, or desisting from following him while knowing his 

trustworthiness, similar to the kufr of Fir'un and the Jews and 

those like them."2 

Shaykh al-I:IakmI said; 

"The bases of kufr is; 

1. Al-Jufzud (denial) 

2. Al-'/nad (resistance), accompanied by ·arrogance and disobedience."3 

After we have listed the types of kufr, we must explain that kufr may 

be in creed, or saying, or action: 

1Majmu 'al-Fatiiwa 20:86-87. 

2This is the kufr al- iniid which is accompanied by the hatred, arrogance and · opposition 

to Allah and His Messenger (8 ). Quote froin Dur a Ta ari{l al- /\qi wan-Naql 1 :242. 

3A'liim as-Sunnah al-Manshuwrah p.175. 

13 
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1. In creed: Like any belief of shirk about Allah (~). or attributing 

shortcomings to Him (~). or claiming partners for Him, or offspring, 

or believing in permitting fornication or consumption of intoxicants etc. 

2. In saying: Like speaking blasphemously about Allah (~) or speaking 

in a degrading manner about His Messenger (fa), or the angels, or the 

religion of Islam. Similarly, ridiculing Allah, His ayat, and His 

Messenger(~), all of which is kufr, whether it is done seriously or in 

jest, and whether it is done in an attempt to invalidate it or not, as 

Allah (~) said; 

~ , • • J J ., ., ., 

J..jLT ....uLi d ~- , . .\ ~ Lis" WI~.' ':'' '.j:-l'l:.i. •I' ) 
,, - .J , • ..,.., • .J ~ ..,:,,',.J • ,._,., Y'-'::" ~ ,;,r,"' .J 

, , 
J 

( ~).;+-· ~ (:.;5 ~;..~~ 
, 

«And if you ask them they say; "We were only talking idly 

and joking." Say: "Was it Allah, His iiyat, and His 

Messenger that you were ridiculing?" Make no excuse, you 

have disbelieved after believing.» (At-Tawbah 9:65-66) 

3. In deed: Like prostration to an idol or a grave, the Sun or the Moon, 

or putting the musfzaf in a filthy place etc. 

Most of the Murji'ah differ with Ahl as-Sunnah in that they 

consider faith to consist only of trust, 

"And that it either exists entirely as a whole or not at all, and 

that it is possible that faith be complete in the heart of one 

who intentionally, and without remorse, utters kufr and speaks 

in a degrading manner about Allah and His Messenger (~)."1 

So these people confine kufr to the heart's rejection, and they 

1Quoted by lbn Taymiyah. See Majmii' al-Fatiiwa 7:582. 
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claim, "In every case where one has committed kufr according to the 

shar', the kufr is the rejection of the heart's trust in the Lord (~)."1 

And (they say) it is well known that it is not possible to know about or 

uncover the rejection present in another's heart, so no human has the 

right to label another with disbelief, "except ';Vith a specific text about 

a person."2 Yet the salafhave labeled those who say this with disbelief.3 

Surely Iblis the accursed was labeled a disbeliever within the text of the 

Qur iin, yet he did not reject, rather he arrogantly defied Allah. The 

same is the case with Fir'iin and his people, as Allah (~) said about 

them; 

-- J •> ,,, • 

I.. I"...' I • I I• 0 
' ' 

4 • ·, T' ._ ~ ~ 0 
,_ 

0 
-,- I -. . I J , , , ) 

y-Jl.o,,.\,'1~ -4 ';. "J ~ J~J 

('· ~i~W;. .:r.. , ., 

«And they denied them ( those iiyiiJ) wrongfully and 

arrogantly, though they were themselves convinced of 

them. So see what was the end of the evil rebels to Allah.» 

(An-Naml 27: 14) 

"And whoever examines the Qur'iin and Sunnah, the 

biographies of the prophets in their nations and their da'wah 

to them, and what .happened to them as a result, then he will 

be certain of the error of the people of Kalam (and among 

them the Murji'~h) in what they say, he will know the kufr of 

all of these nations occurred with their certainty and 

knowledge, while they had trust in the truthfulness of their 

1See previous note. 

2lthiir al-lniiif by Ibn al-Wazfr. 

3See al-Iman by Ibn Taym1yah, p. 179. 
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prophets." 1 

Since most of the Murji 'ah say this, the Fuqhuha' have made the 

condition for the correctness of faith that it be made up of acts of the 

heart - with trust, and sayings of the tongue. 

Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyah (~) said; 

"In short, if one ponders over what has been said, he will have 

no doubt that a person cannot be a believer merely due to trust 

in the heart, while he is angry with Allah and His 

Messenger(~), and he is too proud to worship Allah, and he 

has enmity for Him and His Messenger(~). And this is the 

position of the majority of the Murji'ah, that the action of the 

heart is enough to bring one within the realm of true faith ... " 2 

1Miftiifz Dar as-Sa'adah, by lbn al-Qayim I :94. 

2Majmu' al-Fatawa 7:543. 
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Ut;DI at-Takffr 

Its Guidelines and Conditions 

The believer should not indulge in matters of takfir before· 

understanding it's basic principles and meeting it's conditions and 

guidelines. Otherwise he will fali into ruin, sin and incur the anger of 

the Merciful (~). The issue of takfir is among the gravest and most 

sensitive issues in the religion, and only the greatest of the people with 

immense knowledge and sharp understanding are capable of correctly 

determining it. What follows are its basic principles, guidelines and 

conditions. 

1. Takffr is a Legislative Sentence 

Takfir is solely the right of the Lord (~). It is not the domain of a 

particular class or group, nor is it dependent upon one's reasoning or 

opinions. Fervent tyranny and open hostility does not enter into the 

question, nor is it charged upon an oppressor because his oppression 

and errant ways are extreme, or a violent unrelenting tyrant as a means 

of ending his reign of terror. No one is declared a kii.fir except those 

who have been declared such by Allah and His Messenger(~). 

Shaykh ul-Islam lbn Taymiyyah said<•); 

"This is the opposite of what some people say, like 

Abu IsQaq al-IsfaraynI and those who follow him; 

they say, 'We do not make takfir of anyone except. 

for those who make takfir of us.' But labeling one 

with disbelief is not their right, it is Allah's right. 

People do not have the right to lie about those who 

17 
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lie about them, nor to commit fornication with the 

women of those who have committed fornication ·with 

their women. Even if a man is raped by another man 

he doesn't have the right to rape him in retaliation ... 

because these are offenses against Allah (~). Even if 

a Christian slanders our Prophet (A), it is not allowed 

for us to slander al-Masil:i, and if the Rawafi<;I make 

takfir of Abu Bakr and 'Umar, it is not right for us to 

make takfir of 'Ali (~) ... " 1 

In another place he said; 

"Similarly, the people of knowledge and the Sunnah 

do not make takfir of those who oppose them even if 

their opposition comes in the form of takfir of them, 

for one's disbelief is determined by the shanah. 

People do not have the right to punish with it as 

revenge. Just like if someone lies about you or 

fornicates with your women, it is not your right to lie 

about him and fornicate with his wife, because lying 

and fornication is among the forbidden things, due to 

Allah's right to determine them as such, and similarly 

takfir is Allah's right, so takfir is not applied to one 

unless it was applied to him by Allah or His 

Messenger ( .. )."2 

Al-Qurafi said, 

"A matter is not determined to be kufr by reason, 

'Manhiij as-Sunnah 5:244. 

2Ar-Radd ala al-Bakrf p.257 
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rather it is a legislated matter of the shart ah. So if 

the shart ah says about a matter, 'It is kufr' then it is 

kufr, and it is the same whether it is a thing written or 

stated."1 

Al-GhazalI said; 

"Kufr is a shart ah ruling like enslavement and 

freedom etc. It makes blood lawful and warrants 

eternity in the Fire. It is determined by the shart ah 

so its realization is either by a text, or by qiyas 

concluding from what occurred in the texts."2 

Ibn al-Wazrr said; 

"Takfir is based purely upon what has been revealed, 

there is no room for the use of reason in determining 

it, and the evidences for kufr can be established only 

by revelation alone, and there is no dispute over 

this."3 

In his Qa~fdatun-Niiniyah Ibn Qayim al-Jawziyah wrote; 

declared 

"Declaring kufr is Allah's right, then His Messenger. 
It is with the confirmed text, not the saying of so and so. 

Anyone who the Lord of the Worlds and His Servant (.3) 

'Tahtheeb al-Furiiq 4:158. 

2Fay~al at-Tafriqah bayn ul-Jslam waz-Zinadiqah 128. 

3Al-~wa~im wal-Qawa~im 4:178. 
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a disbeliever, then that is the possessor of the disbelief." 

Shaykh Ibn 'Uthaymin, may Allah preserve him, answered the 

following question: Are the people of ta'wfl (misleading interpretation) 

considered disbelievers or just fasiqs 1? 

"To apply the judgement of disbelief and fusaq is not for us, rather it 

is for Allah (~) and His Messenger (~ ). It is a judgement of the 

shart ah based upon the Book and the Sunnah. So it is necessary that 

its application is affirmed. None is considered a disbeliever or a fasiq 

without proof from the Book and the Sunnah for his disbelief or fisq. 

The rule for one who appears to be a true Muslim is that his Islam 

and its fidelity remains until it has been determined by proof from the 

shart ah that this has ceased. It is not allowed to indulge in declaring 

him a disbeliever or a fo.siq because this may result in one of the two 

following grave dangers: 

1. Forging a lie against Allah (~) by judging and sentencing another 

with the description (kafir) that he labeled him with. 

2. What he accused his brother with may return to him if his brother 

was in fact innocent of it. In Sa[if[i Muslim it is reported that 'Abdullah 

Bin 'Umar (~) said that the Prophet(~) said: 

< When a man calls his brother a kafir it surely 

comes back to one of them.> 

So accordingly, before judging a Muslim to be a klifir or a fasiq, 

it is necessary to be sure of two matters: 

I.The Book and the Sunnah prove that these statements or actions 

1Meaning deviants in this context. 
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necessitate a declaration of kufr or fisq . 

2. The judgement is applied to the individual who said or did the act, 

only when the conditions of takfir and declaring one afasiq truly apply 

to him, and all obstacles are removed. 

One of the most important conditions is that the offender is aware 

of the violation which made him a kafir or Ja.siq, as Allah (~) said; 

'"• • ~" I '/.tj ;j '. ~':;L.:. ~ -• J' ' ' ~tj --~ •' ' ) 
.r.&-~Jr..>"'+' ~ ' .~ ~J ~ _,j-0.J 

( I' ' 0;~.J' '~-' ~-J 1 
~- 'L.:. J.)' ! ~·•tj I ' -

~ ~" l.S'JJ ,,JJ -,,Y' ':-; 

«Whoever contends with the Messenger (8) after 

the guidance has been made clear to him and he 

follows other than the way of the believers, We 

shall leave him in the path he has chosen and land 

him in Hell. What an evil refuge.» (An-Nisa 

4:115). 

And; 

«And Allah does not allow a people to stray, after 

He has guided them, until He makes what they 

should avoid clear to them.» (At-Tawbah 9:115). 

For this reason the people of knowledge say; 'One is not considered 

a kafir for rejecting an obligation, if he is new to Islam, until it is made 

clear for him. "'1 Here we must pause to list and elaborate upon this last 

condition that the shaykh mentioned, that is; 

1Al-Qawaid al-Muthliifee $ifat Alliih wa Asmahil-f:lusnii 88-89. 
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2. Guaranteeing Knowledge of the Proof and· the Absence of 

Doubt 

A Muslim is not considered a kiifir by a statement, action, or belief 

until proof has been established for him, such that all doubt about it is 

removed. Allah (~) said; 

. , 

< 'J.;.'.; ;\~~~ 'c):> w~/k:. 8' L:. ~ > 
« We do not punish until We have sent a 

messenger.» (Al-Isra 17: 15) 

And; 

«And Allah does not allow a people to stray, after 

He has guided them, until He makes what they 

should avoid clear to them.» (At-Tawbah 9:115). 

And; 

. , , . ", .,, , , 

::.:..i:..,· i 'J" 1 ~- I tW ~ · • ul'~ ' ~j Ui . 1 ' ) ) .J-' ,) .J-' , , • ,j,11 • • r" .J-' .J 
.::;, , ,' '; ,, 

( I ',' ~- J .l; . i I. i . el.Jli i , t:. 'i , , L:i:J I 
tJj>U J , "' ~ ~ , - ~ .J,M') - : 

«If We had destroyed them with a punishment 

before this, they would have said: "Our Lord! If 

only you had sent us a messenger we would have 

certainly followed your Signs before we were 

humiliated and disgraced."» (Ta /ja 20:134). 

And; . 
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, ' , 
«Every time a group is thrown into it, it's keepers 

will say, "Did no Warner come to you?" They will 

say: "Yes a warner came to us but we rejected 

him and said: "Allah never revealed anything, you 

are only in great error.» (Al-Mulk 67: 8-9) 

And; 

,.,. • ~,, I '/,tj ;j, ~-::c. ~ J, J ~,j --~ , , ) 
~~..JI.>~ ~ ' . ~ .,-,.J' ~ - .:;,,o .J 

( I' ' ~;L~ '~-' ~- I ~- ::c. s ~ ~ ·<tj I '. 
~ ~ " .J I..S' J"' ,,J"' .,, Y' I.}'-::":"" 

«Whoever contends with the Messenger (8) after 

the guidance has been made clear to him and he 

follows other than the way of the believers We 

shall leave him in the path he has chosen and land 

him in Hell, what an evil refuge.» (An-Nist/ 4: 115). 

In his Safiffi, Mul)ammad Bin Isma'TI al-Bukhari, the believers' 

commander in the field of fladfth said in the section, "Reforming the 

Apostates and Rebels"; "Chapter: 'Fighting the Khawarij and Apostates 

after proof is established against them", Allah (~) said; 

'. ,, 
1 

~- • '1:a ~I ~ t.::-:. \ ._, t aJi -: LS' 'c. ' ) 
~ ~ ~ • • ~ ~ ~ .J 

, , 

( ~.,.~~~~ ~ 

«And Allah does not allow a people to stray, after 
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He has guided them, until He makes what they 

should avoid clear to them.» (At-Tawbah. 9: 115)"1 

Al-'AiynI commented; 

"With this noble ayah he (al-Bukhari) is indicating 

that fighting the Khawarij and apostates is not 

obligatory until after proof showing the falsehood of 

their arguments is established against them. This ayah 

is an evidence for this, because it demonstrates that 

Allah will not punish His servants until He makes 

what they should do, and what they should stay away 

from doing clear to them. "2 

Shaykh al-Islam lbn Taymiyyah said; 

"Takftr is one of the threats (of Allah's punishment), so if a statement 

is said in rejection of what the Messenger (fi)) said, but the person 

saying it is new to the fold of Isliim, or he comes from a remote desert 

area, or other such examples, then he is not considered a kafir by such 

rejection until the proof is established for him. A man may have not 

heard the text, or he could have heard it but it was not confirmed for 

him, or it was contradicted for him by another factor necessary in 

explaining it, even though it was a misguided interpretation. I always 

mention the ~adfth recorded in the two $a~i'~s, about the man who said, 

<"When I die, cremate me. Then pulverize my 

remains, then spread me in the sea. For by Allah, 

if He is able to, He will punish me more than He 

1See book 89, chapter 6, vol. 9 of Muhsin Khan' s translation. 

2'Amadat ul-Qarr 19:369. 
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has punished any one in all of the worlds." So they 

did that with him. So Allah said to him, "What 

caused you do this?" He said, "Fear of you." So 

He (it) forgave him.> 

This man actually doubted Allah's ability to reform him if he were 

to become scattered dust, he actually believed that He (~) could not 

refashion him! This is kufr by the agreement of the Muslims. But he 

was ignorant, having no knowledge of this. He was a believer fearing 

that Allah would punish him, so Allah forgave him. The interpretations 

of the people of ijtihiid that are done in order to adhere to following the 

Messenger (~) are more deserving of forgiveness than that."' 

"It is not for anyone to declare a Muslim a kaftr for 

committing a sin or being in error, until the proof has 

been established against him and the point is made 

clear to him. The confirmation of one's Islam 

remains, it is not removed because of doubt. Rather, 

it does not cease until the proof has been established 

and the doubt is removed."2 

Ibn Qudamah said; 

"If there is one who is not aware of the obligations of something, as is 
the case with one new to the fold of Islam, or he comes from a land 

other than a land of Isliim, or he lives in a desert far from civilization 

and the people of knowledge, then he is not judged with kufr. He is to 

be made aware of this and the proofs that make it (the prayer etc.,) 

obligatory for him. If afterwards he rejects it, then he has indeed 

'Majmii' al-Fatiiwii 3:231. 

2Majmu' al-Fatawii 12:265-66. 
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committed kufr. If then such rejection for it is spread by him throughout 

the cities between the people of knowledge then he is made takflr of 

because of his rejecting it. It is the same ruling for all of the basics in 

/sliim, whether it is zakiih, fasting, or fiajj . Because the pillars of lsliim 

and proof that they are an obligation are not generally hard to come 

across since the Book and the Sunnah are both filled with the proofs for 

them, and there is consensus upon them. So none truly rejects them 

except out of resistance to /sllim ... 

Whoever believes that something is lawful when there is ijma' 

(agreement among the Muslims) for its prohibition, and he spreads such 

judgement of his among the Muslims; and there is no ambiguity about 

the texts mentioning its prohibition, for example like the meat of pigs, 

or fornication, or things like these where there is no difference. over 

whether rejecting them is kufr or not - not like what we have discussed 

about avoiding prayer (i.e., that there is some difference over it) - or if 

he allows fighting the innocent and taking their wealth without any 

question nor interpretation, then he is also like that (a kiifir due to his 

clear rejection). 

But on the other hand, if he does this due to some interpretation of 

his like in the case with the Khawarij, then as we have mentioned many 

of the Fuquha' did not judge them to be kiifirs even though they (the 

Khawarij) considered the blood and wealth of the Muslims to be lawful 

to them, and they believed their actions were a means of nearness to 

Allah (~). Similarly, Ibn Muljm was not considered a kiifir even 
though he killed the best person in the whole of creation during his 

time ... 1 

It was reported that lbn Qudamah Bin Ma~'iin drank intoxicants 

considering it lawful, so 'Umar had the fiadcf inflicted upon him but he 

1He was the assassin of 'Air (4i,). 

2Physical punishment prescribed by revelation which is inflicted by the Islamic authorities. 

In the case of drinking intoxicants it was some form of whipping. 
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did not label him a kafir. Similarly Abu Jundal Bin Sahl and his group 

drank intoxicants in ash-Sham, considering it permissible, and they used 

the saying of Allah (~) (the meaning of which follows) as evidence; 

«There shall be no sin upon those who believe and 

do good works for what they may have eaten ... » 

(Al-Maidah 5:93). 

They were not considered to be kafirs, they were made aware of its 

prohibition, they were reformed and received the fzadd for it. Similar 

judgements are determined in cases similar to theirs. 

Due to this, in each case where a person is ignorant of something 

that is possible for him to be ignorant of, he is not judged with kufr 

until he is made aware of that, and there remains no doubt with him 

over it, and he still considers it lawful afterwards."1 He (lbn Qudamah) 

said in another place; 

"And whoever denies that it is obligatory- meaning 

zakah - out of ignorance, and he is in fact one who is 

ignorant about it, whether it is because he has 

recently entered the fold of Islam, or because he 

comes from a desert on the outskirts of the cities, he 

is to be made aware of its obligation, he is not 

considered a kafir since he has an excuse .... "2 

Also among the evidences from the authentic Sunnah is what comes 

from the Prophet (.3); 

1Al-Mughnf 10:85-86 

2Al-Mughni 2:435. 
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<Four people on the Day of Judgement· will lay 

claim to an excuse: 

A deaf person who cannot hear; 

a dumb person; 

a senile person; 

a person who dies in the natural state (fitrah ).> 1 

<As for the deaf, he says; "0 my Lord! When 

Islam came I heard nothing". As for the dumb, he 

says; "0 my Lord! When Islam came the young 

men were throwing me in the dung." As for the 

senile, he says; "When Isliim came I could not 

understand". And as the person who died in the 

natural state, he says; "0 my Lord! Your 

messenger did not come to me." So He (Ii) takes 

a covenant with them that they will obey Him, 

then He sends a messenger to them giving them 

the message that they must enter the Fire.> 

He (A) said, 

<By the One in whose Hand is my soul! If they 

enter it then it will be cool and tranquil for them, 

and whoever does not enter it, he will be dragged 

into it.>2 

1 Translator's note: The natural state, or the fitrah, is the state in which one is born, before 
being taught a particular religion. This would also apply to those living in remote areas 
whose creed was not one of shirk yet they never knew of Islam. 

2 An authentic {ladfth; narrated by Abu Hurayrah, al-Aswiid Bin Sana, Abu Sa'rd al
Khudn, Anas and Mu'ii!!!, 
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Abu Hurayrah said; "And read if you will: 

. } 

( ':/_;_,~ ~ ::~ ~ ~-~ 11! L:. ~) 

«We do not punish until We have sent a 

messenger»" (Al-Isra 17:15) 

This fr.adrth is clear evidence that the Lord (~) does not destroy his 

servants nor punish them until after He conveys the message and 

establishes the proof. 

This fr.adfth, however, has been challenged by the claim that the 

Hereafter is an abode of recompense and accountability, it is not the 

place for deeds and trials, so how can these people mentioned be held 

accountable for what they do in the Hereafter, such that they will enter 

the Fire because of it? Shaykh al-Islam answered this by saying; 

"Responsibility ends only upon entering Paradise or 

the Fire as a (final) abode of recompense. Yet it is 

l. Abii Hurayrah's fiadith was recorded by A~mad, ls~iiq Bin Riihawiyah, al-Bazzar in 
Kashf al-lstiir, al-Bayhaqi in al-ftiqad; lbn Abr 'Asim in as-Sunnah, and lbn Janr a~ -
Taban. The wording quoted in the article is that of Abii Hurayrah. 
2. The !zadith of al-Aswiid was recorded by A~mad, al-Bazzar in Kashf al-lstiir, a~
Tabariini, a<;I-I;>iya' in al-Mukhtarah, and lbn Hibbiin. Its wording is similar to that of the 
ftadfth of Abu Hurayrah. 
3. The fiadith of Abu Sa'rd was recorded by al-Bazz.ar in Kash/ al-lstiir, 'Air Bin al-Ja'd 
in his Musnad, and lbn 'Abd al-Barr in ar-Tamhid and its wording is somewhat different. 
4. The !zadith of Anas is recorded by Qasim Bin Asbag, as shown by lbn 'Abd al-Barr 
in at-Tamhfd, Abii Ya'la in his Musnad, and al-Bazzar in Kash/ al-Istiir with different 
wording. 
5. The fzadith of Mu'ath is recorded by 'Abd al-Barr in at-Tamhfd, af -Tabaranr in al
Awsiit al-Kabir, and Musnad ash-Shtimyin, and its wording is similar to the fiadith of Abii 
Sa'rd. 

Through combining all of its ways of transmission, the fiadith's grade is !a!zi/1. 
AI-Bayhaqr declared it authentic, as did lbn l:{ajr, and lbn 'Abd al-Barr. AI-Haythamr 
said, "The narrators in the fiadith of al-Aswad bin Sana and Abii l:1-urayrah are narrators 
of the $afz1fz narrators. Similarly the narrators recorded by al-Bazzar for them are ~af,ffi. 
Al-Albani declared it !afiffi in a,-$afi1fiah nos. 1434 & 2468. 
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known that they will experience trials and tests in 

their grave when asked, .. Who is your Lord? What is 

your religion? And who is your prophet ?" Similarly 

in the courtyard of resurrection it is said, "Let every 

people follow after that which they worshipped ... " So 

this proves that the testing only ends when the (final) 

abode of recompense is entered, but before the (final) 

abode of recompense there will still be testing and 

trials." 1 

A similar answer to this was given by al-Hafi~ Ibn Kathir, al-Hafi~ 

lbn I:Iajr and others. Among the most effective arguments and 

irrefutable proofs to show that what we have demonstrated regarding 

this point is the truth without contention, is what is confirmed from the 

mother of the believers 'A'ishah (4>); 

"The Prophet (~) sent Abu Ja}:im Bin Huthayfah to collect the zakiih . 

A particular man disputed and fought with him over his ~adaqah. So 

Abu Ja}:im beat him until he fractured his skull. They (the man's family) 

came to the Prophet(~) saying, "We want retaliation O Messenger of 

Allah!" The Prophet(~) said;<You shall get so and so>, but they did 

not approve of that offer. So he (~) said <You shall get so and so>, 

but they did not approve. So he (~) said <You shall get so and so> and 

they finally approved. The Prophet (~) then said to them, 

<Shall I address the rest of the people in the 

evening and inform them of your acceptance?> 

They said; "Yes". 

1Majmu' al-Fatawa 17:309-310. 
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So Allah's Messenger(~) addressed the rest of the people saying, 

<These people, the Layths, came to me requesting 

retaliation. So I responded to them with such and 

such to which they agreed. Have you accepted 

that?> 

They (the relatives of the man beaten) said, "No!" The muhtijirfn 

wanted to attack them, so Allah's Messenger(~) commanded them to 

leave them alone which they did. Then He (~) called them to give 

them more. He (£3) said, <Will you accept that?> They said, "Yes." He 

said, 

<Shall I address the people (again) and inform 

them of your acceptance?> 

They said, "Yes." So the Prophet (~) later addressed the people · 

and asked them (the family of the man who was beaten) <Do you 

accept?> They said, "Yes." 1 

Abu Mul)ammad Bin I:Iazm said; 

"This [uJdfth proves that the ignorant is excused, and 

that one is not removed from Islam in such 

circumstance. If one had knowledge when doing a 

similar thing, it would make him a ktifir. Because 

these people, the Layths, rejected the Prophet (13 ), 
and rejecting him is clear kufr, there being no 

1An authentic !i,a.drth recorded by 'Abd ar-Razzaq in his Mu~annaf9:462, A):lmad 6:232, 
Abu Dawiid 4534, an-Nasa'r 4778, Ibn Majah no. 2638, Ibn J:Iibban no. 1529, al-Bayhaqr 
in as-Sunan al-Kuburii 8:49, and lbn I:Iazm in al-Mura/la 10:410. 
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difference about it. Yet due to their ignorance and 

their nomadic nature they were given the excuse of 

ignorance, so they were not considered kiifirs." 1 

There are numerous t,.adfths under this topic. Among them is the 

fzadfth where Mu'ath prostrated to the Prophet(~) when he returned 

from ash-Sham2, also the ~adfth of the companions asking if they could 

have a that ul-anwa_t to sit under and seek blessings from as the 

mushrikin did with theirs3, etc. But the Prophet (&}) did not consider 

Mu'ath a kafir, nor the Layths nor those who asked for a that ul-anwa_t, 

proving that the ignorant is excused by his ignorance until the proof is 

established against him. These people were the .generation of the 

Prophet (~). and they were the best of people, 

"So how about others when ignorance dominates in 

an age where all traces of Prophethood are gone?"4 

For this reason ash-ShawkanI said that Mu'ath's prostration to the 

Prophet shows one is not considered a kiifir for the prostration_ to other 

1Al-Mu~alii 10:410-411. 

2Recorded by lbn Majah and others. 

3Ab0 Waqid al-LaythI said, "We went with Allah's Messenger to l;{unayn while we had 
just recently left disbelief. The mushrikin had a tote tree which they used to frequent and 

hang their swords upon. They called it !J!iit ul-anwii_t (possessor of the medals of honor). 
We said, 'O Messenger of Allah, can you make a f.!!iit ul-anwii_t for us like their thiit ul-

anwii,t?' Allah's Messenger(~) said, <Alliihu akbar! This way that you have 
mentioned, by the One in whose Hand my soul is, is just like what the children of 
lsri'il asked Musi; 

«"Make a god for us like their god." He said, "Surely you are an ignorant people."» 
(Al-A'riif 7: 138) 

You have followed the way of those before you.> (Recorded by at-Tinnithi) 

4Ad-Durr an-Nuthid p. 9. 
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than Allah (~) done out of ignorance.' 

Ibn I:Iazm said: 

"As for whoever said that Allah (~) is in reality a 

particular person, or that Allah (~) dwells in the 

body of one of His creatures, or that after 

Mut:iammad (~) there will be prophets to come other 

than the return of 'Isa Bin Maryam, then no two will 

differ over making takfir of him due to the proof for 

each of these being correctly established for every 

one. If it is possible that there exists one who believes 

these withou~ having ever been informed to the 

contrary, then making takfir of him is not obligatory 

until the proof has been established against him."2 

To clearly finalize this point, Shaykh al-Islam said, 

"Such creed is that of disbelief, just like rejecting the 

obligation of prayer, zaklih, fasting and ~ajj, or like 

making fornication, intoxicants, gambling, and 

marrying the ma!iram3 lawful. But if such sayings are 

due to the fact that the infonnation has not reached 
one ... as is the case with one who recently entered 

'Nayl al-Aw.tar 6:363. 

2Al-Fa~l 3:293. Editor' s note: His concluding statement must be understood within the 
context of the discussion. which is dealing with a person who has accepted real Islam not 
a man made religion that is falsely called Islam. 

3Those unlawful to marry. See al-Mu'minah magazine vol.2 issue 2-3 where this 
definition is discussed. 
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Isliim, or one coming from a remote desert who the 

laws of Islam have not reached, then this person is 

not judged with the kufr of having rejected anything 

that was revealed to the Messenger (~) since they 

did not actually know that it was revealed to the 

Messenger (~)." 1 

1Majmii' al-Fatii.wii. 3:354. 
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3. No Distinction is Made (Regarding the Principles of Takfiry 
Between the Fundamentals (of the Religion), Branches, 

Creed, or Legal Verdicts 

Abu Mu}:lammad Bin I:Iazm said: 

"The people disagree over this subject. One group holds the view that 

anyone who disagrees with them in any matter, whether it is from the 

issues of creed or any legal issue, then he is a kii.fir ! 

Another group holds the view that he is a kii.fir if he differs in some 

of this, or a fiisiq but not a kiifir for the rest. They detennine the 

difference based on their reasoning and conjecture! 

Another group holds the view that anyone who disagrees with 

them in issues of creed is a ka.fir, and if he disagrees with them in legal 

issues or issues of worship, then he is neither a kii.fir or a fasiq, and if 

his disagreement is due to ijtihad, then he is excused for his mistake,· 

depending upon his intent. 

Another group says similarly regarding one who differs with them 

in issues of worship. But regarding the one who differs with them in 

issues of creed. they say that if the subject of difference is the over the 

attributes of Allah (~). then he is a kli.fir, otherwise he is a fasiq. 

Another group holds the view that one is not to consider a Muslim 

a kiifir due to his utterances in creed nor legal verdicts, and that 

everyone who makes ijtihiid, and is left with thinking that he is correct, 

then he is forgiven either way - if he is correct then he will be given 

two rewards, and if he was incorrect then only one. 

This is the view of Ibo Abu Layla, Abu I:Ianifah, ash-Shafi, 

Sufyan ath-Thawri and Dawud Bin 'Ali (~). It is the view of every 

companion (~) that we know who said something in this regard, and 

we do not know anything that they differed over regarding 

fundamentals, except what we mentioned about their differing over 
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takfir of one who purposely delays prayer beyond its time, or abandons 

paying zakah, denies ~ajj, or fasting Ramac,lan ... "1 

The fzap.fths mentioned earlier (see HUDAA 5:2) stand as proof for the 

view held by the companions, and the Imams that lbn I:Iazm mentioned. 

He also said; 

"And it is true that the Prophet (~) said that there was a man who 

never did any good deeds, so. when his time of death came he said to 

his family: 'When I die burn me and scatter me in the wind, half of my 

ashes in the sea and half on the land. For by Allah, if Allah is able to 

He will punish me in a manner that He did not punish · any of His 

creatures.' So this person was ignorant of the fact that even in death, 

Allah (~) is capable of gathering his ashes and bringing him back to 

life. Still Allah forgave him due to his belief, his fear of Him, and his 

ignorance. And the best explanation for anything concerning this is the 

saying of Allah (~); 

«When the disciples said, "0 Isa Bin Maryam! Is 

your Lord able to send a table down to us from 

the heavens.» 

Upto Allah's saying; 

«And to know that you have indeed told us the 

1 Al-Fa~[ 3:291-292. 
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truth.»(Al-Maidah 5:112-113) 

These are the disciples that Allah (~) praised, yet out of their 

ignorance they said to 'Isa (A) "Is your Lord able to send a table down 

from the heavens." But this did not invalidate their faith, nor their 

sincerity in it, they could only be considered disbelievers if they had 

said this after proof was shown and made clear to them. 

And the necessary evidences, which none differs over, the likes of 

which all of the Imams have agreed to without opposition (such as is 

the case when) anyone who denies an ayah of the Qur'an intentionally, 

and he sees that it in the mu~!iaf like that without a doubt, or he 

diminishes even one word of the Quran intentionally, or adds one 

intentionally, then he is a kafir according to the consensus of all of the 

Imams. 

But if a man makes a mistake in his recitation, he adds a word or 

leaves one out, uttering so unintentionally, thinking that he is correct, 

and being arrogant about it, and defending so before the truth is made 

clear to him, then by this he is not considered a kafir by any of the 

Imams, .nor afasiq, nor a sinner. But when he sees that surely it is so 

in the mu~baf, or he is informed of the proper recitation in a manner 

that proves it to him, then if he still insists on his mistake he is a kafir 

according to all of the Imams 

If someone among the people of Islam gives an explanation (of the 
Qur'an for example) and he is mistaken but the proof is not established 

and the truth is not made clear to him, then he is excused by virtue of 

one reward for his seeking the truth and his pursuit of it, and he is 

forgiven his mistakes if he did not do it intentionally. This is due to the 

saying of Allah (~); 
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«There is no blame on you for what you are 

mistaken therein, rather what you intended in 

your hearts.» (Al-Afzziib 33:5) 

And if he was correct he gets two rewards, one for his correctness and 

one for seeking what is correct. And if the proof has been established 

and the truth made plain to him and he stubbornly resisted the truth -

except in the case of (intentfuly) opposing Allah and His 

Messenger (~) - he is afasiq due to his persistence against Allah, and 

continuing in this matter that is unlawful. 

But if he (intentfuly) opposes Allah and His Messenger(~) in the 

truth, then he is a rebellious kiifir, his blood and his wealth are fzaliil. 

There is no difference here whether it is a belief in a shart ah matter, 

or a mistake in a legal judgement. 

So someone (a Muslim) is not a kiifir until the command of the 

Prophet (~) reaches him, and if it reaches him and he still does not 

believe it, then he is a kafir. And if he believes in something, then he 

believes what Allah (~) willed him to believe in, or, if he gives a 

fatwa, or acts as Allah (~) willed for him to, without the information 

reaching him that the Prophet (~) ruled contrary to what he thinks, 

then there is blame on him until he is informed. If then it reaches him, 

and he sees that it's narration is correct, but he still makes a different 

ijtihiid due to some matter of it not being clear to him, then he is 

mistaken and excused due to one reward as the Prophet(~) said; 

< When the judge struggles for a verdict and he is 

correct, then he gets two rewards, and if he is 

mistaken, then he gets one reward. >(Al-BukharI 

and Muslim) 
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Every belief, saying, or action is judged by this. If he contradicts 

it (the command of the Prophe (~)) by his actions out of resistance to 

the truth, but he in fact believes the opposite of what he does, then he 

is a fiisiq among the believers, and if his resistance is due to his own 

opinion, or from the core of his heart, then he is a disbelieving mushrik, 

whether that is a matter of creed or legal verdicts, due to the texts 

which we have mentioned."1 

As for distinguishing between the fundamentals of religion and its 

branches, or between legal principles or fundamentals in creed regarding 

the excuse for ignorance, there is no knowledgeable bases for this view, 

nor does anything come from the companions or their followers 

regarding it. Rather it is a claim with no evidence or proof. And so, 

Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyah, the one who some people deceitfully 

claim did not excuse anyone when it comes to fundamental matters, said 

the following statement which is clearer than the break of dawn; 

"As for the interpretations of someone who intend by them only 

following the Messenger (~ ), then he is not considered a kiifir by it, 

nor a ftisiq due to his incorrect ijtihtid. As for the issues of creed, then 

many people label kufr upon those who err regarding them, but this 

opinion is not known from any of the companions nor those who 

followed them in truth, nor from any of the Imams of the Muslims. 

Rather in essence it only comes from the opinions of the people of 

innovations, those who started innovations then labeled their opponents 

disbelievers, like the Khawarij, the Mu'tazilah, and the Jahmiyah for 

example. This also affected many of the later followers of the Imams, 

as is the case with some of the companions of Malik, ash-Shafi, 

A):imad and others ... yet it is not the opinion of any of the Four Imams 

themselves nor other Imams besides them. None of them considered 

1Al-Fa1l 3:296-302 with some revisions. 
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every innovator to be a kii.fir, rather the correct records from them 

contradict such opinion. Where it is reported from one of them that he 

labeled a person who said certain sayings with kufr, then it is 

understood to mean that this is a saying of kufr to beware of, it does not 

imply that if a saying is kufr, then everyone who says it ignorantly or 

via ta'wfl is considered a kii.fir, for affirming disbelief upon a particular 

person is like affirming damnation in the Hereafter for him, and for this 

there are guidelines and conditions."1 

"As for those sayings which one is considered a kii.fir for uttering, it 

could be that a text necessary for someone to be aware of the truth did 

not yet reach him, or it could have reached him yet he had some doubts 

about it (its authenticity), or he was incapable of understanding it, or 

other such uncertainties that Allah would excuse him for. So any 

believer, who seeks the truth on a matter but is mistaken, Allah may 

forgive him regardless of if this sin is in belief or action, and this is the 

view of the companions of the Prophet(~) and the majority of the 

Imams of Isliim, they did not divide issues into fundamentals, that one 

is labeled a kii.fir for rejecting, and branches (of the religion) that one 

is not a kii.fir for rejecting. 

As for distinguishing between types of issues in this regard - calling 

some fundamental issues, and others secondary issues - then there is no 

bases for this, not from the companions, nor those who followed them 

in truth, nor even the Imams of Islam, it was taken only from the 

Mu'tazilah and their like from the people of innovation, and it is from 

them that it was taken by those who mentioned it from the Fuquha' in 

their books, and this differentiation is contradictory. For if it is said to 

one who differentiates between these two types of issues, 'What is one 

fundamental issue for which kufr is applied to the person who makes a 

mistake in it, and what is the difference between that and a secondary 

'Minlij as-Sunnah 5:239-240. 
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issues? Then he will say, 'A fundamental issue is an issue of creed, and 

a secondary issue is an issue over correct action.' Then it is said to him, 

'But the people have divided over whether Mul)ammad (~) saw his 

Lord or not. And whether 'Uthman was better than 'Alr, or was 'Alr 

better? As well, over many a meaning in the Qur'an, and the 

authenticity of some fiadfths, these are some issues related to knowledge 

of creed, but kufr is not levied for them, by consensus. Yet, the 

obligation of prayer, zakah, fasting, fiajj, and the prohibition of 

fornication and wine are issues of action, and the one who rejects this 

is considered a kajir by consensus.' 

If he says, 'The fundamentals are unquestionable.' Then the 

response is, 'Many issues related to acts are unquestionable, while many 

of the issues related to knowing are not as certain. A matter is 

unquestionable or uncertain to someone depending upon circumstances, 

it may be that a matter is unquestionable to a person due to the clarity 

of decisive evidence to him, like if a person heard a text from the 

Messenger(~) and was certain that it came from him. But someone 

else may not be so sure, by virtue of the lack of certainty that comes 

with the. absence of a text reaching him, or it not being confirmed to 

him, or his inability to understand the proofs.' 

The fiadfth from the Prophet(~) is confirmed in the $afizfi, about 

the man who said to his family, 'When I die bum me .. .' This reflects 

his doubt in Allah's capability, and in the return (to meet Allah), rather 

he thought that he would not be recreated, and that Allah could not do 

that if this was done to him, yet Allah forgave him."1 

"Surely I acknowledge that Allah has forgiven the mistakes of this 

ummah, this applies to the mistakes in issues of reported beliefs as well 

as issues of actions, and the predecessors did not cease differing in 

some of these matters, yet one of them did not claim kufr, fisq or even 

'Majmu· al-Fatawa 23:246-247 
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sin for the other over them ... Just as 'A'ishah and others among the 

companions differed over MuJ:iammad (A) seeing his Lord, she said, 

"Whoever claims that Mul)ammad saw his Lord, then he has said the 

greatest lie against Allah." Yet we do not say that Ibn 'Abbas and those 

who said as he did that he has lied against Allah! Similar is the case of 

the dead hearing the speech of the living, and the dead being punished 

for the wailing of their families."1 

Shaykh al-Islam lbn Taymiyah said; 

"The error in ijtihad that is forgiven may be either an issue related to 

accepting the information, or acting upon it...like one who thinks that 

there is an ayah or !zadfth as evidence to support something, while there 

exists some other evidence that would clearly show that such 

interpretation is incorrect, yet he is not aware of it. For example; 

-One who believes that the one to be offered as a sacrifice was IsI:iaq 

(rather than Isma1l), due to the fzadfth mentioning that, thinking that it 

is an authentic fzadfth. 

-Or someone who thinks that Allah will not ever be seen because of 

His (~) saying; 

«No vision can grasp Him.» (Al-An'am 6: 103) 

And His (~) saying; 

'Majma' al-Fatiiwii 3:229-230. 
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«It is not for humans that Allah speak to them 

except by revelation or from behind a veil ... » (Ash

Shawrii 42:51) 

So he argues as 'A'ishah did, stating that these two iiyat negate 

that the Prophet (~) actually saw Allah (during his life), yet he 

interprets this proof to be more general than that. 

-Or as is reported from some of the taba'rn, that Allah would not be 
seen. They explained His (~) saying; 

«Faces on that Day will be shining, looking at their 

Lord.» (Al-Qiyiimah 75:23) 

That it means they are looking at the rewards given by the Lord. 

As is reported from Mujahid and Abu Sali}:i. 1 

-Or whoever believes that the dead are not punished for the living who 

wail over them, thinking that this is proven by Allah' s (~) saying; , ' 
( ~)-i Jj.J i)jlJ ~) ~ :, ) 

«No bearer -of burdens can bear the burden of 

another.»(Al-An'am 6: 164) 

And he thinks that this takes precedence over what someone 

reported about that, and that such reporters are mistaken, as was the 

case with some of the salaf and their successors. 

'Translator's note: That is if it is correct from them. Yet there are authentic {zadfths to the 
contrary as can been seen in $a!tf!t al-Bukhlirf when the companions asked if they will see 
their Lord. 
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-Or he believes that the dead cannot hear the address of the living in 

any case [when it is confirmed that the attendees of the funeral will be 

heard], thinking that this is proven by Allah's saying; 

«You certainly cannot make the dead hear.» (Ar

Rum 30:52) 

-Or the belief that Allah does not become "amazed", as Shan1_1 believed. 

Because he believed that one only becomes amazed due to ignorance 

about the causes of something. And Allah is free of ignorance. 1 

-Or to believe that 'Alf is the best of the companions, because he thinks 

that the fzadfth of the bird is authentic, so he believes that the 

Prophet (~) said; 

"O Allah! Bring the person that you love the most to 

eat this bird with me."2 

-Or believing that one who spies for the enemy in order to tell them 

about the military maneuvering of the Prophet (~) is a hypocrite. As 

was believed by 'Umar about I:Iaiib when he said, 

1 In an authentic fiadith recorded by Al,unad, al-Bukhari, Abii Dawiid and others, the 

Prophet (~) said, <Allah is amazed at a people who are driven into Paradise in 
chains.> 

2Recorded by at-Tirmithr, an-Nasa'I in al-Kha~ai~, al-1:la.kim, lbn 'Acfi in al-Kiimil, and 
others from Anas. It is reported from others besides him as well via many routes, but none 
of them are the quality to add to it anything but weakness. So it is either very weak, or 
fabricated! To summarize, the !zadfth of the bird, as stated by Shaykh al-lsliim in Manhiij 
as-Sunnah is, "Among the lies and fabrications according to the people of knowledge who 
are aware of the circumstances of reports ... and Abu Musa al-Madini said, 'Others among 
the }:Iufa~ [!zadfth protectors] have brought examples of the !zadfth of the bird in order to 
publicize it and raise awareness of it."' 
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"Allow me to smite the neck of this hypocrite."1 

-Or the belief that if one becomes angry with some of the same things 

that the hypocrites become angry, then he is himself a hypocrite; as 

Usayd Bin I:Iu<;Iayr believed about Sa'd Bin 'Ubadah, saying; · 

"Surely you are a hypocrite bringing arguments from 

the hypocrites!" 

-Or one who believes that some words or ayat are not from the Qur ii.n 

because the reporting of it is not confirmed to him. As is reported about 

more than one of the salafthat they objected to some expressions in the 

Qur ii.n, for example; 

«And your Lord decreed ... » (Al-/sra 17:23) 

Saying it actually is, "And your Lord exhorted." 

-Some of them objected to His (~) saying; 

«And when Allah took a covenant from the 

prophets ... » (Al '/mrii.n 3:81) 

They believed that it should be, "A covenant from the children of 

Isratt." And this example is found in the recitation of 'Abdullah [Ibn 

1The story of this incident, as well as the Prophet's (f3) comment on this matter; <Who 
knows, maybe Allah has looked upon the warriors of Badr and said, "Do as you like, 
for I have forgiven you."> is related by I~ Muslim in his ~a~f~. 
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Mas'ud].1 

-And some objected to; 

• ' t. ,,, 
( I !' T '. .Ui '• • G •. l, 1 ) 

_,.,... ~- iJ"""'-! -r 
«Do the believers not know ... » (Ar-Ra'd 13:31) 

Saying that it should be; "Is it not clear to those who believe." 

-And when 'Umar rebuked Hisham Bin al-1:Iakim for reading sarat al

Furqiin differently than the way he read it. And as a group among the 

companions rejected some wordings of the Qur an that were being 

recited. They did not know them until the complete mu~ fzaf was 

collected together by 'Uthman. 

-And as a group among the early Muslims and their successors rejected 

that Allah would decree disobedience, believing that this meant that He 

loves it, is pleased with it, and commanded it. !"2 

"Not everyone who believes in some of these is 

ruined, for if his mistaken divergence is by ijtihiid, 

then Allah has forgiven his error, since that 

knowledge which would establish the proof for him 

has not reached him. So in that there are rewards for 

1Ibn 'Utiyah said, "And in the mu~fuif of Ubayy Bin Ka'b and Ibn Mas'iid is, 'And when 
Allah took a covenant from those who were given the Book.' Mujahid said, 'This is what 
is in the Qur'iin, and "the Prophets" is a mistake from the scribes.'! And this wording is 

rejected by consensus of the companions upon the mu~{laf of 'Uthman (~)". See al
Mufirar al-Wajfz (3:193-194) 

2Majma' Fatawa (20:33-35) 
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him by which Allah wipes out the sins of it."1 

The Mujadid Imam Mu}:iammad 'Abdul-Wahab's methodology was 

like that of Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah (~). He practiced the 

method of not making takfir in the principles of religion, nor its 

branches, except after the argument was established, and the proof was 

made clear. Such that he said; 

"As for what has been stated about me by my 

opponents; that I make takfir based on my opinions 
l 

and allegiances, or that I make takfir of the ignorant 

one whom the proof has not been established upon, 

this is simply dangerous slander by which they desire 

to prevent the people from the religion of Allah and 

His Messenger (~ )."2 

And clearer than that, he said; 

"When we do not make takjfr of those who worship 

the idol on the grave of Af:imad al-BadawI, due to 

their ignorance and the absence of those who would 

clarify this to them, then how could we make takjfr of 

one who does not make shirk with Allah, simply 

because he has not migrated to join us?!"3 

And; 

%id. (3: 179) 

2The Writings of the Imam Mul)ammad 'Abdul~Wahlib (5:25) 

'Manha) Ahl-[:faqq wal-ltiba p. 56, by Shaykh lbn SaJ:iman. 
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"And like this, whoever worships idols after being 

aware that such behavior is from the religion of the 

mushrikfn, and he beautifies them for the people, then 

this is the one who we make takfir of. " 1 

Even clearer yet he said; 

"We only make takfir of one who makes shirk with 

Allah in His uluhiyah after we have clearly proven 

the falsehood of his shirk to him. "2 

The great scholar, 'Abdul-Latif Bin 'Abdur-Ral)man Bin I:Iasan 

Bin Mul)ammad 'Abdul-Wahab (~), the mujtf of Najd said; 

"He - meaning shaykh Mul)ammad 'Abdul-Wahab -

did not make takfir of anyone except the one whom 

the Muslims have agreed upon making takfir of. And 

that is due to his commission of major shirk, or 

rejecting ayiit of Allah or something from His 

Messenger, after the proof was established against 

him, and it was clearly conveyed to him. Like the 

takfir of one who worships the righteous and calls 

upon them with Allah, making them equals for Him 

in worship and uluhiyah, that which He alone 

deserves from His creatures."3 

11bid. (5:58) 

2The Writings (5:60) 

3 U~ iil wa(i-l)uwaba.t fft-Takfir (15-16) 
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There should be no doubt that Shaykh 'Abdullah <•) knows better 

what his grandfather Mu}:lammad Bin 'Abdul-Wahab inte~ded in his 

writings than those who explained his statements according to their 

conjecture and desires. In fact, they are seen writing at length 1n thier 

books in attempt of explaining the Imam's position and views on this 

dangerous issue. They do the same with the views of Shaykh al-Islam 

lbn Taymiyah and his student lbn Qayim al-Jawziyah, all to try to 

support thier views, behaving recklessly with thier statments and the 

interpretations that they derive from them ... 

4. The Excuse in the Lesser known Delicate Issues is Even 

More Required and More Appropriate than the Excuse in 

Other Cases. 

Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Tamyimah said: 

"And there is no doubt that mistakes in the delicate areas of knowledge 

are forgiven for the ummah, even though this pertains to important 

issues of knowledge. If this were not the case, then most of the virtuous 

people in the ummah would be ruined! 

And since Allah forgives someone who is ignorant of the 

prohibition of drinking intoxicants, due to the ignorance prevalent in the 

land and his lack of seeking knowledge, then in the case of the virtuous 

one who struggles in seeking the knowledge that he can find in his time 

and place - when his objective is to · follow the Messenger (A) 

according to his best ability - then he is more worthy of Allah accepting 

his good deeds, and being rewarded in what he struggled to ascertain, 

and not to be punished for his mistake. This is due to Allah's (~) 

saying; 

< uliJ.i · i 1~ j · 1 lr.b-r·!~ ~- > J -, i.J . , _J,J • .) 
, 
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«Our Lord! Do not punish us if we forget or make 

a mistake.» (Al-Baqarah 2:286)"1 

"Whatever the Messenger (.$) ordered, it was just, there being no 

wrong in it. So whoever forbade some of that, then he has prevented 

justice, and whoever commands contrarily, then he has commanded 

what is wrong. For the opposite of justice is wrong. So there will not 

be an opposition to what he (~) ordered but it is ignorance, wrong, and 

conjecture, based upon people's desire. 

In any case, this contradiction will fit into one of two categories: 

1. The better of them is [a judgement that results in] what was 

legislated for some of the prophets, then it was abrogated. 

2. The worst case; that it was never legislated, but it was newly 

invented. 

All of what opposes Allah and His Messenger's ruling is either 

legislation that was abrogated, or it is legislation that has -been newly 

initiated - never legislated by Allah. Rather in such case one has 

legislated without Allah's permission, as He (~) said; 

~ t ,; .,, • •J , ,, 

(all~ IJ~½ ~ Co ~:u, ~ ~ 1~;;. ljlS"'_;;, ~ ~i) 
' ' 

«Or do they have some associates who legislate in 

religion for them what Allah has not 
permitted.»(Ash-Shara 42:21) 

Yet both this and that occur in the lesser known and minute matters 

due to the ijtihtid of an individual, struggling their utmost in seeking 

'Majma' al-Farawa (20: 165- 166). 
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what is the truth. Among those issues, in some they are correct, and in 

some they follow only what was most clear to them. As occurred 

similarly with some of the companions in issues of divorce, division of 

inheritance, etc. But this did not occur among them over clear matters 

and the more obvious of them, because the Messenger's (~) 

explanation of these was well known among them. So with such, no one 

could contradict them without having contradicted the Messenger (~ ). 

They all held firm to the rope of Allah and judged according to the 

Messenger (f3) in the matters that arose between them, they did not put 

themselves before Allah and His Messenger (~ ), by virtue of staying 

away from contradicting Allah and His Messenger. 

With the passing of time what was obvious among them became 

hidden to many people, and what was clear to them became minute to 

many. So that among the latter generations, cases of opposition to the 

Book and the Sunnah that did not exist among the righteous 

predecessors increased, yet even with these there were people of ijtihiid 

who were excused and forgiven by Allah for their mistakes, and 

rewarded for their ijtihiid."1 

5. The Excuse is also more Required and more Appropriate 

in Times and Places where Ignorance is Predominate and 
Knowledge is Scarce. 

Shaykh al-Islam (~) said; 

"But due to the predominance of ignorance, and the scarcity of the 

knowledge of the legacy of the Message in the case of many of the 

latter generations, then takfir is not issued on them because of that - i.e., 

calling upon the dead among the prophets and the righteous - until it is 

1Majmu' al-Fatiiwa (13:64-65) 
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made clear to them that this contradicts what the Messenger (?3) came 

with."1 

"In the case of this category of people, even though there are many of 

them during this time, yet the call to knowledge and imlin is scarce, and 

there is lack of concern for the legacy of the Message in most of these 

lands. For most of these people, none of the remnants of the Message 

or the legacy of prophethood remain by which they could find guidance, 

and many of them could not ascertain that [though they may try]. 

But even in the times and places that fall under the category of the 

fitrah , a person will be rewarded for the little imiin that he has, and 

Allah will forgive for him that which has not been proven for him, such 

that He would not forgive for one whom the evidence has been 

established for, as comes in the well known !zadfth; 

<There will come upon people a time in which 

there are none aware of prayer, nor fasting, nor 

IJ,ajj, nor 'umrah, except for the old man and 

woman. They will say, "We saw that our fathers 

were saying la ilaha ilia Allah"> And so it was asked 

of }:Iuthayfah Bin al-Yaman, "What will la iliiha ilia 

Allah do for them?" He replied, "It will save them 

from the Fire. "2 

For imlin is judged according to the rules that are received from 

Allaah and His Messenger, those rules are not determined by what 

people think and desire. Nor is it obligatory that every person who says 

that [a statement of kufr] be judged as a kiifir until the conditions of 

1Ar-Radd 'ala a/-Bakari (376) 

2Recorded by Ibn Majah (4049) and al-1:lakim (4:473), and lbn Taymiyah has mentioned 
its meaning. See its routes in a~-$a~i~ah no. 87. 
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takftr are realized regarding his case, and all of the preventive factors 

are removed." 1 

Ibn Qayim al-Jawziyah said; 

"The effectiveness of having established the proof will differ with the 

different times, places, and individuals. So the proofs of Allah have 

been established for the disbelievers of one time but not another, and in 

one locality or area but not another, just as they were established for 

some individuals but not others. This is either because of their lack of 

ability to reason and discern, like with the young and the insane, or 

because of the absence of the ability to understand, like in the case of 

those who do not understand the address made to them, and they are 

without one to explain its meaning to them."2 

'Majmu' al-Fatawii (35:165-166). 

2Tariq al-Hijratayn (414). 
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6. Inability and its Degrees 

An excuse is more emphasized and required in the case of a person who 

has been unable to reach the [correct] knowledge, or is incapable of it, 

than the one who is capable of knowing. The degree of which depends 

upon the case. Shaykh al-Islam said, 

"The argument against the worshipper is only established by two things; 

under the condition that the possibility exists of knowing what Allah has 

revealed, and the power to act according to that. So the one who is 

incapable of this knowledge - like the insane or the one who is not able 

to act according to His (~) saying - like one who is cut off from 

learning the entirety of the religion, or the one incapable of acting on 

it in its entirety, like the insane for example - then these are examples 

of cases of the fitrah ." 1 

"It is necessary to know that hearts differ in their strength in the areas 

of knowledge and the topics of creed, and in their willpower and 

intentions, just as they do in their physical abilities. So an error or case 

of forgetfulness falls into the area of knowledge, he is excused although 

he has some knowledge, or because of the state of the knowledge that 

he has."2 

"And when this is clear then whoever leaves some wajib aspect of iman 

because of his inability; either because he has not been able to know -

for example if the Message has not reached him - or because of his 

incapacity to know it, then he will not be held accountable for what he 

was incapable of. And in his case, these things will not be among those 

matters of faith in the religion that are obligatory upon him. Even if 

1Majmii' al-Fatliwli 20:59. 

2Al-/st(qiimah· 1 :28 
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they are part of the religion and are among its fundamental obligatory 

elements of faith, then their status is like that of the manner of the 

prayer for the sick person, or the manner of praying when in a state of 

terror, or the prayer in the case of the woman with istiftafiah [prolonged 

blood flow beyond the limits of menses], and the rest of the people who 

are excused, those who are incapable of performing prayer in its 

complete fashion. 

Indeed their prayer is correct in accordance with their abilities, and 

it is that which they are held accountable for, although the prayer done. 

by the one able in a complete fashion is more meritorious and 

complete."1 

And the principle that governs all of this is Allah's saying; ~ ~ _, 
(1'."..', ~I L:....A5 ~j ~~) 
~J . -

«Allah does not hold a 1>erson accountable for 

more than they can bear. » (Al-Baqarah 2:286) 

7. The Case of the Blind follower who Knows the Truth vs. 

the Blind follower who Does Not 

Ibn al-Qayim said, 

"There is a difference between a blind follower who is able to know 

and recognize the truth, yet he opposes it, and a blind follower who is 

unable to do so. These each fall under two different categories. The one 

who is able, yet in wanton opposition avoids what is obligatory upon 

him, then there is no excuse for him with Allah. 

As for the one who is unable to ask, or he is unable to correctly 

1Majmii' al-Fatiiwii 12:478-479 
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understand that which he has been unable to learn, then this also falls 

under two categories; the first is one whose goal is guidance and he 

hopes for its outcome, without having the ability for it nor to seek it 

due to the absence of proper guidance. So the case here is that of the 

fitrah and it is the same as _the one who the call has not reached. The 

second opposes without having any intent for guidance, nothing other 

than what he follows has occurred to him. 

So the first one says, 'O Lord! If you know that there is a religion 

that is better to you than what I follow, then bring me to it and cause 

me to leave that which I follow. But I do not know other than that 

which I follow and I have no way of following otherwise.' So in this 

case he has done his utmost and achieved the limits of what he knows. 

The second, is satisfied with what he follows, not desiring other 

than that, nor seeking otherwise. Both of them are incapable, so there 

is no reason to make a distinction between the type of incapability, 

physical or otherwise, in either case both are unable. But still the case 

of the first person is not exactly the same. 

Because the first is like one who seeks the religion upon the fitrah 

but has not found it. After he is finished his searching his inability and 

ignorance remain the same. Whereas second is like the one who did not 

seek at all, and he dies upon his shirk, and if he had sought it, he still 

would have been incapable of reaching it. 

So there is a difference between the incapability of the seeker and 

that of the obstinate. Take note of these cases, Allah judges between His 

servants on the Day of Judgement with His wisdom and justice, He 

does not punish anyone without having shown the proof to him with the 

message. 

These cases are but a portion out of all of creation. As for the 

average person - whether the evidence has been established for him or 

not - this is an area in which it is not possible for the people to decide. 

Rather it is obligatory that the servant believe that everyone who 
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adheres to a religion other than Islam is a disbeliever, and that 

Allah (~) does not punish anyone until He has established the proof for 

him by the message. This is the general rule, and the specific cases are 

entrusted to Allah's knowledge and wisdom. This deals with the 

judgements of reward and punishment, as for the judgements of 

religion, then it depends upon the apparent state."1 

1Tarfq al-Hijratayn 412-413. 
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8. The Believer that is Mistaken 

"The one who believes in Allah and His Messenger both inwardly and 

outwardly, who intends to follow the truth and whatever reached him 

of the Message, when he is mistaken and does not know the truth, then 

it is more obvious that Allah would excuse him in the Hereafter than 

the knowledgeable one who purposefully sins. This disobedient person 

deserves punishment without a doubt, as for the first case, he does not 

sin on purpose, rather he was mistaken, and Allah has allowed the 

mistakes and forgetfulness of this ummah. " 1 

9. Commission of a wrong does not warrant takflr by itself 

Takftr differs in accordance with the different individual cases, not 

every one who is mistaken, everyone who commits innovation, nor 

every ignorant person, nor every deviant, is a kiifir, nor a fiisiq , nor 

even disobedient.2 

"It may be impossible or difficult for one to traverse the purely lawful 

way without some type of innovation, because of the absence of one to 

teach him the right way, be it in knowledge or action. So when the pure 

light will not be found, since only a light that is not pure is found - and 

if the people would otherwise remain in complete darkness - then one 

should not blame that person or prohibit him from the light that has 

some darkness in it, until the pure light that has no darkness is found. 

Otherwise, how many people would be removed entirely from the light, 

because of the darkness that someone saw in it...And everyone who is 

incapable of achieving the utmost good, and impelled to some amount 

1Minlulj as-Sunnah, lbn Taymiyah 5:250. 

2Majmil' al-Fatawa 12:180 
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of evil, is forgiven, for indeed Allah (~) said; 

«So have taqwii of Allah as much as you can.»(At

Taghiibun 64: 16) 

And; 

«Allah does not hold a person responsible for more 

than he can bear»(Al-Baqarah 2:286) 

And; 

«And those who believe and do good, We do not 

hold any soul accountable except for what it can 

bear, these are the inhabitants of Paradise, in it 

they will abide forever.»(Al-A'raf 7:42) 

... So this is the balanced and level path, and whoever traverses it, he 

has abided in the justice which Allah revealed His Book and the· just 

balance for." 1 

10. [When it comes to Takflr], a distinction must be made 

between general and individual cases. 

1Ibid 10:364-366. 
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"As for the threatening texts that are found in the Book and the Sunnah, 

and the texts from the Imams about takfir, fisq and the like - it is not 

necessary that they be applied in each individual case, except when the 

conditions are fulfilled and the necessary obstacles are removed. It 

makes no difference whether the wrong committed is in the foundations 

of the religion, or its branches." 1 

"As for the knowledge, the faith in, and belief in the guidance of what 

the Messenger (&\) came with, if one obstinately opposes it, then kufr 

is generally applied. So negating the attributes. of Allah is kufr, denying 

that Allah will be seen in the Hereafter, or that He is above His throne, 

or that the Qui an is His word, or that He spoke to Musa, or that 

He (~) took lbrahim as a khalfl, negating any of these is kufr ... as far 

as judgement on an individual bases; that he himself is now a kiifir, or 

bearing witness that he is to dwell in the Fire, these will depend upon 

the evidence presented to the individual. The judgement of absolute kufr 

on an individual depends upon the fulfillment of its conditions, and 

removal of the factors that would prevent its application ... When this is 

known, it is not allowed to rush into takftr of these ignorant people and 

their like on an individual bases - to the extent that it is judged that he 

is a kiifir - until the prophetic evidences are established for them, such 

that it is clear to them that they are opposing the Message. When this 

is their clear belief, then there is no doubt that it is kufr. This is the 

case when discussing takjfr on an individual bases."2 

"This, as I have always said - and whoever sits with me knows this 

about me - I am among the most concerned of people preventing the 

. insult of takfir, ft.sq, and disobedience on individuals, except when it is 

known that the prophetic evidences have been established for them, 

1Majmii' al-Fatiiwii (10:372). 

2Ibid., (12:497-500) 
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such that they know that whoever differs with these issues is either a 

kiifir in some cases, a Jasiq in other cases, or a disobedient person in 

others. And I acknowledge that Allah has forgiven the mistakes of this 

ummah, and that such forgiveness applies to the mistakes in issues of 

belief as well as issues of knowledge. The salaf continually disagreed 

in many of these matters, yet not one of them laid such claim against 

another because of their differences, not the claim of kufr, nor fisq or 

disobedience ... .I would explain to them that what was reported about the 

salaf and the Imams' general statements of takfir for one who said this 

or that, then this also is true, but it is necessary to distinguish between 

general and individual cases. And that this is the first of the major 

issues which the ummah held different views over - that is the issue of 

the threat. For the texts of the Qur' an issue threats in a general way, 

like Allah's (~) saying; 

«Indeed those who wrongfully consume the wealth 

of the orphans have only consumed Fire in their 

bellies. »(An-Nisa 4: 10) 

Similarly the rest of what is mentioned; whoever does this than he 

will get such and such. These are absolutely general. This is the case 

when one of the salaf have said; 'Whoever said this, then he is a such 

and such'. Then the threat against the individual person may be 

removed by his repentance, some good he performs which removes that, 

by some atoning afflictions that he 'suffers from, or by intercession for 

him that is accepted. And takfir is among these threats. So if a 

statement is said in rejection of what the Messenger (~) said, but the 

person saying it is new to the fold of Islam, or he comes from a remote 
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desert area, or other such examples, then he is not considered a kiifir by 

such rejection until _the proof is established for him. A man may have 

not heard the text, or he could have heard it but it was not confirmed 

for him, or it was contradicted for him by another factor necessary in 

explaining it, even though he had a misguided interpretation."1 

"So those who were in power were saying what the Jahimiyah said, 

'The Qur an is created, and Allah will not be seen in the Hereafter' 

etc., and they invited the people to accept these beliefs, and put them 

to the test over them, punishing them if they did not accept their claims, 

and making takftr of whoever did not believe in them. It was such that 

when they imprisoned someone, they would not release him until he 

cited the Jahmiyah claim that the Qur an is created, etc. They would 

not give any positions of authority to anyone who allowed any 

interpretations on these matters, and they would not give any provisions 

from the Bayt al-Mal except to those who said that. Yet even with all 

of this, Imam A}:lmad (~) had mercy on them, sought forgiveness for 

them, because he knew that it was not clear to them that they were 

actually rejecting the Messenger (~) and denying what he came with. 

They were saying such things due to false interpretations, and following 

those who made such claims."2 

lbn Abu al-'Izz (~) said; 

"[In the case ofl the prohibited innovated belief, which implies a 

negation of what the Messenger (~) affirmed, or an affirmation what 

he negated, or it orders what he forbade, or it forbids what he ordered, 

then the truth is said about that, the threats issued in the texts are 

explained, and it is made clear that this behavior is kufr. So it is said, 

1Ibid., (3:229-231) 

2Ibid. 23:34-349. 
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'Whoever says this then he is a kafir'. This has been said by many of 

the famous people of the Sunnah, claiming the disbelief of any who said 

that the Qur an is created, and that Allah would not be seen ~n the 

Hereafter, and that He does not know anything before it occurs. 

As for individual cases, it is asked; 'Are they bearing witness that 

such a person is among the people of the threat, and that he is a kafir?' 

This we do not testify to, except in the case where such testimony is 

permitted. For indeed it is among the greatest forms of tyranny to testify 

that Allah will not forgive an individual, nor have mercy on him, but 

that he will rather abide in the Fire, for this is the judgement reserved 

for the disbeliever after his death. 

Similarly, Abu Dawi.id mentions in his Sunan, from Abu 

Hurayrah (~); "I heard Allah's Messenger(~) saying; 

<There were two men among Bani lsra'il who 

were like brothers to each other. One of them 

would sin, and the other was diligent in worship. 

The diligent one would always see the other 

sinning, so he would say, "Stop that". One day he 

found him sinning and he said to him "Stop that". 

So the other said, "Leave me alone. Have you been 

sent as a watcher over me?" He said, "By Allah! 

Allah will not forgive you, ( or He will not admit 

you into Paradise.)" After their souls were taken, 
and they were gathered before the Lord of the 

Worlds, the following was said to the diligent 

worshiper, "Are you more knowing than I? Or are 

you the one who decides things?" And He (Ii) said 

to the sinner, "Go an<f enter Paradise by My 

mercy." He (fl) said about the other, "Take him 

to the Fire."> 
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Abu Hurayrah said, 'By the one in whose Hand is my soul, he 

uttered one statement that destroyed his life and his life in the 

Hereafter.' This is a fiasan fiadfth .1 

So in the case of the individual, it is possible that he may make a 

statement of kufr out of ijtihiid, and would be forgiven for it, or it is 

possible that the texts reported in these matters did not reach him, or it 

is possible that he otherwise has tremendous faith and has accumulated 

rewards by which Allah would have mercy on him. Just as He forgave 

the one who said, "When I die, burn me and scatter my ashes." Then 

he was forgiven because of his fear, although he thought that Allah was 

not able to gather his ashes and put him back together, or he doubted 

that. But this position regarding matters of the Hereafter does not 

prevent us from punishing such person in this life to prevent his 

innovation and to seek his repentance. Then he either repents or we 

fight him. 

Then, when the saying itself is kufr, they said, "It is kufr," and the 

one who says it is a kiifir according to the conditions and the removal 

of preventive factors. But this will not occur except in the cases of the 

hypocrites and the Zindfqs2
• The label "kiifir" is not applied to any one 

of the people of the qiblah, of the pure /sliim, except for those 

hypocrites and the Zindfqs among them, and Allah's Book is clear about 

that. For Allah (~) divided the creatures into three categories; 

I. Disbelievers among the mushrikfn and the people of the Book. They 

are the ones who do not acknowledge the shahlidatayn. 

2. Those who are believers, both inwardly and outwardly. 

3. Those who acknowledge it outwardly but not inwardly. 

1Recorded by Abii Dliwiid, and graded !zasan by al-AlbanI in Shar!z al-'Aqfdah a_t

Ta!zawiyah. 

2Translator's note; A word of Persian origin that can be translated to mean heretic. It 
covers all of those who outwardly profess Islam but actually hold beliefs of a different 
religion. 
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These three categories are mentioned in the beginning of Surat al

Baqarah. So for anyone whom it is confirmed that he is himself a kiifir 

while he acknowledges the shahadatayn, then he is a Zindfq, and the 

Zindfq is a hypocrite.''i 

11. Kufr is made up of Foundations and Branches 

Ibn al-Qayim (~) said, 

"Since the foundation of fmiin has many branches, and every branch of 

it is called rman, then ~alah is a part of fman , so is zakah, fzajj, fasting, 

as well as the inner deeds; like modesty or shyness, reliance upon 

Allah, and fear of Him, repenting to Him. These branches extend even 

to removing something harmful from the road, for that is one of the 

branches of fmiin. 

Some of these branches are those that if they cease, then fman also· 

ceases, like the branch of the shahadah. In the case of other branches, 

if they cease, fmiin does not cease, like avoiding to remove something 

harmful from the road. Between these two kinds there is a great variety 

of branches, some that are related closely to the branch of the 

shahiidah, and others that are related closely to removing something 

harmful from the road. 

In the same way, kufr is made up of foundations and branches. Just 
as each of the branches of fman are fmii.n, then the branches of kufr are 

kufr. Modesty, or shyness, is a branch of fmiin, and disgrace of modesty 

is a branch of kufr. Being truthful is a branch of fmiin, and lying is a 

branch of kufr. Prayer, zakah, fiajj, fasting are all branches of fmiin, and 

avoiding any of them is a branch of kufr. Ruling by what Allah revealed 

is a branch of rman, and ruling by other than what Allah revealed is a 

1Shar~ al-'Aqfdah a.t-Ta~iiwiyah 2:435-437. 
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branch of kufr. Every type of disobedience is a branch of kufr, just as 

every type of obedience is a branch of fmiin. The branches of ,man are 

two kinds; speech and actions, and so the branches of kufr are also of 

two kinds; speech and actions. Among the branches of fman that are 

speech, there are some that if they cease then fmiin has ceased, the same 

with some branches of actions; when they cease, then fmiin has 

necessarily ceased. 

This is also the case with the branches of statements and actions of 

kufr. So just as the one who knowingly chooses statements of kufr is 

considered a kiifir, and that is. one of the branches that are kufr; in the 

same way the one who commits a branch of kufr, like prostration to an 

idol, and disgracing the mu~~af is considered a ka.fir."1 

'A~-$alat. 
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12. "It is not required that a person who upholds a branch of 

fman be named "believer" by another, even though what he 

has done is in fact iman. 

Not everyone who has performed a branch of kufr is named "kiifir" 

even though what he has done is kufr. Everyone who has some 

knowledge is not called a scholar, and one who is familiar with some 

issues of fiqh or healing is not called a faqfh nor a doctor. 

But this does not prevent naming the branch of fmiin "fman", or the 

branch of nifiiq "nijaq" or the branch of kufr "kufr", nor does it prevent 

applying it in a general way to the act committed, as he (~) said [about 

~aliih]; 

< Whoever forsakes it has committed kufr> 1 

And; 

< Whoever swears by other than Allah has 

committed kufr.>2 

This results from it being a characteristic of kufr, so it does not 

warrant applying the title "kiifir' in a general way, just as they say 

about one who commits a prohibited act; he has done some 

disobedience, and he has disobeyed by doing so - but that alone does 
not necessitate the title fasiq (disobedient) unless this is his case. 

Similarly with the fornicator, the thief, the drinker, and the robber, none 

of these are named "believer" simply because he has some fmiin, just 

1<Between a person and shirk and kufr is forsaking the prayer.> Recorded by Muslim 
and others. 

2<Whoever swears by other than Allah has committed shirk., Recorded by A!:tmad and 

others, graded ~a~ifi by al-Albani in $a~i~ ul-Jamt no. 6204. 
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as one is not named "kafir" even though he has some elements of kufr 

and its branches, because every type of disobedience is one of the 

branches of kufr, just as every type of obedience is one of the branches 

of fman ." 1 

This is because even in the case of one who performs some branches 

of rman, like the shahadah and prayer, perhaps he is involved in 

denying something that is known necessarily in the religion, the 

evidence is established for him, the doubt is removed, so he is 

considered a kafir because of that. Ibn Qayyim said; 

"Faith in Allah and His oneness, and that there is no 

god but He, this does not benefit anyone who rejects 

the message of Mu}:iammad (~), nor does ~aliih 

benefit one who prays it purposefully without 

wu(i.fi. "2 

13. "Both kufr and iman may be found in a person ... 

Both shirk and tawfifd, both piety and indecency, both hypocrisy and 

faithfulness can be found together in one person. This is one of the 

most important principles of Ahl as-Sunnah, and the people of bida' 

like the Khawarij, the Mu 'tazilah and the Qadiryah disagree with them 
in this matter. The issue about the people who committed major sins, 

and if they ever come out of the Fire, or will they remain in it eternally 

is founded on this principle. The Qui an, the Sunnah, the fitrah and 

consensus of the companions brings the proof for it. Allah (~) said; 

'A,r-$alat. 
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«And most of them do not believe in Allah except 

that they commit shirk.»(Yusuf 12: 106) 

So faith in Him (~) is confirmed along with the presence of shirk. 

And He(~) said; 

, ,,,., , . ~ ,, ,, 

~J ~j I)) ;JJJ 1~:;; ~ Jj \.ti yt;c~i ~Li) 

«The bedouins say, "We believe". Say: "You have 

not believed, rather you should say; 'We have 

submitted.' And when faith enters your hearts, if 

you obey Allah and His Messenger, nothing will be 

diminished of your deeds. Surely Allah is 

pardoning and merciful."»(Al-.(f ujurat 49: 14) 

So Isllim and obedience to Allah and His Messenger is affirmed, 

while fmiin is negated from them. This denial is the denial of the 

absolute fmlin , the kind which its possessor deserves the name in the 

absolute sense; 

«Those who believe in Allah and His Messenger, 

then they have not doubted, and they strive with 

their wealth, and their selves in Allah's cause.» 
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(Al-Jjujurat 49: 15) 

According to the correct opinions, these people [the bedouins 

mentioned above] were not hypocrites, rather they were Muslims, 

submitting in obedience to Allah and His Messenger, yet they were not 

believers. Even though they possessed enough portion of faith to 

remove them from disbelief ... 

When judging with other than what Allah revealed, or doing 

something that Allah's Messenger(~) called kufr; yet such person is 

adhering to Islam and it's legislation, then he has by such behavior 

committed kufr and Islam. And it is clear that every kind of 

disobedience is a branch of kufr, just as every kind of obedience is a 

branch of fmo.n, and commission of that branch may be called believing, 

and the person who does it is not called a believer, just as commission 

of that branch of kufr is called disbelieving, but these names are not 

absolutely applied to those who commit them." 1 

Ibn Taymiyah said; 

"The root of the deviations of the Mu'tazilah, the Khawarij and others 

is that they disagree over this principle; they consider fman one entity, 

when some of it disappears then all of it has disappeared. So they 

believe that the person who commits a major sin has nothing left of 

fman, they do not say that some of it has gone, and some of it remains. 

Yet the Prophet (~) said; 

1Ibid. 

<Whoever has a mustard's seed amount of imiin in 

his heart will be removed from the Fire.> 2 

2This wording is recorded by at-Tinnithr. It was graded ~a!zf!t by al-AlbanI in $a!zf!t ul
Jamt no. 8062. 
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So in fact fman does not disappear by the disappearance of some 

of its deeds." 1 

14. "There are Two Categories of kufr 

1. Actions that are kufr; 

2. and denial or obstinate kufr. 

The denial type of kufr is to disbelieve in what one knows the 

Messenger(~) came with, in an manner that constitutes denial or 

obstinance over it. This is the case whether the denial is of one of the 

Lord's names or attributes, or His actions and judgements. This is the 

kind of kufr that is the absolute opposite of faith. As for acts of kufr, 

they are divided into that which constitutes the opposite of faith, and 

that which does not. Prostrating to an idol, disgracing the mu~fiaf, 

fighting the Prophet, cursing him (~) - all of these constitute the 

opposite of faith. In the case of judging according to other than what 

Allah revealed, and leaving the prayer, these are actions of kufr only. 

It is not possible to negate the term kufr after Allah and His 

Messenger (~) used it for these cases, so the one who judges with 

other than what Allah revealed is a kiifir, and the one who leaves the 

prayer is a kafir according to texts from Allah's Messenger (~), yet 

this kufr is an act of kufr not kufr in belief. 

Allah's Messenger(~) negated faith from the fornicator, the thief, 

the one who drinks intoxicants, and the one whose neighbor is not safe 

from his abuse. Since he negated the title of faith from them, then each 

of them is a disbeliever from the view of his actions, not from the view 

of the kufr of denial or belief. As he (~) said; 

'Majmu' al-Fatiiwii 7:510-511. 
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<Do not revert to kuffar after me, striking the 

necks of each other,> 1 

So this is an act of kufr. Similarly; 

<Whoever goes to a fortuneteller, believing in him, 

or a woman in her behind, then he has disbelieved 

in what was revealed to Mul;lammad.> 2 

And his saying; 

<When a man says to his hrother, 0 kafir, then it 

is so about one of them>3 

So actions of faith are the opposite of actions of kufr, and the 

beliefs of the faith are the opposite of the beliefs of kufr. So the 

Prophet (~) made his statement clear to us, as is recorded in the 

authentic fzadfth; 

<Speaking harmfully about a Muslim is 

disobedience, and fighting him is kufr.>4 

So he distinguished between speaking harmfully about him and 

fighting him, ranking one as disobedience, not kufr. He ranked the 

other as kufr, and it is well known that he meant an action of kufr, not 

kufr in belief. Such kufr does not remove one from the fold of the 

1AI-Bukhlin and Muslim. 

2A !tasan !tadith, recorded by Al)mad and the Four Sunans, its routes of narration are 
presented in the book Kittibiin fil-Luwa.t (p. 73). 

3 Al-Bukharl and Muslim. 

4Al-Bukhllrf and Muslim. 
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religion entirely, just as fornication, theft, and drinking do not remove 

one from the religion, even though the title of faith is removed in both 

cases. 

These details are found in the views of the companions, those who 

were the most knowledgeable among the nation regarding Allah's Book, 

Islam, kufr, and the regulations over these subjects. These issues 

occurred among them, but the people after them did not understand 

what they have said regarding that, so they divided into two categories; 

1. A group that considers a person to have left the religion by the 

commission of the major sins, considering the one who commits them 

to be dwelling eternally in the Fire. 

2. A group that considers such people believers, having complete faith. 

The first group went too far, and the second fell short. Allah guided 

Ahl as-Sunnah to the best path and the moderate views which is among 

the different views, just as Islam is among the different religions . So 

these are kufr less than kufr, niftiq less than nifaq, shirk less than shirk, 

fisuq less than fisuq , and 1,ulm less than 1,ulm." 

After writing this detailed statement, lbn al-Qayim (~) mentioned 

the saying of Allah (~); 

« Whoever does not judge by what Allah has 

revealed, then these are the kafiriin [disbelievers]» 

(Al-Maidah 5:44) 

And quoted what is reported from some of the companions and 

their followers, saying that the meaning is kufr less than kufr. The he 

said; 
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"So Allah ($;) called the one judging with other than 

what Allah revealed kafir, and he called the one who 

denied what He revealed to His Messenger (~) kiifir, 

yet these two usages of kajir are not' the same."1 

In his book Ta'1,fm Qadr a~-$alah, al-MarwazI who died in the 

year 394 H. said; 

"There are two categories of kufr; 

A kufr which is a denial of Allah and of what He has said, this is 

the opposite of acknowledging Allah, and belief in Him, and what He 

has said. And there is a kufr which is an action that is the opposite of 

the action of faith. 

Haven't you seen what is reported form the Prophet (~) that he 

said; 

<One whose neighbor fears his abuse is not a 

believer.> 

They say - if he is not a believer then has committed kufr. So it is 

not possible that this could be other than an action of kufr, since he is 

not a believer by virtue of that act." 

15. Denying an Issue of ljmii 

"The denial of a ruling that there is ijmii' for is only worthy of takfir 

when that is an issue that is well known by necessity in the religion. As 

far as issues that are not well known by necessity in the religion, then 
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one is .not considered aka.fir for rejecting it. For example 'The son's 

daughter gets a sixth along with the daughter', there is ijmii' for this, 

yet it is not well known necessarily, so one rejecting it is not considered 

a kafir. 

Making takfir based on the denial of what is well known is only the 

domain of legislated ruling, because . it is a denial of what is well 

known in the religion; the prayer, the fasting or the ~ajj, and because 

such denial requires rejecting the Messenger. This is why it is required 

to not be hasty with it." 1 This was stated by as-SubkI. Ibn ijajar al

'AsqalanI said; 

"Ibn Daqi'q al-'Id said; 'An issue of ijma' sometimes is tawatir due to 

reports from the shar', like the obligations of prayer for example, and 

sometimes it is not tawa.tir. So in the first case, one's denial is 

considered kufr because of his opposition of what is tawatir, not 

because of his opposition to the ijmii'. In the second case he is not 

considered a kiifir. In his explanation of at-TirmithI, our shaykh said; 

'The correct view regarding making takfir for rejecting a matter of 

ijmii' is dependant upon the rejection of what is known to be obligatory 

in the religion by necessity, like the five prayers."'2 

16. Denying Details does not Warrant Takfir 

"Something well known in the religion by necessity could be a detailed 

matter, a person could be new to Islam, or one who lives in a remote 

desert area, so he would not have entire knowledge of the matter, aside 

from the fact that it is necessarily known. M~st of the scholars know by 

necessity that the Prophet (~) performed the prostration of 

1Fatiiwii as-Subki (2:588). 

2See Fatb al-Biiri. 
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forgetfulness, and they know his judgement on blood money for the 

sane, and his judgement regarding the child of the bed, and other 

specific cases that are known by necessity. Yet most people know 

nothing about these."1 

lbn I;Iajar al-HaytamI said similarly; 

"Something mutawatir can be well known by 

necessity among some people but not others. So takfir 

is applied for some based on tawatir evidences 

whereas not for the same reason in the case of 

others. As for what there is ijma' for - other than 

what is well known in the religion by necessity - like 

the right of the daughter of the son to a sixth along 

with the daughter, it is not kufr to reject that 

according to us."2 

1Al-Furqan, lbn Taymiyah. Translator's note, that fact that these judgements require 
explanation for the average reader is proof enough for the point...! 

2Fat~ al-Mubfn li-Shar~ al-Arba'fn. 
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17. Takfir is not Issued Solely by a Logical Inference 

One is not considered a kiifir because of what is implied by his mathhab 

or its views, nor by what can be derived from that upon considering its 

implications. Ibn l:fazm said; 

"As · for one who makes takfir of people based upon 

what may possibly be deduced from their opinions, 

then this is an error. Because he has lied about his 

opponent, even if such representation is logically 

correct. Rather, he has only proven that his opponent 

has contradicted himself, and contradiction is not, in 

itself, disbelief. By his contradiction, he has averted 

disbelief. There is no statement made by people 

except that their opponent claims that their is some 

kind of kufr for such false statements ... And every 

group denies what the other accused it of, making 

takfir of one who said anything like that. So what is 

correct is that one is not considered a kiifir except 

based upon his actual saying and a text quoting what 

he believed."1 

Ash-Shat abr said; 

. "The mathhab of the mu{iaqiqfn among the people of 

U ~ul is; That potential kufr is not actual kufr. And 

how could that be when even the disbeliever would 

reject that logical deduction with severe rejection and 

opposition, and if it were so clear to him that such 

implications of what he says is indeed kufr then he 

1Al-Fa~l (3:294) 
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would not have actually said it in the first place."1 

Shaykh al-Islam lbn Taymiyah said; 

"What is correct is that what is inferred by a person's 

mathhab is not actually his mathhab if he himself 

does not draw such inferences from it. If one were to 

rebuke him for it and negate such views then such a 

claim against him would be a lie against him. Rather 

this only proves that his statement is false, and that he 

has contradicted himself' 

He said in another place; 

"What is inferable from a particular mathhab is not 

part of the mathhab unless it is regulated as such 

from a member of that mathhab. Many people have 

negating and confirming statements, and they assign 

negating and confirming meanings [to a topic], all of 

which would logically amount to kufr. But they are 

not aware of the implications, they are only aware of 

their contradictions. Most people make some 

contradictions in this way, but contradictions are not 

kufr." 

The following saying of I:Iafi~ Ibn I:Iajar preceded; 

"The one who is judged with kufr is the one whose 

saying is open kufr, as well as the one who is faced 

with the implication of his saying and agrees to it. As 

1See al-fti~am. 
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for one who does not agree to such implication, and 

disputes it, then he is not considered a kii.fir even 

though the implication itself is kufr."1 

18. Consensus is a Must 

One is not considered a kafir except according to the agreement of Ahl 

as-Sunnah over making takfir of him, or by establishing evidence to 

make takfir of him that he cannot oppose. The I:Iafi?: of al-Maghrib, 

AbU 'Umar .Bin 'Abdil-Barr (~) said; 

"Every person under the covenant of the Islam agreed 

upon by the Muslims, when he sins, or makes ta'wfl, 

if they disagree over his expulsion from Islam, then 

their disagreement after their consensus does not 

constitute the necessary proof. The agreed upon 

cannot be expelled from Islam except by that which 

is agreed upon, or a confirmed Sunnah that he cannot 

oppose. Ahl as-Sunnah wal-Jama'ah - they are Ahl 

al-Fiqh wal-Athar - agree that a person is not 

expelled from Islam by his sin, no matter how great, 

but the people of bid ii disagree with them in this 

matter. So it is necessary to not make takfir except of 
one whom the society has agreed to making takf(r of, 

or proof is established to him for takfir such that he 

has no defense from the Book or the Sunnah."2 

lbn Ba~al said; 

1Fatfi al-Mughith (2:69) see also Taw(iifi al-Ajklir (2:236) 

2At-Tamhid (17:21) 
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"When doubt over that occurred (that is the kufr of 

the Khawarij) then it was not judged that they had left 

Islam, because one for whom it is sure that his 

covenant of Islam was certain, then his Islam cannot 

be removed from it except with certainty."1 

The following quote from Shaykh al-Islam was mentioned earlier; 

"Whose Islam is affirmed with certainty, it cannot be 

removed from him by doubt." 

The statement of the Imam, the Mujadid Mubammad Bin 'Abdul

Wahab (~) preceded; 

"We do not make takjfr except over what all of the 

scholars have agreed upon." 

His descendant the Shaykh 'Abdul-La pJ said; 

"He (that is his grandfather the Imam) did not make 

takfir except for what the Muslims have agreed upon 

takjfr for doing; major shirk, and disbelief in Allah 's 

ayat and in His Messenger, or in one of these matters, 

after having established the proof, and it having 

reached the one who committed it." 

Ibn l:Iajar al-Haytam1 said; 

"It is necessary that the muft'i proceed cautiously with 

takfir because of the gravity of its danger and danger 

'See Fat~ al-Barf for quote. 
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of what he may have missed ... az-Zamakshan said of 

some I;Ianafi fuquha: 'These people (meaning some 

of the I;Ianafis who liberally issue· statements of takfir) 

it is not allowed to follow them, because they are not 

versed in ijtihad, and they are not taking from the 

sources of Abu I:lanrfah, because they contradict the 

creed that comes from· him; "The individual who 

originally,· truly had faith, it cannot be removed from 

him except by certainty."1 

And in l:f iishiyat Ibn 'Abidfn; 

"What is preferred is that one does not issue the 

judgement of kufr on a Muslim, out of the possibility 

that his statement carries some good meaning, or that 

there is disagreement over its kufr. "2 

This is because of a number of reasons as Ibn al-Wazir said; 

"12. By the issuance of takfir, clear problems will result that would not 

be agreeable to precaution 

13. That a mistake in pardoning is better than a mistake in punishing. "3 

1Fatfz al-Mufitiij (2:84) 

2(4:224) 

3[thiir al-ljaqq 'alii al-Khalaq. 
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Ruling by Other than What Allah Revealed 

According to the Book and the Sunnah and the Sayings of the Sala/ 

Important Principles 

Before embarking on a campaign of this great importance, we must 

mention a number of important points and shart ah principles, the most 

important of which are; 

1. That a Muslim does not become a disbeliever except by rejecting 

something that is well known by necessity in the religion, or by 

obstinately, arrogantly or wantonly not adhering to it, or by passive 

renunciation - neither believing it or denying it, or by remaining in 

doubt or uncertainty about it, without any surety about it. 

2. That kufr is of two types, kufr i'tiqadr (the disbelief in creed) that 

removes one from the religion entirely, and kufr 'amali (the disbelief 

in deed) that does not remove one from the religion and the fold of 

Islam, except when it is proven to be done out of rejection, denial, 

belittlement, or mockery, or obstinence, with the absence of compliance. 

Like in the case of prostrating to idols, mocking the mu~fzaf, and 

throwing it a filthy place. 

3. A Muslim is not labeled a kaftr by a statement, an action, or a belief 

except after the proof has been established against him, doubt is 

removed, the conditions of takfir have been fulfilled, and the preventive 

factors have been exhausted, and there is no difference whether that is 

a matter of the fundamentals or the branches of the religion. 

When we use these principles of the shad ah to decide the ruling, 

not other mathhab ideas or strange opinions, and we submit to this 
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without disagreeing with the decree of the evidences, and we bear 

witness to their truths, then we have complied as is required of this 

subject, and we will be able to acertain the goal correctly. 

Based on this I say; 

The first principle makes takfir of one who rules with other than what 

Allah revealed out of rejection, in what is obligatory to rule with 

Allah's rule, or he does not adhere to that out of obstinence, wantonly 

not adhering to it, or arrogance, or passive renunciation of it - not 

believing that it is obligatory to judge according to it, not denying that, 

or remaining in doubt about it. If he accepts it, and believes that it is 

better than other forms of government, then he does not rule by it due 

to his weakness of applying it, or due to his desire and disobedience, or 

his fear and anxieties, then the bases of his faith has not gone, and he 

has not committed the kufr that expels one from the religion. 

The second principle infers that we must be sure if his judgment by 
. . 

other than what Allah revealed occurs out of a rejection to it, and 

believing that doing so is lawful i.e., kufr al-i'tiqlidf, or if its occurrence 

is kufr al-'amalf that does not remove one from the religion. When the 

expert scholars and shaykhs of /slii.m judge that it is kufr al-'amalf - as 

follows - then we would be lying against Allah if we were to expel him 

from the religion. 

The last principle leads us to say that we do not make takfir of him 

when he rejects something well known in the religion by necessity, in 

which it is obligatory to rule with what Allah revealed, until the proof 

is established against him, and these proofs are clear to him. _ 

So it is not lawful for the people of piety and religion to make 
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takfir of one who rules with other than what was revealed by the Lord 

of the worlds, without these scholarly points confinned by the shart ah. 
Since takfir is purely Allah's domain, then we cannot make takfir of 

anyone except one who Allah and His Messenger(~) made takfir of. 

There is a simple example that will make it easy for us to find 

comfort for the foundation and bases of this important issue at hand, if 

only the modern people would stop and think about this single event 

which occurred during the noble prophetic period: An-Najashi was a 

ruler over his people, ruling them with other than what Allah revealed 
to His Messenger (~ ), fearing that his people would assassinate him. 

So Allah's Messenger (£3) did not judge that he was an apostate and 

that he had left the religion, since if his ruling with other than what 

Allah revealed - without doing so out of rejection, or the belief that it 

was lawful to do so - was major kufr which removes a person from the 

religion entirely, then why did the Prophet (~) and his companions 

pray the funeral prayer for him? 

Shaykh al-Islam (~) said; 

"Similarly, an-Najashi, even though he was a ruler over the Christians, 

yet his people did not follow him by entering lsllim, rather only a small 

group of them entered it with him. Yet when he died there was none 

there who prayed for him, so the Prophet (A) prayed for him in al

Madinah, going out with the Muslims to the mu~allti, aligning them and 

praying for him, infonning them of his death on the day that he died, 

saying, 

<A righteous brother of yours among the people of 

Ethiopia has died> 

As for many of the institutionalized practices of Islii.m - rather most 
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of them - he did not practice them, out of his weakness to apply them. 

So he did not perform the obligatory hijra, nor the jihad, nor the 

pilgrimage to the House; rather it has been reported that he did not even 

pray the five prayers, nor fast Ramac,tan, nor give the instituted zakiih, 

because these acts would have made it obvious to his people, who in 

turn would have revolted against him, and he would not have been able 

to stop them. 

And we know for certain that he was not able to rule among them 

with the rulings of the Qur an. And Allah made it obligatory upon His 

Prophet (~) in al-Madinah, that when the people of the Book come to 

him (~) he not judge between them except by what Allah revealed to 

him, and he was warned to judge between them with what Allah 

revealed to him. Like in the cases of the rule for punishment of stoning 

for the married adulterer, and the blood money being just and equal for 

the noble and the weak, and a life for a life, an eye for and eye, etc. 

and an-NajashI was not able to judge with the decrees of the Quriin, 

since his people would not approve of that. " 1 

The First Principle 

This principle requires that we not make takfir of a ruler except when 

he is obstinate or rejects what is well known in the religion by necessity 

of rulings of the shart ah of Islam which are obligatory for him. So 

when he rejects the obligation of ruling by it, or believes that ruling 

with it and other than it is the same, then he leaves the religion entirely! 

The people of knowledge among the salaf and the khalaf used this 

principle, they did not make takfir except with the conditions we have 

described, and these are some samples of what they said; 

1Manhiij as-Sunnah (5: 112-113) 
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1. 'AlI Bin AbI Tall:iah reports from Ibn 'Abbas regarding the tafsfr of 

Allah's (~) saying; 

"' ,. .,. ' f' ~,.., "' - ,,. ~ 

< ~J)~';; ~~u ""' J;1 ~ F ~ ~ J > 
«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the 
disbelievers»(Al-Maidah 5:44) 

And this ayah is the source of this issue, he said; 

"Whoever rejects what was revealed by Allah then he 

has committed the kufr, and whoever approves of it, 

yet does not judge by it, then he is a wrong doing 

disobedient person [fas iq]." 1 

2-6. Al-Quq ubI said; 

Ibn Mas'iid and al-I:Iasan said; 

"It is general for all who do not judge by what Allah 

has revealed, meaning believing in that and making it 

lawful to do so."2 

1Recorded by Ibn Janr in his Tafsfr (10:357 no. 12063) and lbn al-Munthir, and lbn AbI 
l:fatim, and see ad-Durr al-Manthar (3:87), and $afiifah 'Ali Bin Abi Talfiah 'an lbn 
'Abbas no 179. And this is the book about which Imam AJ:imad said, "In Egypt there is 
a book on tafsfr, reported by 'AU Bin AbI Tall)ah, if a person were to travel to Egypt for 
it he would have accomplished a great deal." Al-Bukharr depended on it in his $afii!i for 
most of the mu'allaq reports from lbn 'Abbas, and the truth is that it is one of the most 
authentic routes to the tafsfr of Ibn 'Abbas, and although 'AII Bin Abr Tall)ah did not 
hear from I_bn 'Abbas, yet it-is known who his intermediaries are, since he took this from 
Mujrutid and 'Ikrimah, so there is no harm in that. And Allah knows best. 

2Al-Jamt al-A!zkiim al-Qur'an (6: I 90). See Afikiim al-Quran by al-Ja~a~ (2:533). 
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And this was said by as-SuddI and !bra.rum an-Nakh'I1 

7. About these three iiyiit, Mujahid said, 

"Whoever avoids judging by what Allah revealed, 

rejecting the Book of Allah, then he is a disbeliever, 

a wrong-doer, a disobedient person. "2 

8. 'Ikrimah said, 

"And whoever does not judge according to what 

Allah revealed, rejecting it, then he has committed 

kufr, and whoever accepts it, but does not judge 

according to it, then he is a wrong-doer, a disobedient 

person."3 

Al-Khazin said; 

"And this is the saying of Ibn 'Abbas as well 

9. And it is the view that az-Zajaj chose."4 

10. The shaykh of Tafsi'r, akTabarr said; 

"And the most correct of these sayings according to 

me is that which says; These ayat were revealed 

1See the Tafsir of a!-Taban (10:356-357). 

2See Mukhta~ar Tafsir al-Khiizin (1 :310). 

3Ibid., (l :310) 

'See Mukhta~ar Tafsfr al-Khiizin (1:310). 
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about the disbelievers among the people of the Book, 

since the iiyiit before and after them were revealed 

about them, and their meanings are understood by 

them, these tiyat are giving information about them, 

and their information about them is the most weighty. 

Then if it is said; 'Allah (~) mentioned this in a 

mode that is general for all who do not judge by what 

Allah revealed, so how can you make it specific?' 

Then the answer is; Allah (~) was general in 

informing this about people who reject the ruling that 

Allah decreed in His Book, so He informed about 

them - by their avoiding to judge in the way that they 

had they were disbelievers . And so in this way, it is 

said for all who do not judge by what Allah revealed 

out of rejection to it, that he is a disbeliever in Allah, 

as lbn 'Abbas said."1 

11. Al-Fakhr ar-RazI said; 

"'Ikrimah said; 

'His (~) saying; 

, , I J , ~ , , J. :; 

< ~.,)LS-Ji ~ ~:,t.; a,i J;i ½ F iJ i.;.. :, > 
«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the 

disbelievers»(Al-Maidah 5:44) 

1Tafsir a_t-Tabari (10:358). 
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Only refers to the one who, in his heart rejects it, and rejects it with 

his tongue.' 

As far as one who knows in his heart that it is Allah's judgement, 

and says with his tongue that it is Allah's judgement, but he comes with 

what contradicts it, then he has judged by what Allah has revealed, 

although he has acted contrary to it, so this is not included under this 

ayah, and this is the correct answer, and Allah knows best."' 

12. Az-Zamakhsharl said; 

~ , "' J :; 

( ~i J'··i ~ _(~~ ~t • , , ) .r · r-.-.o:: r .:r J , 

«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed ... »(A/-Maidah 5:44) 

"disdaining it; 

and; 

and; 

.,. ., I , ., 

( ~J)LS:Ji ~ ~~L;) 

« ... then these it is that are the disbelievers»(A/

Ma idah 5:44) 

«the wrong-doers» 

( ~~Wi) 

«the disobedient.» 

1Tafsfr al-Kabfr (6:6) 
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they are so described based on the strength of their disbelief."1 

13. Al-QuqubI said; 

"Meaning believing in that and making it lawful to do 

so. As for the one who does that and he believes that 

doing so is unlawful, then he is one of the disobedient 

Muslims, and his affair is left to Allah (~), if He 

wills, He punishes him, if He wills, He pardons 

him."2 

14. Abii as-Su'iid said, 

"Meaning whoever does not judge by that out of disdain and rejection ... 

,, , ' , ,, 
( ~J~ is:Ji ~ ~~ L; ) 

« ... then these it is that are the disbelievers» 

because of their disdain for it. "3 

15. An-Nasfi said; 

( ali J, -•• j t..., .,:..~ :i., , ) 
/ .i-~,~J 

«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed» 

1Al-Kashiif ( 1 :341) 

2Al-Jamt al-Afikiim al-Qur'an (6: 190). 

3Tafsir Abi as-Su'ad (2:64). 
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"Disdaining it; 

« ... then these it is that are the disbelievers.»"1 

16. Shaykh Abu Man~ur said; 

"It is possible, in the case of rejection, to apply these 

three: so the disbeliever is a wrong-doing disobedient 

person, because the utmost disobedient, and the 

utmost wrong-doer is the disbeliever."2 

17. Abu Bakr al-Ja$a$ said; 

"Allah (~) said; 

«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the disbelievers.» 

There is no doubt that it refers to either the kind of kufr that is 

shirk and rejection, or kufr an-ni'mah without rejection. So if one 

rejects the judgement of Allah, or judges with other than that while 

being informed that it is Allah's judgement, then it is a kufr that 

removes one from the religion, and its doer is an apostate even though 

he was a Muslim before that. 

This is how it is explained by those who say that it was revealed 

about BanI Isra'n and it applies to us, they mean, 'Whoever rejects 

Allah's judgement, or judges by a judgement other than Allah's, then 

1Tafsfr an-Nasfi (1:285). 

2Ibid., (1:285). 
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he says; 'This is the judgement of Allah' - then he is a disbeliever, just 

as BanI Isra'n disbelieved when they did that. "'1 

26. Al-Bay<;lawI said; 

«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed» 

"Out of disdain and reject of it; 

., ., I J,, 

( ~J~~i ~ ~:,L; ) 
« ... then these it is that are the disbelievers» 

because of their disdain for it, and the rebelliousness of judging 

other with than it, and this is why they are described as, "disbelievers", 
I) 

"wrong-doers", and "disobedient". So their disbelief is their rejection of 

it, and their wrong doing is judging contrary to it, and their 

disobedience is by their removing themselves from it.2 

28. The commentator on ai-TaJ:iawI said; 

"Here there is a matter that is important to discuss, 

that is that judging by other than what Allah revealed 

can be kufr that takes one out of the religion, or it can 

'And here it is necessary to attribute the saying to the many who said it, among the al
Bara', Huthayfah, ac;l-1;>~1:tak, Qatl\dah, Abu ~alil:t, Abu Mijlaz, 'Ubaydullah Bin 
'Abdullah Bin 'Utbah Bin Mas'ud, and Abu Ya'la al-Fara', all of these people said that 
it is specific to the people of the Book, so with these eight, here the number reaches 
twenty-five scholars. 

1Tafsir al-Ba)•pawi (l :268). 
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be major or minor disobedience, or it can be a kufr 

that is either metaphorical, or minor kufr, and this 

depends upon ·the circumstances of the one making 

the judgment. If he believes that judging by what 

Allah revealed is not obligatory, and that he has a 

choice in that matter, or he has disdain for it, while 

knowing for certain that it is indeed Allah's 

judgement, then this is major kufr. If he believes that 

it is obligatory to judge by what Allah revealed, and 

he knows what that is in this circumstance, yet he 

forgoes that, knowing that such behavior deserves 

punishment, t~en this is disobedience, and it is called 

'metaphorical' kufr, or minor kufr." 1 

28. Ibn al-JawzI said; 

"And the explanation of this address is that whoever does not judge by 

what Allah has revealed, rejecting that, knowing what Allah has 

revealed about it, as the Jews did, then he is a disbeliever. And whoever 

does not judge by what Allah revealed, giving in to his desire, not out 

of rejection, then he is a wrong-doing disobedient person, and 'AH Bin 

AbI Tall:iah has reported from Ibn 'Abbas that he said; 

'Whoever rejects what was revealed by Allah then he 
has committed kufr, and whoever approves of it, and 

does not judge by it, then he is a wrong-doer, a 

disobedient person. "'2 

29. Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyah said; 

1Sharfz al-'Aqidah a_t-Ta/Jiiwiyah (p.323-324). 

27iid al-Masir (2:366). 
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"And there is no doubt that anyone who does not 

believe that it is obligatory to judge by what Allah 

revealed to His Messenger is a disbeliever. So 

.whoever thinks that it is lawful to judge between 

people with what he sees is justice - and it is not in 

accordance with what Allah revealed - then he is a 

disbeliever. There has not been any nation except that 

it was ordered to rule with justice, and justice in its 

religion was what its leaders saw to be that. But most 

of those affiliated with Islam rule with customs that 

Allah (~) did not reveal, like the customs of the 

bedouins and their ordering them to be obeyed, and 

their belief that this is what must be ruled with, not 

the Book and the Sunnah, and this is disbelief. Many 

people enter Islam, but they still do not rule except by 

their traditional customs which they enforce, so when 

these people know that it is not allowed to rule except 

by what Allah revealed, then they do not abide by 

that, but they still consider it lawful to act contrary to 

what Allah revealed, then they are disbelievers, unless 

they are ignorant."1 

He said; 

"When people make lawful what is agreed upon to be unlawful, or they 

make unlawful what is agreed upon to be lawful, or they change the 

legislation that is agreed upon, then such person is a disbelieving 

apostate, according to the consensus of the Fuquha', and such is the 

example of one of the opinions about Allah's saying; 

1Manhaj as-Sunnah (5: 130). 
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«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed then it is these that are the disbelievers.» 

Meaning he makes it lawful to judge by other than what Allah has 

revealed."' 

30. The great scholar Imam Ibn Qayim al-Jawziyah (~) said, 

"What is correct, is that judging by other than what 

Allah revealed may be either type of kufr - minor or 

major - depending upon the circumstances of the one 

making the judgment. If he believes that it is 

obligatory to judge by what Allah has revealed in this 

case, yet he disobediently forgoes that, realizing that 

such action deserves punishment, then this would be 

minor kufr. If he believes that it is not obligatory, and 

that he has the option to choose, and he is certain of 

what Allah's judgement on that matter is, then this is 

major kufr. But if he is ignorant, or makes an error, 

then this is a mistake, and the ruling of those who 

have made a mistake applies to him."2 

31. Al-l:Iafii Ibn Kathir said; 

«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the 

1Majmu' al-Fatiiwii (3:267). 

2Madaraj as-Salikrn (1:337). 
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disbelievers»(A/-Maidah 5:44) 

"Because they rejected Allah's judgement, intentfuly, obstinately, and 

on purpose. And He (~) said here; 

«So these it is that are the wrong-doers» 

Because they did not distinguish between the one wronged and the 

one committing the wrong over a matter that Allah ordered justice and 

equity between them in, so they opposed that, committed wrong and 

disobeyed."1 

32. The great scholar of ash-Sham, Jamal al-QasamI said; 

"The kufr of the one who judges by other than what 

Allah revealed occurs by virtue of his disdain and 

rejection of that, in this vain is what most say, and 

what is reported from 'Ikrimah and Ibn 'Abbas. "2 

33. The author of al-Manar said; 

"Many of the Muslims have tried to come up with legislative systems 

and rule similar to those invented by people before them. By their 

ruling with that, they left behind some of what Allah revealed to them. 

Those who leave the judgements that Allah revealed in His Book, 

without doing so out of interpretation, believing that this is correct, then 

what Allah said in these three ayat is true about them, or at least some 

1Tafsir al-Qur'iin al-'Aifm (2:61). 

2Mu~asan at-Ta'wfl (6:1998). 
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of them, each based upon his circumstances: 

So the one who relinquishes the judgement for theft, slander, 

fornication, without any sense of remorse occurring in him for doing so, 

believing that other than those judgments is better, then the news about 

him is clear; he is a disbeliever, period. 

Whoever does not judge by this, with other excuses, then he is a 

wrong-doer, as long as he has only missed the truth and neglected 

justice and equality in that matter, otherwise he is a disobedient, 

period ... 
And we see many of the Muslims who believe that people who 

have ruling systems based upon man-made law are disbelievers, taking 

the apparentness of the saying of Allah (~); 

, # , \ ,, :,,_, ~ - ., ~ 

( ~J~L<.ll ~ ~~Li illl J;I ~ F rl ~ ~) 
«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the 

disbelievers»(Al-Maidah 5:44) 

Causing them to make takfir on the judge who judges by these 

laws, and takfir of the leaders and sul,tiins who institute these systems. 

Since, even though they are not aware of them all, they have given 

them their approval, and they are the ones who put the judges in their 

posts ... as for the apparentness of the ayah, then this has not been said 

by any of the Imams of fiqh that are well-known, rather not by any one, 

period."1 

34. Shaykh Abu Hibbatullah Isma'il Bin lbrahim al-Asa'ridI (~) said; 

"Whoever does not believe that it is obligatory to 

1Tafsir al-Manar (6:405-406). 
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judge by what Allah revealed to His Messenger -

believing that it is lawful to judge between people 

with what he considers just - without following what 

Allah revealed, then he is a disbeliever. .. these people, 

when they are aware that it is not allowed to judge 

except by that which Allah revealed, yet they do not 

adhere to that, rather they make it lawful to judge in 

contradiction to what Allah revealed, then they are 

disbelievers, unless they are ignorant, misguided, and 

do not know." 1 

35. The great scholar, Shaykh ash-ShanqitI (~) said; 

"Know that the address established in this section is that kufr, wrong

doing, and disobedience are each general in the shar', meaning sin 

sometimes, and kufr that removes one from the religion at others; 

~ , , J. ~ 

( ;_u1 J'··i t..., .C .. ~ •_ I • ' ' ) ..r · r---: i 0-4 .J , 

«Whoever does not judge by what Allah has 

revealed» 

in opposition to the Message, falsifying the judgement of Allah, 

then his wrong-doing, his disobedience, and his kufr are all such that 

they remove him from the religion. 

( ~i J, -•• j t..., .(~~ ·.i., , ) ..r · r---:: i 0-4 .J 

« Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed» 

Believing that he is committing what is unlawful, a disgraceful act, 

1Ta!ithir Ahl al-lmiin 'an al-!Jukm bighayrmli Anzai ar-Ra~mlin (141 ). 
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then his kufr, wrong-doing, and disobedience, does not remove him 

from the religion."1 

36. The great scholar, Shaykh as-Sa'dI (~) said; 

"Judging by other than what Allah revealed is among the deeds of the 

people of disbelief. It could be disbelief that removes one from the 

religion, as when it is believed that it is lawful and allowed, or it could 

be a major sin. And whoever commits kufr, then he deserves severe 

punishment... 

, , ' J, :, ,. , J :, 

( ~.,~L>Ji ~ ~~L; illl J) ½ F- ~;;.. j) 

«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the 

disbelievers»(Al-Maidah 5:44) 

lbn 'Abbas said, 

'Kufr less than kufr, wrong-doing less than wrong

doing, and disobedience less than disobedience.' 

So it is the major type of wrong when he believes that it is lawful, 

and one of the worst of the major sins when he does it, not believing 

that it is lawful."2 

37. The reviver of the religion, the Imam of Ahl as-Sunnah, 'Abd al

'Aiiz Bin 'Abdullah Bin Baz (~) said; 

1A(iaa al-Bayiin (2: 104). 

2Taysfr al-Karfm ar-Ra~miin (2:296-297). 
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"Judging by other than what Allah revealed will be either one of the 

following types; 

I. One who says, 'I judge by this because it is better than the shartah 

of Islam.' Then he is a disbeliever because of this major kufr. 

2. One who says, 'I judge by this because it is similar to the shartah 

of Islam, so judging with this is allowed, and judging with the shartah 

is allowed', then he is a disbeliever because of this major kufr. 

3. One who says, 'I judge by this, and the shartah of Islam is better, 

but judging by other than what Allah revealed is allowed', then he is a 

disbeliever due to this major kufr. 

4. One who says, 'I judge by this' - and he believes that judging by 

other than what Allah revealed is not allowed, and he says - 'the 

judgement of the shart ah of Islam is better and it is not allowed to 

judge otherwise', but he is weak, or he makes a [mistaken] judgement 

of his own in this matter, then he is disbeliever who committed minor 

kufr that does not remove him from the religion, while it is one of the 

worst of the major sins." 1 

And he said; 

"Whoever studies man-made law, or institutes its teaching in order to 

rule by it, or to help others in it, believing that it is unlawful to judge 

by other than what Allah revealed, but it is done out of his desires, or 
his love for the money etc., the person that this description fits is no 

doubt a Jasiq (disobedient), in him is kufr, wrong-doing and 

disobedience, but the kufr is the minor type, as is the wrong-doing and 

disobedience. It does not remove him from the fold of Islam, and this 

saying is well-known among the people of knowledge, and it; is the 

saying of Ibn 'Abbas, Tawus, 'Aia', Mujahid, and a group of the salaf 

1Qa¢iyat at-Takftr bayn Ahl as-Sunnah wa Firq afi-Paliil (72-73). 
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and khalaf as al-I:Iafi?: Ibn Kathir mentioned, as did al-BaghawI, al

QuqubI and others. And it was also mentioned by Ibn al-Qayim (~) 

in Kitab a~-$alah 

.. . And whoever learns law or institutes its teaching believing that 

it is allowed to rule by it, whether he believes that the shartah is better 

or not, then this type is a disbeliever ac;cording to the consensus of the 

Muslims, having committed major kufr. Because by his belief that it is 

lawful to judge by this [man-made] law which contradicts the shartah 

of Allah, then he is making lawful what is known in the religion by 

necessity to be unlawful, so this rule makes fornication, and intoxicants 

etc., lawful. Additionally, by his belief that these are lawful, he has 

denied Allah and His Messenger, and rebelled against the Book and the 

Sunnah. And the scholars have agreed to the disbelief of anyone who 

believes what Allah prohibited is lawful, or any who prohibits what 

Allah made lawful among those things that are well known in the 

religion by necessity. And if one we.re to reference the discussion of the 

scholars in all of the four mathhabs under the chapter of apostasy, then 

what we have mentioned will be clear."1 

In some of his discussion about the things that contradict Islam he 

said; 

"The following is included in this fourth category2; Whoever believes 

that the systems and laws instituted by humans are better than the 
shartah of Islam, or that it is the same, or that it is allowed to judge 

by them, or he believes that the Islamic system is not beneficial in the 

twentieth century, or that it is the cause of the Muslims division, or that 

1Majma' Fatawii wa Maqiiliit Mutanaw'ah (2:326-330). 

2That is "Whoever believes that guidance other than that of Mul_lammad (~) is more 

complete that his guidance, or that judgments other than his (~) are better than his, like 
the one who judges by the judgement of the Taghiits, then he is a disbeliever." 
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it restricts mans ability to reason, except it the case of matters of the 

Hereafter. 

Also entering into this fourth type is the one who believes that the 

judgement of Allah to cut off the hand of the thief, to stone the married 

adulterer, is not proper in these modern times. This is the case for all 

who believe that it is allowed to judge by other than Allah's judgement 

in business dealings, punishments, or otherwise, even if he does not 

believe that it is better than the judgement of the shart ah. Because by 

this, he is making lawful what there is agreement upon that Allah 

prohibited, and anyone who permits what Allah has prohibited among 

those things that are well known in the religion by necessity - like 

fornication, intoxicants, interest - and he judges by other than the 

shart ah of Allah, then he is a disbeliever according to the consensus 

of the Muslims."1 

38. The opinion about this is well known from the Mul:iaddith of the 

time, the Faqih, the Imam, the reviver of Islam, the great scholar, 

Mut:iammad NasruddTn al-AlbanI, may Allah preserve him, and continue 

his benefit to Islam and the Muslims, and increase his reward.2 

The shaykh 's opinion has been published in the journal ash-Sharq al

Awsa ~ and the newspaper al-Muslimiin, and Shaykh lbn Baz 

commented on the statements of Shaykh al-AlbanI and gave his support 

in both of the publications mentioned, he said; 

"I have been informed about the answer which was explained by the 

virtuous Shaykh Mut:iammad Na~rudd-Din al-AlbanI, may Allah 

preserve him, which was published in the journal ash-Sharq al-Awsa t, 

1Ibid., (l:137). 

2See the tape entitled, "Fitnat at-Tak.fir" and others available fonn the good brother Abu 
Layla al-Athan. 
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and the paper al-Muslimun, in which he gave a detailed answer about 

the question of making takfir of one who judged by other than what 

Allah revealed. So he wrote in his explanation what was correct and the 

truth, and followed the path of the believers and made it clear - may 

Allah preserve him - that it is not allowed for anyone among the people 

to make takfir of one who judges by other than what Allah revealed 

merely by his doing such act, without knowing that in his heart he 

believed that this is allowed. And he argued for this with what is 

reported from Ibn 'Abbas about that (~), and others besides him 

among the salaf of the ummah. 

And there is no doubt that what he mentioned in his answer about 

the tafsfr of the following saying of Allah (~) was correct; 

,, ,, I J.,, ~ ,, ,, J. :, 

< ~..,)~' ~ ~~u ;.,u, J;i ½ F iJ ~:, > 
«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the disbelievers.» 

And; 

«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the wrong

doers», 

And; 

,. , I , , ~ ,. ,,. ~ - _. ~ 

< ~*w1 ~ ~:,u all J;I ~F i-J~:, > 
«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the disobedient», 
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And he made clear - may Allah preserve him - that kufr is two 

types - major and minor - just as is wrong, and similarly disobedience, 

they are made up of two types, major and minor. So whoever believes 

that it is lawful to judge by other than what Allah revealed, or he 

believes that it is lawful to participate in fornication, interest, or other 

than that of the unlawful matters which it is agreed upon are unlawful, 

then he has committed major kufr, major wrong, and major 

disobedience, and whoever does that without believing that it is lawful, 

then his kufr is minor, his wrong is minor wrong, and his disobedience 

is minor disobedience. As in the saying of the Prophet (~) in the 

fzadfth of Ibn Mas 'Gd ( ~); 

<Speaking badly about a Muslim is disobedience, 

and fighting him is kufr.> 

He (~) means by this the disobedience of the minor type, and the 

kufr of the minor type, and the expression generally applies to all of 

these types of evil. Similarly he (~) said; 

<Two things in people are kufr: speaking evil about 

another's lineage and wailing over the dead.> 

Recorded by Muslim in his Safizfi. 

And his (~) saying; 

<Do not revert to kuffar after me, striking the 

necks of each other.>" 1 

39. Then the statements of al-AlbanI, and Ibn Baz were read by Imam 

Shaykh Ibn 'Uthaymin and he to approved of them and supported 

1Ash-Sharq al-Awsa,t, issue no. 6156, 12/5/l416H. 
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them. 1 

So this is the saying of the Imams of Islam, of the past and the 

present on this delicate issue. What is there after the truth but 

falsehood?! 

The Second Principle 

The second shart ah principle founded upon the Book, the Sunnah, and 

the sayings of the salaf of the ummah, as we have confirmed regarding 

the issue, is to verify whether judging by other that what Allah revealed, 

without rejecting that, nor believing that it is lawful, is kufr in creed that 

removes one from the religion entirely, or kufr of deed that does not 

remove one from the fold of Islam? 

So these are the answers of the Shaykhs of Islam, and the qualified 

scholars of faith, and some were quoted earlier under the principle that 

preceded. There is no difference among them that it is kufr less than 

kufr, wrong less than wrong, and fisq less than fisq, and that it is a 

major sin among the worst of sins. 

And by no means at all is it the same to them if one judges by 

other than what Allah revealed rejecting that, denying it and having 

disdain for it, believing that it is lawful to judge according to man-made 

laws, believing that it is equal to the shartah, and on the other hand, 

judging by other than what Allah revealed, believing that it is 

obligatory, and better, and realizing that one deserves to be punished for 

it, doing it out of his desires and sinful behavior, or out of fear of the 

one in authority over him, fearing for his life, etc. 

'After the printing of this 'Arabic text, the book Fitnat at-Takfir became available. For 
these quotes one should consult that title. It was published by Dar Ibn Khuzaymah, Riya<;I. 
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-Tawus narrates from lbn 'Abbas(*) about Allah's saying; 

« Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

then these it is that are the disbelievers.» 

He said; 

"It is not the kufr that they believe it is."1 

-And he was reported to have said; 

1 It is $a!zf{I, it was recorded by 'Abd ar-Razzii.q in his Tafsfr (l: 191 ), Al_lmad in al-iman, 
lbn Abt }:latim in his Tafsfr, al-MarwazI in Ta'1-rm Qadar a$-$aliih (2:251), lbn Janr in 
his Tafsfr (10:356), lbn Ba~ah in al-lbanah (2:734, 736), Waki' in Akhbiir al-Qa(liih 
( l :41), from Ma'mar, from lbn Tiiwus from his father, from lbn 'Abbas, and this chain 
is like the Sun. And there is another route for it which has some weakness in it due to 
Hisham Bin }:lujayr, who is considered weak due to his memory. It was recorded by 
Al_lmad in al-Iman, Sa'id Bin Man~ur (749), lbn Ba~ah in al-Ibtinah (2:736) al-Marwazt 
in Ta';fm Qadar a$-$aliih (2:521) lbn Abt l:fii.tim, al-1:fakim (2:313) and from his route, 
al-Bayhaqt in his Sunan (8:20) and lbn 'Abd al-Barr in at-Tamhfd (4:237) and others. 
Translator's note, the meaning of "they" in this statement, which comes up often here, is 
the Khawiirij, as Shaykh al-Albii.nt noted in his book Fitnat at-Takjir, there he also noted 
that one of the chains for this report is $a/zf{I according to the criteria of al-Bukhiin and 
Muslim. See a$-$a!zf!zah no. 2552. In his comments of al-AlblinT's Fitnat at-Takfir, 
Shaykh al-'Uthaymin said; "Shaykh al-Albani" argues with this report, from Ibn 

'Abbas (~), and similarly others among the scholars who found it suitable, even though 

there may some problem with its chain, yet they still accepted it, because it is supported 
by so many other texts ... [he gives examples] ... but since this is not acceptable to these 
people who issue takfir, they say, 'This report is not acceptable, it is not $a!zf{I from lbn 
'Abbas.' So we say to them, ·How is it not $a!zi!z, and when it was acceptable to those 
who are greater than you, better, and more knowledgeable of 'Uliim al-lfadfth, how can 
you say, 'We do not accept it'?!! It is enough for us that qualified scholars like Shaykh 
al-Islam Ibn Taymiyah and Ibo al-Qayim and others besides them accepted it, they used 
it and quoted it. So the report is $a{lf{I ... " Here I have inserted these quotations, since 
there are some people, whose limits of knowledge the Shaykh described, that say as he 
quoted them saying. In this way the reader will be aware that the report is definitely 
authentic, even though some of its routes have weakness in them, and their claim that it 
is not acceptable is baseless. 
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"Kufr that does not take one from the religion"1 

-And he is reported to have said; 

"Kufr less than kufr, wrong less than wrong, fisq less 

than ft.sq . "2 

-From Tawus who said; 

"I asked lbn 'Abbas, 'The one who does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, is he a kiifir?' He said, 

'He has committed kufr, but he is not like the one 

who disbelieves in Allah, His angels, His Books, His 

Messengers and the Hereafter. "'3 

-Tawus said, 

"It is not the kufr that takes one out of the religion."4 

-Ibn Tawus said, 

"It is not like the one who disbelieves in Allah, His 

1It is weak because it contains an unnamed narrator, recorded by al-Marwazi (2:522) and 
lbn Jartr (10:356). 

2Recorded by al-Faryabi, Ibn al-Munthir, lbn Abi J:latim, al-J:lakim (2:313) as found in 
Durr al-Manthur (3:87). 

3$a!ifl:i, recorded by al-MarwazI (2:521), Ibn Jartr (10:356), through Ma'mar, from Ibn 
Tawus from his father. 

4$al:iffi, recorded by al-Marwazi (2:522), Ibn Jarir (10:355-356) and lbn Bai ah (2:735), 
through Sufyan, from Satd al-MakkI, from him. 
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angels, His Books, and His Messengers."1 

-'A~ a' said; 

"Kufr less than kufr, wrong less than wrong, fisq less 

than fisq"2 

'Ali Bin al-I:Iusayn said; 

"Kufr that is not like the kufr of shirk, and fisq not 

like the fisq of shirk, and wrong not like the wrong of 

shirk." 

-Ismail Bin Said said; 

"I asked Al;lmad; 

«Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

these it is that are the disbelievers.» 

I said, 'What is this kufr?' He said, 'The kufr that does not remove 

one from the religion. " '3 

1~a{if{i, recorded by al-Marwazr (2:521) Ibn Batah (2:736) with the earlier chain. 

2$a!zf!i, recorded by Al:rmad, Abu 'Ubayd in al-Iman, al-Marwazr (2:522), lbn Ba~ah 
(2:735, 737) Ibn Jarir in his Tafsfr (10:355) Wald' in Akhbiir al-Qa¢ah (l :43) from a 
number of routes. And some have attempted to say that these reports are weak, but some 
of them have chains like the Sun at mid-day! 

3Masafl as-Sijistiinf (209), and an-Naysiibiirf (2: 192) quoted from Marwayiit al-Imam 
Afzmad Bin l:fanbal ftt-Tafsfr (2:45). 
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-The great Imam Abu 'Ubayd al-Qasim Bin Salam (died m 224 

H.) (~) said; 

"As for the clarification that supports this, then Allah (~) said; 

« Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

these it is that are the disbelievers.» 

And Ibn 'Abbas said; 

'It is not the kufr that removes one from the religion' 

'A~a' Bin AbI Rabal) said; 

'Kufr less than kufr.' 

So it is clear to us, since it does not remove one from the religion 

of Islam, then the religion remains present even though he committed 

sins. So it only means that it is the manners of the disbelievers and their 

path .. . because among the ways of the disbelievers is to judge by other 

than what Allah revealed. 

Haven't you heard His (~) saying; 

«Is it the judgements of jahiliyah that they 

seek.»(Al-Mdidah 5:50) 

This is explained by the people of Tafsir as; 
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'That whoever judges by other than what Allah 

revealed, and he is upon the religion of Islam, then he 

is, by doing so, judging like the people of jahiliyah, 

meaning that this is the way that the people of 

jahiliyah judge. "'1 

- In Kitab al-Ibanah, lbn Batah (died 387 H.) mentioned a chapter 

called; 

"Chapter; Mentioning the sins which lead its offender 

to the kufr that does not remove one from the 

religion." 

Under this chapter he mentioned judging with other than what Allah 

revealed, and he mentioned the reports from the companions and their 

followers proving that it is minor kufr that does not remove one from 

the religion.2 

-Ibn 'Upyah said; 

"A large group of the people of knowledge said; 'The 

ayah addresses all who do not judge by what Allah 

revealed, but in the case of leaders of this ummah, 

then this kufr is disobedience that does not remove 

one from fmti.n.' "3 

-Ibn al-'ArabI said; 

1Kittib al-Iman (45). 

2(2:723,733-737). 

3Al-Mu~rar al-Wajfz (4:456). 
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"These are different; If he judges by that which 

according to him is preferred over that which is from 

Allah, then such alteration is kufr, but if his 

judgement is out of desire or sin, then this is a sin 

which may be forgiven according to the principles of 

Ahl as-Sunnah regarding the subject of forgiveness for 

the sinners."1 

-Abu I:Jayan said; 

« Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

then these it is that are the disbelievers.» 

"This appears in general, so it covers this ummah and 

others among those before them, even though it is 

obvious that it is addressed to the Jews. That it is 

general for the Jews and others is the opinion of Ibn 

Mas'ud, lbrahim, 'Ara', and a group, but that it is 

kufr less than kufr, wrong less than wrong, ft.sq less 

than ft.sq. This means that the kufr of the Muslim is 

not the same as the kufr of the disbeliever, and the 

same with wrong, and the fisq, by that he is not 

removed from the religion, as Ibn 'Abbas and 'A~a' 

said."2 

'Afikam al-Quriin (2:624). 

2Al-Bafir a/-Mufif.t (3:492). Here is a note from the translator; as this quote clarifies, the 
interpretations of the companions for these iiyiit are all in accord: It was revealed about 
the Jews - meaning that was the cause of its revelation, and it applies to anyone who 'does 
as they did, according to the details that they followed, saying "this is Allah' s judgment" 
when they know it is not etc., - and the same applies to us - meaning if we follow their 
way. Or, it is kufr less than kufr etc., that is particularly in the case of the Muslims. Or, 
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-Al-Khazin said; 

«Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

then these it is that are the disbelievers.» 

"A group of the interpreters said that these three ii.yiit 

were revealed about the disbelievers, and those among 

the Jews who altered the judgments of Allah, since 

when the Muslim commits a sin, it is not said that he 

is a disbeliever. This is the saying of lbn 'Abbas, 

Qatadah, ac;l-1;:>al)l)ak. The report from al-Bara' Bin 

'Azib is evidence for the correctness of this view " 1 

The point here is his view that judging by other than what Allah 

revealed out of desire and sin is one of the major sins. 

-As al-QuqubI said; 

"All of this was revealed about the disbelievers, as 

confirmed in ,5afiffi Muslim from the fiadfth of al

Bara'. And this is important, because in the case of 

it is kufr, but not the kufr that expels one from the religion. And this is the same as the 

last. In this case, all of the explanations are in accord, as is clearly pointed out in this 
book numerous times. Additionally, there are authentic narrations for each of them from 
the companions, and taking into consideration that some of them are narrations about the 
circumstances under which the iiyiit were revealed, along with the fact that the 
interpretations are explanations of Allah's words, which it is not allowed to explain simply 
from one's "own understanding" far be it for the companions to knowingly commit such 
a grave mistake - then, according to the science of fuldith, which so many of the less 
knowledgeable people have attempted to use to assault these texts, to no avail - this 
interpretation holds the status of fzukm marfii' and cannot be denied by any Muslim after 
it has been made clear. 

1Mukhta~ar Tafsfr al-Khiizin (l:310). 
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the Muslim, then he is not considered a disbeliever 

because he committed a major sin." 1 

-Similarly was said by ash-ShawkanI and ~idiq I:Iasan Khan as well.2 

-Ibn JuzI said; 

"And a group said that it generally applies to anyone 

who does not judge by what Allah revealed, be they 

Jews, Muslims or otherwise. But in the case of the 

Muslim's kufr, it is a kufr that is sin, it does not 

remove them from fmiin."3 

-On a number of occasions, Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyah has stated 

that judging by other than what Allah revealed - out of desire and sin, 

without rejection Allah's judgments or believing that judging otherwise 

is lawful - is a sin that does not make its doer a disbeliever. He said; 

"As for the sins which there is no punishment 

prescribed nor penance to be paid for, like the a boy 

kissing an unlawful woman, or committing less than 

intercourse, or eating what is not allowed, or false 

accusation, or taking a bribe for a judgment, or 

judging by other than what Allah revealed, or 

neglecting His rules, or calling with the cry of 

jahiliyah, or taking pride in the honor of jahiliyah 

1Al-Jamt al-A[ikam al-Qur'an (6:190). 

2See Fat!i al-Qadir (2:42) and Fat!i al-Bayiin (3:30) .. 

3Tafsfr lbn a/-Juzf (155). 
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etc."1 

-And the statement of Ibn al-JawzI has preceded; 

"Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

giving in to his desires, without rejection (to Allah's 

judgment), then he is a wrong doer and a disobedient 

person." 

-And the saying of the explainer of the creed of a t-Ta}:lawI, Ibn Abi al

'Izz: 

"If he believes that it is obligatory to judge by what 

Allah revealed, and he is aware of that in this 

circumstance, and he forgoes that with the realization 

that he deserves to be punished for it, then this is sin, 

and it is called "metaphorical" kufr, or minor kufr." 

-And the saying of ash-Shanqiii; 

"And whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed 

- knowing that he is committing what is unlawful, and 

doing evil - then his kufr and fisq do not remove him 

from the religion." 

-And the saying of as-Sa'dI; 

"Then it is major wrong when he believes that it is 

lawful, and when he does not believe that it is lawful, 

1Majmii' al-Fatiiwii (28:343). 
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then it is among the worst of the major sins." 

And the sayings of the Imams and the Fuquha' of our time, al

AlbanI may Allah preserve him, and lbn Baz, may Allah have mercy on 

him, have also preceded. 

So all of these people - as well as others whom we did not mention 

- have said that the one who judges by other than what Allah revealed 

out of desire and sin, or fear for his life, without rejection and believing 

that it is lawful to do so - then he has violated what is unlawful, 

committing one of the greatest of the major sins, and that his kufr is a 

kufr of sin, or a kufr of deed, it does not remove him from the religion. 

So what is there after the truth but falsehood! 

It is Not Allowed to Differ with the Consensus 

Since it has been confirmation from the salaf and the khalaf among Ahl 

as-Sunnah and even others, that one is not a disbeliever for judging by 

other than what Allah revealed without rejection or believing that it is 

lawful, then it is not allowed for the modem people to differ with that. 

The matter that there is no disagreement between the earlier and 

latter generations, and the modern people, is that whoever judges by 

other than what the Lord of the worlds revealed, out of rejection to it 

and the_ belief that doing so is lawful, then he has left the religion of 

Islam and the fold of rman entirely. 

Some modern people have absent-mindedly acted on their own 

hunches, leading them to think that Ahl as-Sunnah of the earlier and 

later generations disagreed over the disbelief of one who judged with 

other than the shanah of Islam out of desire and sin, or fear for their 

lives, or out of ignorance! The truth is that this disagreement is a myth 
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that, upon research, remains undiscovered. 

Rather they all agreed that one is not a disbeliever for not judging 

by what Allah revealed, as long as this was not done out of rejection to 

what Allah revealed, or the belief that it is lawful. And this is obvious 

to those who take a detailed look at this topic. This can be made even 

more clear by three points; 

Agreement on Making a Distinction 

1. The salaf, and Ahl as-Sunnah, agree that they do not make takfir of 

a Muslim by his commission of a major sin, as long as he does not 

consider that lawful, or as long as he does not reject its prohibition. 

A large number of quotations have preceded, from a large number 

of Imams, scholars, and honored Shaykhs of Islam, all saying that 

judging by other than the shartah - when not provoked by rejection 

and belief that doing so is lawful - is an act disobedience, a major sin. 

None of those mentioned disagrees with this, as is seen by the 

following; 

Abu 'Abdullah Bin 'Abd al-Barr said; 

"The scholars agree that violating a judgement is among the major sins 

for the one who knowingly, intentionally does it. This has been narrated 

through emphatic reports from the salaf. Allah (~) said; 

, "' I J., ~ , "' J ~ 

( ~ ,,,e-1j JJ ,l•t·i!JltjJ'··il' -<~~:, '') 
o,JJ.,;:I.N ~~JUMJ f ~i-~,0-°J 

« Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

these it is that are the disbelievers» 

And; 
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«,,,the wrong-doers» 

And; 

« ... the disobedient» 

This was revealed about the people of the Book. Huthayfah and Ibn 

'Abbas said that it applies in general to us. They said, "It is not the kufr 

that removes one from the religion when a man from this ummah does 

it, until he disbelieves in Allah, His angels, His Books, His Messengers, 

and the Hereafter." This meaning was reported from a group of the 

scholars who explain the Qur tin. Among them Ibn 'Abbas, Tawus, and 

'Aia· ... 1 

I say, judging by what Allah revealed to His Messenger is absolute 

justice, and judging otherwise - by the jahiliyah rule, and man-made law 

- is one of the worst forms of oppression and injustice. As the explainer 

of the creed of a k Tal)awI said; 

"So the unjust monarchies viewed the shart ah 

through their unjust politics, and they acted 

accordingly, giving precedence to their view over the 

judgments of Allah and His Messenger."2 

Agreement on the Tafsir 

1At-Tamhid (5:74-75). 

2Shar!i al- ;'..qfdah a,t-Tafiliwiyah (204). 
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2. Allah (~) said; 

,,, ;.. ' J, ~ ,, , J ~ 

< ~J~~1 ~ ~:,L; aJi J;i ~ F. ~ ~ ~ > 
« Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

these it is that are the disbelievers» 

This is the root of this issue, and the scholars of Tafsir among the 

salaf and the khalaf did not disagree over the explanation, as has been 

mentioned numerous times. Rather; 

"There were some different wordings that they used 

that lead one who does not know better to think that 

they disagreed, so he believed that they had different 

opinions, but this is not the case. Among them are 

those who mentioned something in a way that is 

corollary and explanatory, and others who quoted 

texts as they were, and all of them had the same 

meaning."1 

So the difference was only in their explanations, and that was a 

difference of the variables not a difference of contradiction. Isl)aq Bin 

Rahawayh said; 

"The scholars explain one ayah in different ways, but 

that is not a disagreement... to the ignorant people this 

is the meaning. So when one's statement is not the 

same as another's they say, "This is a 

disagreement.. .. Al-I:Iasan said; "This only happened to 

'See the Introduction to the Principles of Tafsfr by lbn Taymiyah, and the Introduction 

to the Tafsfr of Ibn Kathir. 
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people because of the non-'Arabic influences.""1 

"Kufr, 1,ulm, andfisq are different words mentioned in 

the Qur an with one meaning, and with different 

meanings ... The scholars of U~ul and the branches of 

the religion have categorized the usage of kufr for 

going out of the religion and for what negates the true 

religion of Allah, this is not the same as 1,ulm and 

fisq. And not one of them rejects the Qur an' s 

general usage of the term kufr for what they know is 

not this kufr, but they say it is kufr less than kufr, nor 

do they generally apply the terms ;ulm and ft.sq for 

what they know is kufr. They do not consider every 

act of 1,ulm and ft.sq to be kufr, rather they do not use 

the term kufr for something that is not called ;ulm or 

fisq . Otherwise, this would apply the absolute ruling 

of kufr over one who did not judge by what Allah 

revealed, contrary to what is seen upon investigation, 

and from the explanations that are in agreement 

between what is known about that, and the texts of 

the Qur'an."2 

The sayings of the salaf in explanation of this iiyah can be divided into 

five categories; 

1. What is reported by 'AlI Bin Ahr Tal):iah from 'Ibn 'Abbas that he 

explained it; 

"Whoever rejects what Allah revealed, then he has 

1See as-Sunnah by Mu~ammad Bin Na~r al-Marwazi (7-8). 

2Tafsfr al-Maniir (6:403). 
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committed kufr. Whoever approves of it, but does not 

judge by it, then he is a wrong-doer, a disobedient 

person." 

Similar is reported from 'Ikrimah as preceded. 

2. That the meaning is kufr less than kufr. Among those who said this 

are the great scholar Ibn 'Abbas, Tawus, and his son, 'A ta' Bin Ahr 

Raba}:l, and 'Air Bin al-I:Iusayn, Zayn al-'Abidin, as preceded. 

And there is no contradiction at all between these sayings, they 

only explain each other as we have shown. 

3. That Allah (~) was referring to the Jews who distorted Allah's 

Book, and altered His judgments. 

Those who said this include al-Bara', }:Iuthayfah, 'Ikrimah, ac;i

Oal:il:iak, Qatadah, Abu Sali}:l, Abu Mijliz, 'Ubaydullah Bin 'Abdullah 

Bin 'Utbah Bin Mas'iid, and most of the Tafsir scholars as al-Qurt ubI 

said.1 

In this way they have spoken in accordance with the circumstances 

under which these tiytit were revealed. As is recorded in $a!zf~ Muslim 

from the fiadfth of al-Bara' Bin 'Azib who said; 

"Two Jews who were tied and their faces blacked with ashes passed by 
the Prophet (A). So he called them and said; 

<Is this what you find is the punishment of the 

adulterer in your Book?> 

1See at-TabarI (10:346-353) al-Quriubi (6:190), and ad-Durr al-Manthur (3:87) and the 

other books of Tafsfr. 
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They said, "Yes". 

So he called for one of their knowledgeable people, saying; 

<Do you swear by Allah, the One who revealed the 

Tawrah to Miisa, that this is the punishment for 

adultery that you find in your Book?> 

"No. And if you hadn' t asked me to swear to it then I would not have 

informed you. We actually find stoning. But we have many people of 

nobility, so when we punish the noble people we do not do it, and when 

we punish the weak people, then we institute the punishment on them." 

We said, "Come here." So we went to gather the noble people and 

the average people, and we brought the people who were tied and their 

faces were blackened to the place of stoning. Allah's Messenger(~) 

said; 

<0 Allah! I am the first to revive your 

commandment after it has passed away.> 

So he ordered that they be stoned. Then Allah revealed the ayah; 

J ~ ,, .,. , ,, 

( ~< 1j . ': J ~ ' • ..ui 1!!{0 ''i J J ~,j ,-.~jt) r ~ ...,~-: -,Y.._ rt. ~.J' ~ -

«O Messenger do not grieve over those who race 

each other into disbelief ... »(Al-Maidah 5:41) 

Up to; 
, J 

( ;_/~ I.a~,.:-_7_,i ~! ) 
, 

« ••• And if you are given this, then accept it ... »(Al

Maidah 5:41) 
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Then Allah revealed; 

:. , ,,,. J ' 

( iJJ1 J'··i t., ~"~~ ·~1 . , , ) .f . i-~ i- ,:.,-4 J 

« Whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed ... » 1 

Abu Ya'la al-Fara' ·said; 

"What clarifies that further, is that He (~) mentioned the Jews and 

said; 

«So if they come to you then judge between them 

or ... » 

But He did not stop there, rather He(~) said; 

«And We have prescribed for them a life for a 

life ... » 

So when the entire story, from its beginning to its end, is about the 

Jews, then the iiyiit are about them."2 

Yet the wording of these iiyiit are general, not restricted to the 

circumstances of revelation. So the kufr in this ayah applies to all who 

do what the Jews did in their rejection of some of the shan-'ah 

'Muslim. 

2Masafl at-Iman (340-341). 
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judgments that are affirmed. And this is what is meant by "it is specific 

to the Jews." 

This is what al-Ja$ii$ said; 

"The reference is to rejecting Allah's judgment, or 

judging with other than that, while being informed of 

what Allah's judgement is. This is the kufr that 

removes one from the religion, its doer is an apostate, 

even if he was a Muslim before that. In this way it 

has been explained by those who said, 'It was 

revealed about BanI Isra'n and it applies to us.' They 

mean that whoever rejects Allah's judgements, or 

judges by other than Allah's judgments, then he 

claims, 'This is Allah's judgment', then this person is 

a disbeliever, just as BanI Isra'fl disbelieved when 

they did that." 1 

After mentioning the different sayings about that, al-Qa9I Ismau. 

said (Afikiim al-Qur'an); 

"These ayat obviously prove that whoever does as 

they did, inventing judgments that contradict Allah's 

judgement, and making that part of the practice of the 

religion, then the threats mentioned apply to them, 

whether the person himself made such judgment or 

not."2 

Abu as-Su'ud said; 

1Afzkam al-Qur'lin (2:439). 

2Fat!z al-Biiri (13:129). 
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«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed ... » 

"Everyone is addressed particularly - whoever they 

may be: but they are made up of different levels of 

intensity. Meaning, whoever does not judge by that, 

out of disdain for it, rejecting it, as was done by those 

who distort Allah's clear iiyiit, «then these it is» 

applies to «Whoever», and all of the expressions are 

combined, just as is the sfogular address of «that are 

the disbelievers» because of their disdain for it." 

Al-Khazin said; 

«Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

these it is that are the disbelievers» 

"Meaning that when the Jews rejected the judgment 

of Allah ('M), which they had texts for in the Tawriih, 

they said; 'It is not obligatory,' then they were 

absolute disbelievers m Musa, the Tawrlih, 

Mubammad and the Quriin."1 

And lastly, the saying of the Shaykh of the Tafsir scholars, Ibn Jarir 

at-Tabari; 

"And the most correct of these sayings, according to 

1Mukhta~ar Ta/sir al-Khazin (l:310). 
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me, is that which says that these ayat were revealed 

about the disbelievers among the people of the Book. 

Since the aya.t before and after them were revealed 

about them, then their meanings are understood by 

them, and these (earlier and latter) ayat give 

information about them, so their information about 

them is the most weighty. Then if it is said, that 

Allah (~) mentioned this in a mode that is general 

for all who do not judge by what Allah revealed, so 

how can you make it specific? Then the answer is, 

that Allah (~) was general in His address about 

people who reject the ruling that Allah decreed in His 

Book. He informed about them - that by their 

avoiding to judge in the way that they had, they were 

disbelievers. So in this way, it is said about all who 

do not judge by what Allah revealed out of rejection 

to it, that he is a disbeliever in Allah, as lbn 'Abbas 

said. Because by their rejection of Allah' s judgment 

after they know that it was revealed in His Book, then 

they have rejected the prophethood of His Prophet, 

after they knew that he was a prophet." 1 

So this is the meaning of the saying of al-I:Iasan; 

"It was reveled about the Jews, and it applies to us." 

And the saying of lbrahim an-Nakh't; 

"It was revealed about BanI Isra1I and it applies to 

'Tafsfr a_t-Tabarf (10:358). 
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this ummah." 1 

This is the view held by the Shaykh of Tafsir Ibn Jarir, al-Qac;lI 

Isma'Il Bin Isl)aq, Abu as-Su'ud, al-Ja~a~. and others. They all agree 

with what was said by l:futhayfah (~) in what was reported from him 

by Hamam; 

"We were with I:Iuthayfah so we mentioned; 

«Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

these it is that are the disbelievers» 

A man among the people said, 'This was about BanI Isra'Il ! 

I:Iuthayfah said; 

'Yes, your brothers among Bani Isra'TI . You think 

that it gives a free license in your case, and 

punishment in theirs! Rather, by the one in whose 

Hand is my soul, as long as the practice is the same 

as the practice, then the threat is the same as the 

threat.' "2 

This is the meaning of the statement Abu Mijliz, the major tab<i, 
the trustworthy; 

1Tafsir a.t-!abari (10:356-357), ad-Durr al-Manthur (3:87-88). 

2Al-l:lakim (2:312), Waki' (1:39), al-Marwazr in as-Sunnah (65), from the route of Jarir, 
from al-A'mash, from Ibrahim, from Hamam. Al-1:lakim said that it was ~a[if!z acc9rding 
the criteria of al-Bukhari and Muslim, and they did not record it. A!h-Thahabr agreed. It 
was also recorded by 'Abd ar-Razziiq, by way of Waki' in Akhbiir al-Qafi,iih (l:39-40), 
Ibn Jarir a~-Tabari in his Tafsir (10:350), from Abr al-Bukhtan. from l:fu!hayfah, but Abr 
al-Bukhtari did not hear from l:{uthayfah. 
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"A group of the Iba9iyah came to sit with him, they said, 'Allah said; 

, ,, I J. , :, , , > :, 

< ~_,)L<.Ji ~ ~~u wi J;i ½ F ~ ~ :, > 
« Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

these it is that are the disbelievers» 

«Then these it is that are the wrong-doers» 

«Then these it is that are the disobedient.» 

Abu Mijliz said; 'They (the rulers) are aware of what they do, and 

they know that it is sin' - and in narration - 'if they leave any matter of 

it, they know that they have sinned - this ayah was only revealed about. 

the Jews and the Christians.' 

They said; 'By Allah! You know what we know, but you are afraid 

of them!' He replied, 'You have more cause to be afraid then us, as for 

us, we do not know what you know!' They said; 'You know, but you 

are prevented by your fear of your leaders!"'1 

Abu al-Mijliz was saying that the leaders knew well what 

judgments they made that were contrary to what Allah revealed, and 

they knew that doing so was a major sin deserving severe punishment. 

They did this out of sin and desire, so this ayah does not apply to them 

because it was revealed about the case of those who judged by other 

than what Allah revealed while rejecting it, and believing that doing so 

was lawful. Like the Jews and the Christians and whoever acts as they 

1Tafsfr aJ-Tabarf (10:347), Abu ash-Shaykh, and 'Abd Bin J:lumayd as mentioned in ad
Durr al-Manthiir (3:88). 
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do. So these people are the ones who left the religion by their rejection 

and belief that this behavior was lawful, not those leaders in question. 

These Iba~iyah, a branch of the HariirI Khawarij, would not settle 

for this and agree, rather they left the limits of manners and acted 

according to their own belief that everyone who judges by other than 

what Allah revealed is a disbeliever, period. Just as many of the modern 

people say today! 0 Allah! You are innocent of the deviation and ideas 

of those who have no knowledge! 

4. Allah (g) intended all people by this ayah, both Muslims and 

disbelievers. Among those who said this are Ibn Mas'iid, al-I:Iasan, 

Ibrahim an-Nakh'I, and as-SuddI. In support of this view is that the 

word, «Whoever» is general, especially when the conditions that were 

described are met. So this proves that the ayah is not specific to one 

group over others, rather it is generally applicable to all who do not 

judge by what Allah revealed. This does not deny the circumstances of 

its revelation, rather the general expression is being applied, not limited 

to is circumstances, as we mentioned earlier. 

And the truth is that this view does not contradict the previous 

views, nor does it negate them, rather it brings them closer together, 

since the intent of the people who said that this ayah applies in general 

to all groups, was not an intention to apply kufr equally to everyone 

who did not judge by what Allah revealed out of rejection and those 

who did so without that rejection. This is clear for anyone who 

examines the sayings of these people. Similarly the Tafsir scholars 

limited their sayings to "with rejection, believing that it is lawful" 

sometimes, and "kufr of sin in the case of the Muslim" at other times. 

For example; 

Al-Ja~a~ said; 
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"Ibn Mas'ud, and al-I:Iasan said; 

'It is general.' 

Meaning any who does not judge by what Allah revealed, and 

judges by other than that, saying that it is Allah's judgment. Whoever 

does this, then he has committed this kufr."1 

Al-QunubI said; 

"Ibn Mas'ud and al-I:Iasan said; 

'It is general. for everyone who does not judge by 

what Allah revealed, be they Muslims, Jews or 

disbelievers.' 

Meaning, believing it that judgement, and believing that it is 

permissible. "2 

Abu I:Iayan said; 

"As-SuddI said; 

'Whoever opposes Allah's judgement, intentionally 
leaving it, believing that this is allowed, and he 

knows what he is doing, then he is definitely one of 

the disbelievers.' 

1Afikam al-Qur'iin (2:533). 

2Jamt al-A~kiim al-Qur an (6: 190). 
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This refers to the rejection that is kufr, the opposite of faith." 1 

He also said; 

"That it is general for the Jews and others besides 

them is the view of lbn Mas'ud, lbrahim, 'A ta', and 

a group. But it is kufr less than kufr, wrong less than 

wrong, disobedience less than disobedience. Meaning 

that the kufr committed by a Muslim is not the same 

as the kufr of the di~believers, and the same for the 

one who commits a wrong, by his wrong, and his 

disobedience, he has not left the religion ... "2 

lbn 'U tiyah said; 

"A large group of the people of knowledge said; 

'The ayah includes all who do not judge by what 

Allah revealed, but in the case of the leaders of this 

ummah, kufr is a type of sin that does not remove one 

from faith.' "3 

This is what was meant by those who explained that the iiyah is 

general, applying to all who do not judge by what Allah revealed, as 

has preceded. 

5. That Allah (~) was referring to the disbelievers among the people 

1Al-Bafir al-MufiT.t (3:493). 

2Ibid. (3:492). 

3 Al-Mu~ar al-Wajfz ( 4:456). 
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of Islam, and the wrong-doers of the Jews, and the disobedient among 

the Christians. This was said by ash-Sha'bI1
, and Ibn al-'ArabI also 

chose this view in Al:zkii.m al-Quran2 

Abii I:Iayan said; 

"As if it specifically referred to each of them in the order it is recited, 

since before the first is; 

J ' ' ( .,~., ~<:..t ~ ;1,;.. u) ~r-- J . v: 
«So if they come to you then judge between 

them ... »(Al-Maidah 5:42) 

And; 

«And if you judge then judge between them with 

justice.»(Al-Maidah 5:42) 

And before the second one; 

' ' ( i '. : ~:_1~ L;.;.;S' ' ) "'1"!";'"r-r.--. J 

«And we prescribed for them ... »(Al-Maidah 5:45) 

And before the third; 

1Recorded by lbn Janr ai-Taban (10:353-354), 'Abd Bin }::lumayd, lbn al-Munthir, Abii 
ash-Shaykh, as seen in ad-Durr al-Manthiir (3:88) and WakI' in Akhbiir al-Qa{iiih (1 :42, 
with ~a!zf!z chains of narration. 

2See (2:624). 
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«And We left among the remnants of 'isa Bin 

Marim ... »(A l-M a idah 5: 4 7)" 1 

So this saying, like those that preceded, implies that the kufr 

mentioned in the li.yah, in the case of a Muslim, is sin, or kufr less than 

kufr. Otherwise at first glance, it seems to mean that the Muslims are 

in a worse state than people of the Book, so this is why it is explained 

by the knowledgeable people of interpretation. Al-AliisI said; 

"'Abd Bin J:lumayd, and others reported from ash-Sha'bI that he said; 

'There are three li.yli.t in al-Ma idah the first is for 

this ummah, the second for the Jews, and the third for 

the Christians.' 

This would mean that the believers are in the same state as the 

Jews and the Christans! Except that they say, the kufr in the case of the 

believer carries the meaning of a severe warning, and when the · 

disbeliever is described with Ji.sq and 1. ulm, in refers to his insurrection 

and rebelliousness."2 

CONCLUSION 

In reality, there is no contradiction or disagreement between these 

sayings and their interpretations. Rather they all come from the same 

idea, they only used different terms to explain it. So it is only a 

difference of explanation, not a contradiction of meaning. To Allah, the 

1Al-Ba!zr al-Mufir.r (3:493). 

2Ru!z al-Ma'iinf (3: 146). 
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Lord of the heavens and the Earth is the praise. 

"As for the obviousness of the ayah, then not one of 

the Imams among the well-known Fuquha' held such 

views, rather this was not said by anyone, period."1 

It was reported that a man from the Khawarij came to al-Ma'miin, 

who asked him, 

"What have you got against our khiliifah?" He said, "An ayah m 

Allah's Book." He asked, "Which ayah?" He said; 

, , I , , ~ , , J :-

( ~.,~LS:Ji ;... ~:,t; ;..u1 JJi ~ F iJ ~ ~ > 
' 

« Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

then these it is that are the disbelievers.» 

Al-Ma'miin asked him, "Are you sure that it was in fact revealed?" 

He said, "Yes." He asked, "What is your evidence?" He replied; "The 

consensus of the ummah." He replied, "Then just as you accept that it 

was revealed, due to the consensus of the ummah , then accept their 

consensus on its explanation." He said, "You have spoken the truth, as

saliimu 'alaykum commander of the believers!"2 

The One who Invents Legislation is the Same as an Innovator 

3. Ahl as-Sunnah agree that bida'h falls into two categories; 

1Tafsfr al-Maniir (6:406). 

2This story was recorded by al-Khapb al-Baghdadi in Tiirfkh Baghdad (10: 186), and also, 
through the same route by as-Suyii F in Tarfkh al-Khulifa (296-297) and it was 
mentioned by a!h-Thahabi in Siyar A'lam an-Nubila (10:280). 
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-The bida'h that amounts to kufr that removes its practitioner from 

Islam. 

-And the bida'h that does not amount to kufr. 

The one who innovates in religion, and the one who legislates by 

man made- laws are the same, there is no difference between them. 

What is said about one, is said about the other. Ibn AbI al-'Izz spoke 

well when he said; 

"Evil only came into the [Islamic] world through three ways - just as 

'Abdullah Bin al-Mubarak said (~); 

'I have seen the sins bring death to the hearts 

And leave in their blood, the legacy of disgrace. 

Leaving the sins brings life to the hearts 

and it is better for your soul then its disobedience is. 

And nothing did more damage to the religion than the kings 

and the evil aftbar and ruhban.' 

So the oppressive kings contradicted the shart ah by their 

oppressive politics, and they gave that precedence. The evil aftbar are 

the scholars who left the shart ah by their opinions and their false 

analogies, leading them to making lawful what Allah and His 

Messenger prohibited, and to prohibit what was allowed, expressing 

what was vulgar, and considering what was expressed in [the texts] to 

be vulgar, opening up what the religion had restricted, and restricting 

what it had left open, etc. The ruhbiin, they are the ignorant people of 

ta~awuf, who contradicted the reality of faith and the shar' with their 

experiences, passions, hallucinations, and false shay_tanic visions, 

making all of this play a part in legislating in the religion where Allah 

did not permit it, and declaring the religion that He legislated upon the 
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tongue of His Prophet to be false, confronting the reality of faith with 

the deceit of Shay pin and the pleasures of the soul. So the first group 

says, 'When politics and the shart ah collide, we give precedence to 

politics'. The second group says, 'When reason and narrations collide, 

we give precedence to reason'. And the companions of the senses said, 

'When experience and visions collide with the apparent shar', we give 

precedence to experience and vision. "'1 

So, as the modem people say, when a person legislates with man 

made law, then he has divided a portion from what is uniquely 

Allah's (~) domain of rubabiyah and ulahiyah, rather His domain of 

rule and legislation, and they have made themselves an equal to 

Allah (~). since they have made themselves a lord who legislates for 

humans.2 

So ash-Sha r abt said about the innovator; 

"Has placed himself above the position of the 

legislator, because the legislator fixes the legislation, 

and requires the creatures to traverse upon its 

institution, and He (~) alone can do that, because it 

is He who judges between the creatures on matters 

that they differ over. If the legislation was easy to 

ascertain by the creatures, then He would not reveal 

legislation, nor would people continue to disagree, 

and there would be no need to send the 

Messenger(~). So this one who innovates in Allah's 

religion has made himself a counterpart and rival 

1Shart,. al-'Aqfdah a,t-Tabiiwiyah (204). 

2See ai-µiliil (2:890) Inna Allah huwa al-lfukum (57). 
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since he legislates with the legislator." 1 

Once he tries to attach the man-made law of ignorance to the 

shart ah of the Lord, then he claims that it is incomplete and that it 

does not provide the necessary benefit for humanity, so as ash-ShatabI 

said; 

"So this only leads the innovator - either by his 

tongue or his ideas - to insinuate that the shart ah is 

not complete, and that there is still something left that 

is obligatory or necessary to fulfill, because if he had 

believed that it was perfect and complete in every 

way, then he would not innovate nor try to complete 
it. .. 2 

So when they say, as one of them says; 

"Not judging by the shartah - without rejection and 

believing it is lawful - is kufr of disdain, refusal, and 

resistance, even if he believes in it!"3 

Then, ash-Shafibi said; 

"The innovator 1s resistant to the shart ah and in 
doubt of it, because the legislator has described the 

specifics of every case for the seeking servant, and 

held the creatures accountable for it by commanding 

1Al-lti~iim ( 1:50-51 ). 

2Ibid., ( 1 :49). 

3See ljukum Allah wa mii Yuniifih (29), and the refutation and elucidation of this idea 
follows. 
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and forbidding, issuing threats and giving promises, 

informing about the good in store for them, and the 

evil for opposition, etc. This is because Allah knows 

and we do not know, and because He only sent the 

Messenger(~) as a mercy to the worlds. The 

innovator rejects all of this, since he claims that after 

this there is another way, that the right way is not 

restricted to the limitations of the supreme legislator, 

as He described. It is as if the supreme legislator 

knows, and we too know! Rather it may even be that 

by his attempts to complete the methods of the 

legislator, that he thinks he knows what the supreme 

legislator does not!" 

But ash-ShapbI (~) did not say that this innovator is a disbeliever, 

as those who say that whoever judges with other than the shart ah -

without rejecting it - did. He explains; 

· "So with this, if this is the objective of the innovator, 

then he has disbelieved in th~ shart ah and the one 

who gave him that legislation (tm), and if this is not 

his intent then he is clearly astray ."1 

So in summary, what the modern people say about those who judge 

by man-made law is what our scholars of the past have said about the 

innovator, but the difference between the modern people and the 

scholars of the past is that the modern people issue takfir without any 

differentiation. As for those firmly grounded in knowledge from the 

past, then they divide innovation into two types, the innovation that 

warrants takfir, and the innovation that does not, and Ahl as-Sunnah 

1Al-fri~lim (1:49). 
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have agreed on this categorization, and the shart ah does not allow 

distinguishing between two of the same thing, and making different 

things the same. So the innovator ·and the one who judges with other 

than what Allah revealed are two of a kind, and the judgement for them 

is the same, there is no difference at all. 

The 1,ulm of the innovator is actually worse and a more serious 

crime than one who judges by man made law. The innovator legislates 

in the religion what Allah did not permit; claiming that it is from Allah, 

and it is clear that the one who judges with other than the shartah does 

not make so bold an error, rather he knows for sure that his judgment 

came from humans, and that it is purely based on reason. 

Innovation, in its reality, is slander against Allah as ash-Shat abI 

indicated1 and speaking about Him (g) without knowledge, as Ibn al

Qayim said; 

"It is among the greatest of unlawful things according 

to Allah and among the worst in its sinfulness. For it 

issues a lie against Allah, and attributes to Him what 

He has no part of, and changes and alters His 

religion, it negates what He has affirmed, it confirms 

what He has negated, it verifies what He has 

invalidated, it invalidates what He has verified, it is 

an assault upon His friends, allegiance to His 

enemies, love of what He hates, and hatred of what 

He loves. So there is no unlawful thing that is worse 

or graver in sin than this, according to Allah, for it is 

the foundation of shirk and kufr, and upon it is 

founded innovation and deviance. Every innovated 

deviance in the religion is founded upon speaking· 

about Allah without knowledge. For this reason the 

1Al-f ti~iim ( l :52). 
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salaf and the Imams were so severe against it, and 

they clamored against its people in the territories of 

the land, and they issued severe warnings against their 

fitnah, and they accomplished in this effort what they 

did not try to achieve in rejection of lewdness, 

oppression, and fighting the enemies, since innovation 

causes so much harm, and destruction to the religion 

and is such a strong adversary to it."1 

The innovator causes more trouble for the ummah than the one who 

judges by other than what Allah revealed, because the case of the latter 

is visible, and its position in relation to the religion is clearer. The 

people do not consider taking their legislation in religion from it. But 

the innovator is different than that, because he separates the ummah and 

causes dissention among them, touching the religion of their masses, 

overshadowing its judgements and disfiguring its practices. And 

whoever looks into lsliimic history, then he will see that the worst 

enemies of /sliim and its people were the Zindfqs, conspiring against 

Isliim and finishing off its people by way of altering their religion. As 

in the saying of Maga.ti) Bin .E_fayan; 

"These people scoffed at the ummah of 

Mu}:lammad (~). They began to talk about the 

Prophet (~) and his family, so they targeted the 

ignorant people with this good topic, causing them to 

be ruined. So they are like the one who gives 

someone bitter poison honey to drink, or he gives him 

poison to drink, killing him with the poison that is 

supposed to cure! So beware, for if they can not 

throw you in a sea of water, then they will throw you 

1Madiiraj as-Siilakrn (1 :373). 
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in a sea of desire which is worse to drown in, having 

more currents, and more storms, taking you further 

away than the sea. So take the vessel which passes 

over deviation, and follow the Sunnah." 1 

The truth which cannot be denied is that the status of the one who 

judges with other than what the Lord of the worlds revealed is the same 

as the status of the one who innovates in the religion. Both of them 

legislate what Allah did not permit, competing with Allah over one of 

His attributes, attempting to finish something for Him (~). by what 

they utter or believe. So there is consensus among Ahl as-Sunnah that 

the details of the ruling that applies to those who do these crimes, 

without a doubt, also apply to the one who judges by other than what 

Allah revealed. 

So this is the root of roots, it applies to everyone who legislates 

where Allah has not permitted it, whoever they may be, a ruler or 

otherwise. It is not just for the innovator alone, for they are on different 

levels of the same ladder, some higher than others, so it is not restricted 

to them. 

So whoever does similar to what they have done, proposing 

judgements that conflict with Allah's judgements, making it religious 

practice, then they deserve the same threats mentioned, be they a ruler 

or otherwise.2 

This confirms that issuing takfir in general for everyone who does 

not judge by what Allah revealed, without differentiating between them, 

as some of the modem people do, contradicts the consensus of Ahl as

Sunnah wal-Jama'ah, and that the truth, which their is no defense 

against, is with those who make the differentiation. 

1Al-fti~lim ( l :85). 

2This was said by Imam al-}::lafii Isma'il Bin Isl_laq al-Qa<;fi explaining the aylit of al
Ma idah (44-47), it was quoted by lbn I:Iajar in Fatfl. al-Barf (13:129). 
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And the scholars and the mu~aqaqfn have therefore surmised that 

takffr is for the innovator who rejects a matter that is mutawatir in the 

shartah, and well known in the religion by necessity, or he believes the 

opposite of that. 1 Shaykh I:Jafii Bin A}:lmad al-I:Iakami (~) said; 

"The regulation for it (meaning the sin that warrants 

takff r) is that the person is one who rejects a matter 

that there is consensus for, which is mutawiitir in the 

shartah, well known in the religion by necessity, 

because that amounts to denial of the Book and what 

Allah sent His Messenger with. "2 

Removing the Doubts and Warding off the 
Attacks 

None disagrees with what we have mentioned except for a party of 

change among the modern people, whose aim is to effect a change in 

those things that Allah has prohibited,, calling to judge by the shart ah 
of Allah in all matters of life, not to depart from the principles of the 

people of knowledge, nor to prevent judging by the fundamentals of Ahl 

as-Sunnah. 

But the one who affected the most change for this ummah was Allah's 

Messenger (~ ), and he (~) did not rush to change by judging that his 

companions committed kufr when they sought to have a that al-anwaf 

to dedicate themselves to and seek blessings from, as the mushrikfn had, 

nor did he issue the sentence of kufr on Mu'ath when he prostrated to 

1See Fatfi al-Mughfth (2:69) and Tadrfb ar0Riiwf(1:324) and others. 

2A'liim as-Sunnah al-Manshiirah (219). 
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him, or for the one who would not submit to his judgement saying to 

him, "He is your cousin" or for the people of Layth who denied his 

judgement(~). Rather he(~) excused them due to their ignorance, 

and their recent departure from disbelief and shirk. 

Now it is possible for us to divide the opposition and the doubts 

levied against what we have said into two major categories; 

1. Their comments on the apparentness of some Qur'anic ayat, and 

their understanding of them, which mirrors the understanding of the 

Khawarij. 

2. Their distortion of some sayings of the people of knowledge, and 

using them in away other than what they were intended, cutting some 

quotes short to suit the view that they are presenting. 
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The Apparentness of the Ayat, and the Views of the Khawarij 

EXAMPLE NUMBER ONE 

1. Allah (~) said; 

, , I J, ~ ,, ., J :. 

( ~.,)~i ~ ~)_; illi Jji ~ F- ~ ;;.. J ) 

«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the disbelievers.» 

The explanation of the tafsfr of this ayah has preceded, and it is 

clear that there is no disagreement among the salaf and the khalaf over 

its tafsfr, and that the kufr mentioned in it covers all who reject the 

necessity of judging by what Allah revealed, believing that it is lawful 

to judge with opinions and ideas other than that, and that it does not 

refer to the one who does so while believing in its obligation, and 

believing that it is better than all other rule, then he leaves the 

judgement of Allah out of sin, following some desire of his, or fear for 

his life. 

Some of the modem people have taken the path of the Khawarij to 

explain this ayah, causing them to say that it refers to the major kufr 

that removes one from the religion, and it applies to everyone who does 

not judge by what Allah revealed - whether he does so out rejection of 

Allah's judgement - or he does so without rejection of it! 

The scholars have attributed this view to the I:Iaruriyah Khawarij: 

1. In his book ash-Shar'fah (p. 28) Imam al-I:Iafi?: Abu Bakr 

Mul)ammad Bin al-I:Iusayn al-Ajn (died in 360 H) said; 

"Among those who followed the way of the J:Iariiriyah are those who 

say that Allah's (~) saying; 
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" " 1 i" ~ " "' J ~ 

< ~J)L>Ji ~ ~ju ~i J;i ½ F- iJ ~ J > 
«Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

then these it is that are the disbelievers.» 

And they recite along with it; 

J • • • , ~ ~ 

( -: I~ 1, I J 1<" '. ..Ui ! ) 
,.;y, - ~.r, J_r- IJ:!, r-' 

«Then those who disbelieve make equals with their 

Lord» (Al-An'am 6:1) 

So whenever the imii.m tries to judge by other then the truth, they 

say, 'He has disbelieved, and when one disbelieves he has made equals 

to his Lord, so he committed shirk, so these people are the fmlims of the 

mushrikfn."'! 

2. Abu 'Umar Bin 'Abd al-Barr said; 

"On this topic, a group of the people of innovation among the Khawarij 

and Mu'tazilah have deviated. They use these reports, and similar 

narrations, to argue for making takfir of the sinners. And they argue 

with liylit from Allah's Book, which are not [normally] interpreted by 

their apparentness. Like Allah's (~) saying; 

«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the 

disbelievers.»" 1 

1Ar-Tamhfd (17:16). 
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3. Al-Ja~a~ said; 

"The Khawarij have interpreted this ayah in such a way as to make 

takfir of the one who leaves judgement by what Allah revealed, without 

rejection of that." 1 

4. In Masafl !man, Imam al-Qac;fi Abii Ya'la said; 

"He (meaning one of the Khawarij) argues with Allah's (~) saying; 

«Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

then these it is that are the disbelievers.» 

From the apparentness of this, it implies that the oppressive leaders 

are disbelievers, and this is our saying (that is the Khawarij speaking). 

And the answer is that this refers to the Jews .. . "2 

5. In his Tafsfr, Abii I:Iayan said; 

"With this iiyah, the Khawarij argue that anyone who 

disobeys Allah is a kiifir. They say, 'It is a proof that 

everyone who judges with other than what Allah 

revealed is a disbeliever."3 

6. Al-QuqubI reported al-QushayrI's saying; 

1A{1kam al-Qur'an (3:534). 

2Masail al-Iman (340-341) and the complete quote appeared earlier. 

3Al-Batzr al-Muf!f! (3:493). 
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"And the mathhab of the K.hawarij is that whoever is 

bribed and judges with other than what Allah 

revealed, then he is a disbeliever." 1 

So how can these people hold the view of the K.hawarij, while 

claiming that it is the view of Ahl as-Sunnah wal-Jama'ah and the 

Salafi creed? And why don't they look at similar examples from 

shar'fah texts in the same way. What is the difference between 

Allah's (~) saying; 

«Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

then these it is that are the disbelievers.» 

And between the saying of the Prophet (~); 

<Speaking in a harmful way about a Muslim is 

disobedience, and fighting him is kufr.>2 

And his (~) saying; 

<Do not revert to kuffar after me, striking the 
necks of each other.>3 

< Whoever takes an oath by other than Allah, then 

1Al-Jami" al-A~kam al-Qur'an (6:191). 

2 Agreed upon. 

1 Agreed upon. 
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he has committed kufr.> 1 

And his (f:I) saying; 

<If any man says to his brother, "0 disbeliever". 

Then it returns upon one of them.>2 

And his (f:I) saying, 

<Do not wish for evil upon your fathers, whoever 

wishes for evil upon his father, then he has 

committed kufr.>3 

And; 

< Whoever goes into a menstruating woman, or a 

woman in her behind, or goes to a fortuneteller, 

then he has disbelieved in what was revealed to 

Muf:lammad (8).>4 

The kufr in all of these fiadfths is the same, none of it is the kufr 

that they believe it is, rather it is kufr less than kufr. For Allah has 

addressed a host of sins with the term kufr, but by which He (~) was 

not referring to the kufr of creed that removes one from the religion, 

only the kufr of deed as was explained earlier. Ibn al-Qayim said; 

1Sa!z1!z, recorded by A):lmad, Abii Dawiid, at-TinnithI, al-1:Iakim, lbn l:{ibban, al-Bayhaqi 
in al-Kubrii, and others via the {ladfth of lbn 'Umar. 

2 Agreed upon. 

3 Agreed upon. 

4A {lasan {ladfth, recorded by Abmad and the Four Sunans, its routes of narration are 
presented in the book Kitiibiin fil-Luwa.t (p. 73). 
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"Indeed Allah (~) called the one who judged by 

other than what Allah revealed "kafir", and He called 

the one who rejects what He revealed to His 

Messenger "kiifir", but these to "kiifirs" are not the 

same."1 

1A~·$aliih (p. 33). 
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EXAMPLE NUMBER Two 

Allah (~) said; 

«Have you not seen those who claim that they 

believe in what was revealed to you and what was 

revealed before you, intending to judge by the 

fiighut? While they were ordered to reject that, 

but Shayfan wanted to misguide them leading 

them far astray. When it is said to them, Come to 

what Allah has revealed and to the Messenger. 

You see the hypocrites turning away from you in 

disgust.» 

Up to His (~) saying; 

. , , 
( L:_Ll I , ,, ~- ;:: .,~ ~ L,;." • ~.j . 

-, ~.J - • .?~ ~ 

«But no! By your Lord! They will not believe until 

they make you a judge in what disputes arise 

between them, and they find no resistance in their 

souls against your decisions, accepting them with 

full conviction.» (An-Nisd 4:60-65) 
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The lsliimic writer Sayid Qu ~ b said; 

"These people, those who intended to judge by other than the shartah 

of Allah - by the .taghiit - they were either a group of hypocrites, as 

they were clearly described in the second iiyah of this section, or they 

were a group of Jews ... and we see that the preference is the first view, 

due to His (~) saying; 

, ,, ., l • , 
( e.l:JI J ·· I l:.., I ~'T ' '~j-: "'.') - • :.r . _.,..... r+' I)~ J!. 

, , , 

«They claim that they believe in what was revealed 

to you .... » 

And the Jews did not accept lsliim, nor did they claim that they 

believed in what was revealed to the Messenger (~). rather it was only 

the hypocrites who claimed that they believed. 

So in this section of the iiyiit, we find that the conditions of faith 

and the limits of Islam have been precisely, completely, and firmly 

categorized, and we find Allah testifying to the absence of faith for 

those; 

«Intending to judge by the !iighut, while they were 

ordered to reject that» 

Just as we find that Allah is swearing by Himself (~). that they 

have not entered the fold of faith, nor are they considered believers until 

they make the Messenger (hl\) a judge over their decisions, then obey 

his judgement, and execute his decision."1 

Here we find Sayid, and those who follow his way and traverse 

'Ffr.-'1,allil al~Quran (2:693). 
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upon his path, removing everyone from faith who does not take the 

Messenger's (~) judgment, without any explanation nor differentiation 

over them, saying; 

"It is not possible that the absence of judging by the shar'iah of Allah 

and fman be combined together, nor the absence of accepting the 

judgments of this shart ah. And those who claim to themselves or to 

others that they are believe_rs, and they do not make Allah's shanah 

the judge in their lives, nor are they pleased with His judgments when 

they are applied to them, then their claim is only that of liars ... Not only 

is this the reckoning for not judging by Allah's shart ah on the part of 

the ruler, but also for not accepting Allah's judgments on the part of the 

ruled, they are removed from the fold of faith, regardless of the claims 

on their tongues."' 

As for the first ayah, then there is no problem there, for it describes 

the condition of these hypocrites who oppose the honorable shart ah, 

according to the view preferred by Sayid as well as others. This is so, 

even though it is reported that Mujahid said; 

"It was revealed about the believers and the Jews." 

Another group said; 

"It was revealed about the Jews." 

But these two sayings are far from the meaning of the wording of 

the ayah as Ibn 'Utiyah said.2 However, to use Allah's saying; 

%id (2:894). 

2Al-Mu~arar al-Wajfz (4:115). 
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( ~ ~ •• J~ ~-- ~ ) 
v~.J"!. .JJ 

«But no! By your Lord they do not believe ... » 

To negate the root of faith, and its reality, from everyone who does 

not judge by the Messenger (A), and to determine that doing so is kufr 

of the creed that removes one from the religion without any details or 

differentiation, then this understanding - in the first place - is contrary 

to the circumstances under which it was revealed - and in the second 

place - it is not in accordance with the fundamentals of Ahl as-Sunnah 

to understand this Qur anic text this way. Suffice it to say that not one 

of the Tafsir scholars ventured to apply this rule in general as Sayid did, 

may Allah pardon him! 

As for the circumstances under which this ayah was revealed, then 

it defies this understanding. It has been recorded by al-BukharI and 

Muslim from 'Abdullah Bin az-Zubayr 

"That az-Zubayr quarreled with a man from the An~ar over a stream at 

al-I:Iarrah. The Prophet(~) said; 

<0 Zubayr! Irrigate (your land) and let the water 

flow to your neighbor.> 

The man from the An~ar said, 'O Messenger of Allah! Is this 

because he is your cousin? ' With this, his face changed colors and he 

said; 

<0 Zubayr, irrigate (your land) and then withhold 

the water until it swells upon the banks of your 

land, then release it on your neighbor.> 

... Az-Zubayr said, By Allah, I think that this ayah was only 

revealed about that; 
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«But no! By your Lord! They will not believe until 

they make you a judge in what disputes arise 

between them, and they find no resistance in their 

souls against your decisions, accepting them with 

full conviction.» (An-Nisa 4:60-65)"1 

Al-Quq ubI said; 

"Since the circumstances under which this ii,yah was revealed is as we 

mentioned, then it is understood that he (8) had judged by what was 

beneficial for both az-Zubayr and his opponent on the matter. 

He said, 'Irrigate' to az-Zubayr, to take his share of the water, 

'Then let the water flow to your neighbor' Meaning, 'take your right, 

and do not take his, and don't delay letting the water flow to your 

neighbor'. This was simply the tolerant, and faciliatory decision. But 

when the An~ar heard this, he was not pleased with it and he became 

angry, because he is the one who actua1ly wanted the water in the first 

place. 

So he said one wrong statement of destitution and ruin; 'Is it 

because he is you cousin?' So by saying 'Is it because .. .' it shows that 

he rejected that, meaning, 'Did you judge in favor of him over me 

simply because he is your relative?' So with that, the face of the 

Prophet (~ ) changed color out of his anger, and he judged that az-

10n may see the English translation of this fiadfth in Mul_lsin Khan 's translation, volume 
6, under the explanation of the ayah in question. The fiadfth was also recorded by 
Muslim, and is found in the books of the Surum. 
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Zubayr take his right, without excusing him."1 

It can be seen that the Prophet (~) did not pass the judgement of 

apostate nf this An~ar, rather it was an error, as he knew that what he 

said was a slip of the tongue inspired by Shay pin that occurs when one 

becomes angry. And it is well known that anyone who opposes the 

judgement of Allah's Messenger is a disbelieving apostate. Yet, as Ibn 

at-Tin said; 

"If he was - meaning this person from the An~ar - a warrior of Badr, 

then the meaning of Allah's (~) saying; 

«They do not believe ... » 

Is that they will not have complete faith. And Allah knows best."2 

I say, indeed he was a warrior of Badr, as is found in some narrations 

of the t,.adfth, and what lbn at-Tin said is what must be said, because 

it is in accordance with the fundamentals of Ahl as-Sunnah in the 

understanding of similar texts. What is the difference between the 

saying of Allah: 

«But no! By your Lord! They do not believe ... » 

and the Prophet's(~) saying; 

1Al-Jamt al-Afikiim al-Qur'iin (5:267). 

2Fatfi al-Barf (5:44) Note from the translator, that this ayah is a denial of complete faith, 
not faith in its entirety is the endorsed view of lbn l:lajr also. See the reference. 
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<By Allah, he is not a believer. By Allah, he is not 

a believer. By Allah, he is not a believer who se 

neighbor is not safe from his treachery.> 1 

and his (~) saying; 

<None of you beli~ves until he loves for his brother 

what he loves for himself.>2 

The answer is, that there is no difference between these texts, the 

meaning of each is the negation of complete faith, as is said by Ahl as

Sunnah. But the Khawarij hold the understanding of those who take it 

in its apparentness, saying that it denies the foundation of faith, and 

they apply this to the person who commits a major sin, and to the rulers 

who do not judge by what Allah revealed, calling them disbelievers. 

Shaykh al-Islam said; 

"So whoever does not abide by the judgment of Allah 

and His Messenger in what disagreements arise 

among them, then Allah has sworn by Himself that 

they do not believe. As for the one who ~bides3 by 

Allah and His Messenger's judgments inwardly and 

outwardly, but he commits sins and follows his desire, 

so this case is the same as that of disobedience. This 

ayah is what the Khawarij use as proof for making 

takfir of the rulers who do not judge by what Allah 

1 Agreed upon. 

2 Agreed upon. 

3The meaning of "abides" is publicizing the judgments of Allah and His Messenger, and 
not rejecting them, even if they do not necessarily act according to them, as is explained 
by the statement of Shaykh as-Sa'dI that follows. 
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revealed, then claim that they believe that it is Allah's 

judgment."1 

Explaining this ayah, Shaykh as-Sa'dI (~) said; 

"Whoever fulfills this level, meaning he renders 

judgment accordingly, and has no resistance, 

accepting with full conviction, then he has completely 

fulfilled the necessary level of religion. And whoever 

leaves this rendering of judgement mentioned, not 

abiding by it, then he is a disbeliever, and whoever 

leaves it while abiding by it, then the ruling for him 

is similar to that of the disobedient."2 

So based on this, whoever does not render judgment to the 

Messenger(~). out of rejection to what He was sent with, or 

opposition to his decision, then he leaves the religion of Islam, the fold 

of fmtin entirely, and whoever does not render judgment to the 

Messenger ($) out of desire, sin, disobedience, then his fmiin is 

deficient, and it is not permissible to label him a disbeliever. 

EXAMPLE NUMBER THREE 

Allah (~) said; 

1Manhiij as-Sunnah (5: 131 ). 

2Taysir al-Karim ar-Ra~man (2:93-94). 
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«They took t~eir a!J,bar and ruhban as lords 
\ 

besides Allah, and· al-Mas~ the son of Maryim. 

But they were not ordered but to worship one 

God, there is no god but Him, exalted is He 

beyond what they associate with Him.» (At-Tawbah 

9:31) 

Sayid Qutb said; 

"Allah (~) passed the ruling of shirk on them in this ayah, and kufr in 

an ayah following it, merely because they took legislation from them, 

out of obedience to them and following .. . so this alone - without belief 

and practice - is sufficient for calling the one who does it, one who 

commits shirk with Allah, that being the shirk which removes one from 

the ranks of the believers, and enters him among the ranks of the 

disbelievers. 

So when the people follow a shartah other than Allah's shanah, 

then it is true about them what is true about the Jews and the Christians, 

that they are mushrikfn, not believers in Allah, regardless of their claims 

of faith. Because this description is attached to the servant's mere 

following of them in other than Allah's legislation, without rejecting 
them. It confirms that they were not following them except out .of their 

dislike for that, but they did not have the ability repel it, and they did 

not approve of these injustices against Allah." 1 

So this claim of Sayid is unrestricted, without exceptions, but it is 

rebuked by the assault of the prophetic explanation of this ii.yah, and it 

• Fii-?-,cilal al-Qur' an (3: 1642). 
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is a clear address in which there is no doubt. At-TirmithI and others 

recorded that 'AdI Bin l:latim said; 

"I came to the Prophet (~) and there was a gold cross around my neck. 

So he said; 

<0 'Adi remove this idol.> 

And I heard him reciting from Surat al-Bara ah; 

( J.iJI · ~ · ~ t.:c· i ' ' : G', . ', Gi i :GJi ) 
, v.J ,:;-4 . .J r+' . JJ ~ J • J 

«They took their alJ.biir and ruhbiin as lords 

besides Allah» 

He(~) said; 

<As for (your saying that) they did not worship 

them, when they made something lawful, then they 

believed it was lawful, and when they prohibited 

something, then they also prohibited it.> 1 

So the Prophet (~) made the cause of their shirk clear, without any 

room for confusion, without any ambiguity. They were believing that 
I 

what Allah prohibited was lawful, and they prohibited what Allah made 

lawful, doing so in a way that required rejection and denial, so he (~) 

said; 

<When they made something lawful, they believed 

1It is a !iasan !iadrth, recorded by at-Tirmi!hi (3090), Ibn Sa'd, 'Abd Bin J:lumayd, lbn 
al-Munthir, lbn Abr J:latim, ai-Taba.ranr ( 17:92), ar-Taban ( 14:210), Abii ash-Shaykh. lbn 
Mardawiyh, and al-BayhaqI. lbn Taymiyah and al-Albani graded it tzasan. 
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that it was lawful ... > 

So it is not like Sayid Qui b said, that He (~) passed the judgment 

of shirk merely because they tolerated the practice of it by obeying 

them and following them!!! 

And this is also clear in what is reported from I:Iuthayfah (~). 

when it was said to him; 

"Have you not seen that Allah said; 

«They have taken their a!J,bar ... » 

He said; 

'They were not fasting for them, nor praying to them, 

but when they made something lawful for them, they 

· believed that it was lawful, and when they prohibited 

something for them that Allah had allowed for them, 

then they prohibited it, that is how they treated them 

as lords.'"1 

But if the followers had believed that what Allah allowed was 

lawful, and what Allah prohibited was forbidden, and they had only 

obeyed their leaders in what they prohibited of the lawful, and allowed 

of the unlawful out of desire and disobedience, then they would not be 

disbelievers at all, even if they had not tried to rebuke them. Shaykh al

Islam said; 

1Recorded by a t-Tabarr in ·his Tafsfr ( 14:211 ). 'Abd ar-Razzliq, al-Faryabr, lbn al-Mun!hir, 
lbn Abi I:Iatim, Abu ash-Shaykh, and al-Bayhaqi as found in ad-Durr al-Manrhii.r ( 4: 174). 
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"The people who took their afzbar and ruhban as lords, such that they 

obeyed them in legalizing what Allah prohibited, and prohibited what 

Allah made lawful, they can be two kinds; 

1. They know that they have altered Allah's religion. so they follow 

them in that alteration, believing that what Allah prohibited is lawful, 

and what Allah made lawful is prohibited, following their leaders, 

knowing that they are contradicting the religion of the Messenger. Then 

this is kufr, and Allah and His Messenger (~) labeled this shirk, even 

though they were not praying and prostrating to them. So whoever 

follows other than this, in contradiction to the religion, with their 

knowledge that it is contradiction to the religion, and believing what 

such leaders said, not what Allah and His Messenger said, then they are 

mushriks similar to these people. 

2. That their creed and their faith is to allow what Allah made lawful, 

and to prohibit the confirmed prohibitions, but they are obeying them 

in disobedience to Allah, like the Muslim who commits an act of 

disobedience which he believes is disobedience, then the judgment for 

these people is the same as for that of the people of sin."1 

So this is a clear explanation of Allah's (~) judgment upon the 

ruled, who follow rulers that legalize what Allah prohibited, and 

prohibit what Allah made lawful, and who do not render judgement to 
what Allah revealed to His Messenger(~). 

As for the rulers who commit alterations, then the ayah has nothing 

at all to do with them, and this matter will be discussed later. 

But the fact is that in some cases, the ruled - not the rulers - may 

go out of the religion entirely by making the judgments. For example, 

when the ruler makes a judgment out of ijtihad, abiding by the pure 

1Al-lman (67). 
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shart ah, but the truth of the case is unknown to him, then he rules that 

an unlawful thing is lawful, or that a lawful thing is unlawful. In this 

case he is not considered a disbeliever, nor would he be punished for 

such a mistake. But when the ruled follows him in that mistake, and 

they do so believing that what Allah prohibited is now lawful, or that 

what Allah allowed is unlawful, after the truth has been made clear to 

them, and the evidence of the Message has been established for them, 

then such person is a disbeliever. Shaykh al-Islam said; 

Then that person who made the prohibited lawful, or the lawful 

prohibited, if he did so out of ijtihiid, intending to follow the 

Messenger(~). but the truth in this case was unavailable for him, then 

he has shown all of the taqwii of Allah that he is capable of. So in this 

case Allah will not punish him for his mistake. Rather He will reward 

him for his ijtihiid which is a form of obedience to his Lord. But, 

whoever knows that this is indeed a mistake according to what the 

Messenger(~) came with, yet he follows the mistake anyway 

(believing in it), by it, leaving the saying of the Messenger(~). then 

this person has been stricken with the shirk that Allah cursed, especially 

when he is following his desire, and his tongue and hand are aiding that 

desire, while he knows that he is contradicting the Messenger, then this 

is the shirk whose practitioner deserves to be punished."1 

'Al-fman (67-68). Translator's note: It may happen that a husband struggles to see what 
is correct in the shar( ah, and he does his best to learn the truth. Yet he finds that the 
mathhabs differ on the matter. Then he studies their arguments and forms his idea based 
on what he sees is the most correct. Then perhaps this is an area that deals with his wives, 
so they are told by him that "such and such is lawful, so do it" or "such and such is not 
lawful, so do not do it" yet they are sure that the truth is otherwise. So in every matter 
that is agreed upon, by a consensus of the scholars, then, "there is no obedience to a 
creature in disobedience of Allah". Where there is difference among the scholars on the 
matter, then the wives will have to abide by the husband's decision, in which case they 
have not disobeyed Allah. The issue here is the belief, and takfir is not validated unless 
its conditions are met, among which is that the thing denied is well known in the religion 
by necessity, and is agreed upon by the scholars, and comes in tawatir mode. All of this 
preceded earlier. 
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EXAMPLE NUMBER FOUR 

Allah (~) said; 

«Do they have partners who legislate for them in 

the religion what Allah has not permitted? If not 

for the decree of judgment, then the matter would 

have already been decided between them. Indeed 

there is severe punishment for the wrong-doers.,. 

(Ash-Shara 42:21) 

This iiyah is used to argue that; 

"Legislating is a right which is AJlah's alone, with no 

partners for Him, whoever competes with that at all, 

then he is a mushrik." 1 

. So in this way, one of them issues the general claim of shirk upon 

everyone who judges with other than what Allah revealed, without any 

explanation, or differentiation. Another says; 

"The situation that has recently come upon us is the case of major shirk 

without any doubt, since it has been made clear that all legislation is 

purely the right of Allah (~) alone, whoever competes with Him in any 

matter of that, then he is a mushrik due to Allah's (~) saying; 

1/fukm Allah wa mii Yuniiffh (37-38). 
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~ t ., ., • . ,. ., ., 

( illi ~ i:;~~ t1 C. ~,/_ui:; ~ I~~ l_;LS";:, ~ rj) 
, . , 

«Or do they have partners who legislate for them 

in the religion what Allah has not permitted.»"' 

Indeed it is true that the right of legislation is solely Allah's, as we 

have mentioned in the beginning of this book. But as for this blanketing 

statement of shirk, then no by Allah! This is not what is supported by 

the fundamentals of Ahl as-Sunnah, as we have explained numerous 

times. And what was said about the details regarding the ayah; 

«They have taken their aJ:ibiir and ruhbiin as lords 

besides Allah» 

And; 

., ,. I J.,. ~ ., ., J. ~ 

< ~.,~l5J1 ~ ~:,u ;J.Ji Jji ~ F- t1 ~ ~ > 
, 

«Whoever does not judge by what Allah revealed, 

then these it is that are the disbelievers.» 

Then the same is said here as well. Some of the authors who wrote 

books warning against innovation and the innovators have presented 

their arguments with this noble iiyah, as those mentioned have. But 

those who wrote condemning the innovators were firm in their 

understanding of the religion, so they did not issue takfir upon everyone 

who innovates. Rather they explained what they meant, and they made 

a distinction as explained earlier. 

The scholars of tafsfr have mentioned two views about the meaning 

1Tafikim ash-Shar'iah wa-$ilatuhu bi A~l ad-Din (47). 
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of this ayah, and neither of them were chosen by these modern people, 

neither of them reasoned that it was the commission of shirk at all. 

Ibn 'Ur iyah said; 

"«Partners» in this iiyah carries the meaning of the shayti_tin and the 

their ancestors who mislead them, and the usage of «for them» applies 

to the disbelievers during the time of Muf:iammad (~ ). Meaning, that 

their comrades legislated what Allah did not permit for them, so the 

partnership here is between the disbelievers and those who mislead 

them, not the association of shirk with Allah (~). 

And also, the meaning of 'partners' in this ayah implies the idols 

and statues, meaning 'Or are their idols whom they have made partners 

to Allah in divinity', and the meaning of «legislate» refers to these 

people among the disbelievers and their forefathers. And «for them» 

refers to their partners, the idols. Meaning that these disbelievers 

legislated for their statues and idols what Allah did not permit. 

And the meaning of «legislate» here is to affirm, institute and 

ordain. And «religion» here is tradition, regulations, and way of life, 

and it also includes beliefs. In all of these areas they added something, 

as for their beliefs, they said that the idols are deities , and that they 

worship the idols as a means, etc., as for the regulations, they instituted 

the baflfrah, the wa~flah and the fu'imf, and other things like the saib 

etc. And the meaning of «permit» in this ayah is "order"."1 

From this we may summarize that there are to views about the meaning 

of the ayah; 

1. Are there, for these disbelievers during the time of Mul)ammad, 

partners in their misguidance and deviation among their forefathers and 

1Al-Mufiarar al-Wajfz (13: 159). 
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ancestors of the past, who legislate for them. Meaning the ancestors 

legislated for these modern people, what Allah did not permit. 

2. Are there idols whom those disbelievers legislate for. Meaning that 

the disbelievers of that time legislated beliefs and regulations for these 

idols, which Allah did not permit. 

The Shaykh of the Tafsir scholars, lbn Janr ai-TabarI chose the 

first view. He said it means; 

"Are there partners for these people who make shirk with Allah, 

partners in their shirk and misguidance; 

«Who legislate in religion for them what Allah did 

not permit» 

Meaning who initiate for them in the religion what Allah did not 

allow for them to initiate."1 

Ibn Kathir said; 

"Meaning they did not follow the established religion that Allah has 

legislated for you, rather they followed what the jinns and human 

shaya,tfn legislated for them, like the prohibitions which they imposed 

on them; the ba~frah, the saibah the wa~flah, the ~mf, and allowing 

them to eat dead animals, blood, allowing gambling, and the other 

deviations and vile ignorance as was their custom injahiliyah, allowing 

prohibited, false forms of worship and evil things. It is confirmed in the 

'Tafsfr a,t-Tabarf (25:21). 
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~a{1fl:z that Allah's Messenger(~) said; 

<I saw 'Amr Bin Lu~ay Bin Quma'ah dragging 

his entrails in the Fire.> 

Because he was the first person to institute the saib. He was one 

of the kings of Khuza'ah, and he was the first person to do these 

things, he is the one responsible for the Quraysh worshipping idols. 

Allah's curse be upon him, may He disgrace him." 1 

So, according to the chosen tafsfr, the partnership here does not 

refer to associating others in worship and divinity with Allah. In fact the 

word "partnership" comes in the Qui an with different meanings; 

1. It comes in the form of a share in substance or kind; 

«But if they are more than that, then they share in 

one-third.» (An-Nisa 4: 12) 

, , J 

( :15"' ' •• , . ~:. ~ . < ~ . I , ) 
.r" r+"' - ~ v. J 

«But if it be still-born, then all have shares in 

it.»(Al-An'am 6: 139) 

«Allah gives an example; a man belonging to many 

partners at variance with each other ... »(Az-Zumar 

39:29) 

1Tasfr al-Qur'iin al-'Ar.im (4: 120). 
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J " " " " , " " 

( ~_;ls"> ~/:i) J.;j ~ _,::.:Ji ;.o ~ Jj ~'.lS' J ) 
, . 

«In this way, their partners made slaughtering 

their children alluring to most of mushrikin.»(Al

. An'am 6:137) 

Explaining these iiyiit, Ibn 'U~iyah said; 

"The partners here are the shayii,t fn who ordered them 

to do that, making it look attractive to them. It also 

implies that the children of Adam passed it down 

generation after generation, since all of them were 

partners in these disgraceful acts, and the next 

generation followed them in that." 

2. That it comes with the meaning of partnership rn divinity and 

worship, as Allah said; 

«We do not see your intercessors, whom you 

claimed were your partners.»(Al-An'am 6:94) 

And; 

«And they made the jinns partners for Allah»(Al

An 'iim 6:100) 

And; 
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< ;1i'), ~1 ~_,~ ~ ~~·-½ ~_.Ui ~ Co~> 
«And what do they follow, who call upon partners 

besides Allah»(Yanis 10:66) 

And; 

, . ,, .,.,,, ~.,,, 
( ·~./.I~ '-1::_1j ~1-,;.:-; ~ I~ ~lf''~ JJi I,-_:. •j) r,-:--~ . -- J-', .,-.;r , 

«Do they take partners for Allah who have created 

as He created, so that the creations seemed the 

same to them?»(Ar-Ra'd 13:16) 

And; 

( ~ ;1i';, ~ l'~):Ji ~_.ul ~_,~i Ji) 
, 

«Say: "Show me those whom you have joined with 

Him as partners" ... »(Saba' 34:27) 

Both of these meanings can be understood from this noble ayah; 

«Do they have partners who legislate in religion 

for them what Allah did not permit.» 

Even though the first meaning is the more likely. Yet none of this 

means that the legislator's committed shirk, as is obviously clear, so in 

this light, one wonders from where did these modem people get the 

understanding of the ayah that everyone who legislates or judges with 

other than what Allah revealed is a mushrik! Such is the case, until one 

finds a third explanation of this ayah which Abii I:Iayan and others 
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mentioned, and perhaps it is this understanding that these people have 

adopted. Abu I:Iayan said; 

-It is understood that the partnership here, refers to the disbeliever's 

partners among the shayti,t fn, or the misguiding ones among people, and 

«legislate» refers to the partners. And «for them» refers to the 

disbelievers during the time of the Messenger(~). 

-It is also understood that the meaning is the idols and statues, and all 

who are made partners to Allah, and designating partnership to them, 

because they have taken them as partners to Allah. So sometimes they 

designate these deeds to them, and sometimes they designate them to 

Allah. And «legislate» would refer to: 

- it could refer to the partners, and «for them» to the disbelievers, since 

they are the cause of their misguidance, and their deviation, causing 

them to legislate in the religion with kufr, as Ibrahim (~) said; 

( ~Wi ;_. I~ ~,fr~j ~! ~~ ) 
, , 

«Lord! Indeed they have misguided many of the 

people.»(/brahfm 14:36) 

-It carries the meaning of the disbelievers, and «for them» refers to the 

partners, meaning the disbelievers' legislated for the idols, and instituted 

worshipping them, that is, they ordained this misguidance for them, and 

regulated these beliefs, as they said; that they are gods, and that they 

worshiped them to draw nearer to Allah, and among the regulations 

were the ba!zirah, the wa~rlah, the !zamf, etc."1 

1Al-Bafir al-Mu{!f_t (7:515). 
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So this is the third saying regarding the tafsfr of this iJ.yah; Are 

there, for the disbelievers during the time of the Prophet (~ ), idols, and 

statues, who instituted these beliefs, and regulations of partnership, 

which Allah did not permit nor order. And if these idols could not hear, 

nor see, then they were not able to legislate for them, and since they did 

not legislate these beliefs and regulations of partnership for them, then 

where did they get this shirk from. So the objective here is to establish 

an argument against them proving the falsehood of what they believed. 

Similar to this was stated by al-Quq uhf; 

"This is related to His (~) saying; 

( ~) ~ ~J C. ~ :Ui ;.. ~ t.;:, ) 
«He has legislated the same religion for you that 

Nul,i was ordered with.»(Ash-Shura 42: 13) 

And His (~) saying; 

«Allah is the one who sends down the Book in 

truth, and the mfziin [the balance of justice].»(Ash

Shara 42: 17) 

They did not believe in this, so were there for them gods who 

legislated shirk for them which Allah did not allow! And if they 

believed that this is allowed, Allah did not legislate the shirk, so where 

did they get their beliefs from." 1 

So understanding the noble ayah in this way does not imply what these 

1Al-Jamt al-A!Jkiim al-Qur'iin (16: 19). 
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people believe, that the legislator is a mushrik. Since Allah called them 

"partners", He did not call them "mushriks", and the difference between 

the two is obvious. And those who were taken as partners, were 

followed in obedience, so "partners" was also applied to them, so 

Allah (~) said; 

., ,, ,, 

( ljLS" > ~ ;.i ) 
«Do they have partners» 

Just like those who; 

«Made the jinns partners to Allah» 

So they are those who joined legislators as partners to Allah by 

obeying them in allowing the unlawful and prohibiting the lawful. 

«Say: "Show me those whom you join with Him as 

partners" ... » 

So the noble ayah refers to the ruled, and it is describing their shirk 

as Allah said; 

«If you obey them then you will be among the 

mushrikfn.»(AL-An'am 6:121) 
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It does not refer at all to those who legislated the shirk. So it is the 

same as His (~) saying; 

( '-"1 · ~ ·' L:G" i . '~~,, . ', w-i j 'illi ) 
, l).J ,:.,-4 . ..) r+ . .J.J ~.) • .J 

«They have taken their alJ,bii,r and ruhbii,n as lords 

besides Allah» 

So the one who legislates, when he legislates the rule of man made 

law that Allah did not permit, then he is a disbeliever whose disbelief 

takes him out of the religion if he does so believing that it is lawful, or 

out of rejection to what Allah legislated. Or his kufr is minor kufr that 

does not take one out of the religion if this is done out of desires, 

disobedience and sin. As for those who obey them, then they commit 

shirk with Allah (~) if they believe in what he legislated, making 

lawful what is unlawful, and prohibiting what is lawful, but if they do 

not believe in that, and they firmly maintain correct belief in what is 

lawful and unlawful, then they are not mushrikfn as was explained 

earlier. 

As for judging that this legislator is a mushirk, if he legislated out 

of obedience to his masters and leaders; 

} , J. ., ; 

( -: (" • ~ ,_ t • < ~ I • , , ! ._ Li ·. I' ) 
iJY.r-- r--'• ~~ IJ , .J 

, , , 

«If you obey them, then you would be among the 
mushrikfn.» 

this is understood according to the details mentioned earlier. But if 

he legislated as he did, without Allah's permission, but on his own 

accord, not out of obedience to these people, then he is also a 

disbeliever according to the same explanation. 

So those who are worshipped among humans or jinns, whether they 
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are worship by prayer, fasting, or they are worshiped in prohibiting the 

lawful and legalizing the prohibited, they are not all absolutely 

mushrikfn, and cases where they are taken as partners with Allah, then 

by that. they are only disbelievers if they were first disbelievers. 

Otherwise, if they were all guilty of shirk, then that would be true of al

MasII), and his mother, and any of the noble angels that are worshipped, 

and this is an absurd impossibility. 

So the objective here is to clarify the mistake made by those who 

claimed that this particular ayah passes the judgment of shirk on 

everyone who legislates what Allah has not permitted. To say that the 

ayah is addressing the ruled, and describing them with the shirk, is 

based solely upon the third explanation as preceded. As for the first and 

the second explanation, then by no means is this the case. 

As for the claim of these people that there is another ayah that 

alludes to the shirk of these people, then this is not related to the topic. 

Nevertheless, it has been mentioned to me by some of them, trying to 

find evidence in the idea of "one ummah", and the prohibition of 

separation that is found in Allah's (~) saying; 

«Indeed this ummah of yours is one ummah, and 

I am your Lord, so worship me.» (Al-Anbiya 

21 :92) 

But the meaning of ummah in this iiyah is only the religion and the 

mil/ah, so the ayah orders sticking to tawb,fd, the upright religion, which 

the Prophets and Messengers (~) followed. 

THE FIFTH EXAMPLE 

Allah's (g) saying; 
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J ., J ., ,, 

( ~.,5;,;.:.J ~! ~~i ~[,) 
, , , 

«If you were to obey them, then you would be one 

of the mushrikfn.» (Al-An'am 6:121) 

One of them says; 

"If following legislated judgements, other than what Allah legislated, is 

described as shirk, and Allah has judged that such people are following 

shirk, as He (~) said; 

J ,, J ., ,, 

( ~_,5_;;:.J ~! ~~i ~!~) 
, , , 

«If you were to obey them, then you would be one 

of the mushrikfn.» (Al-An'am 6: 121) 

Then what is the case of the legislators?"1 

There is no doubt that he got this idea from Sayid Qui b' s tafsfr, where 

he said; 

"Whoever obeys humans in legislation for himself, 

even if it is just a small amount, then he is indeed a 

mushrik. If he was originally a Muslim, and he did 
this, then he has certainly went from Islam to shirk by 

doing so ... regardless or whether he continues saying 

Ash hadu anla ilaha ill-Allah after that with his 

tongue, he has made it clear that he testifies to other 

than Allah and obeys other than Allah."2 

1Ijukm Allah wa ma Yuniifih (39) and Nawtiqifi al-fmiin al-Qawliyah wal-'Amliyah (313) 

2Ff7- -'µiliil al-Qur'iin (3:1198) 
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The truth is that similar explanations of the J:IariirI Khawarij are the 

cause of many of the young people going astray and their reckless takfir 

of the Muslims, rather people should beware of distortions and 

deviations like these which they read in Ff1,-µillil al-Qurlin. 

Ibn al-'ArabI said; 

"A believer only becomes a mushrik through obeying 

the mushrik when his obedience of him is in the kinds 

of beliefs which distinguish between kufr and fmlin, 

so when he obeys him in deeds and beliefs that are 

conducive to tawfzf4 and faith, then he is simply 

disobedient. This is what they have understood in 

every subject."1 

Al-Qun ubI said; 

"The ayah proves that anyone who believes that 

something is lawful which Allah prohibited, then he 

has become a mushrik. Allah revealed texts 

prohibiting the dead flesh, so when one accepts from 

other than Him that it is lawful, then he has 

committed shirk."2 

The he quoted Ibn al-'ArabI to support that. Az-Zajjaj said; 

"In Allah's (~) saying; 

1Afzkiim al-Quriin (2:752). 

2Jamt al-A~kam al-Qur'iin (7:77-78). 
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«If you were to obey them, then you would be one 

of the mushrikfn.» (Al-An'am 6:121) 

is the proof that any who legalizes something that Allah (~) prohibited, 

or prohibits anything that Allah (~) allowed, then he is a mushrik, he · 

is only referred to as a mushrik because he affirmed judgment to other 

than Allah (~). this is his shirk."1 

1Mufilisn at-Ta'wfl (6:2491). 
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Distorting and Misusing Quotes from the People of 

Knowledge 

So we have demonstrated, through so many ways, what some modern 

writers have done with statements of the scholars on these issues, 

making their arguments look as if they didn't really know what these 

scholars have said. 

But the truth is that they do quote some of the these quotations 

which we have presented, except that they are excessive in their editing 

and explanations of them. So they look at a quote that proves the truth, 

then they change its clear meanings to suite their objectives. Sometimes 

their example is like quoting; "And woe to those who pray." Without 

quoting the remainder: "Who are neglectful of their prayer." 

They take what suites their view from the sayings of the people of 

knowledge, and they leave what supports the view of the scholars, since 

if they were to quote all of what they said, then that would proof that 

they were wrong. 

For example, we noted the statements of Ibn 'Abbas, 'Ikrimah, Ibn 

Taymiyah, and his student lbn al-Qayim, lbn Ahr al-'Izz - the 

commentator on the creed of at-Ta~awI, Ibn al-JawzI, ash-ShanqIF, as

Sa'dI, lbn Baz, and others, about the details that have been mentioned 

numerous times. So they will quote some of what they said about the 

judgment of takfir for the one who rejects and believes that it is lawful, 

and they will leave the other sections saying that takfir is not issued for 
the one who believes that judging by what Allah revealed is obligatory, 

but leaves that because of his desire and disobedience! 

As in ,the case of the statement of lbn 'Abbas; 

"Whoever rejects what Allah revealed, then he has 

committed kufr, and whoever approves of it, but does 
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not judge by it, then he is a wrong-doer, a disobedient 

person." 

One of them quotes this statement as follows; 

"Whoever rejects what Allah revealed, then he has 

committed kufr." 

The he says; 

"And this is the choice of Ibn Jarir in his Tafsfr." 

By this statement, he has not explained Ibn 'Abbas' view nor the 

choice of lbn Jarir. We have already shown that lbn Janr did not make 

takf[r of the ruler unless he rejected the judgment of Allah. 1 And what 

we have quoted previously from these statements should be sufficient. 

Sometimes one of them will quote a text from one of these 

scholars, then cut out some of his words, leaving some dots behind to 

indicate continuance, whereas, had he left these words in the quote, they 

would have disproved his point. Thefollowing is a text from Shaykh al

Islam Ibn Taymiyah, one of them quotes it, but he leaves out the words 

"unless they are ignorant" and places two dots in their place; 

"So these people, when they know that it is no~ 

allowed to judge by other than what Allah revealed, 

but they do not abide by that, rather they believe that 

it is lawful to judge in opposition to what Allah 

revealed then they are disbelievers .. and judging by 

what Allah revealed is obligatory upon the 

Prophet (A) and all of his followers, and whoever 

1See a.t-Tabarr (10:358). 
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does not abide by Allah and His Messenger's 

judgment, then he is a disbeliever." 1 

In fact, this text is one of the most important, because in it Shaykh 

al-Islam explained the shartah ruling on the different groups of rulers 

during his time, and to a large degree this these examples he gives are 

similar to those cases existing today. He did not make takfir except of 

the one who believed that it is lawful to judge contrarily to what Allah 

revealed. And Shaykh al-Islam, he is the Shaykh of Islam, and he 

explains the details that we have explained, so why not quote the whole 

passage instead of just part of it; 

"And there is no doubt that anyone who does not 

believe that it is obligatory to judge by what Allah 

revealed to His Messenger is a disbeliever. So 

whoever thinks that it is lawful to judge between the 

people with what he sees is justice, that is not in 

accordance with what Allah revealed, then he is a 

disbeliever. There has not been any nation except that 

it was ordered to rule with justice, and justice in its 

religion was what its leaders saw to be that. But 

most of those affiliated with Islam rule with customs 

that Allah (~) did not reveal, like the customs that 

the bedouins enforce, and their belief that this is what 

must be ruled with, not the Book and the Sunnah, this 

is disbelief. Many people enter Isliim, but they still do 

not rule except by their traditional customs which 

they enforce, so when these people know that it is not 

allowed to rule except by what Allah revealed, then 

1See Allah Huwa al-Hahn (34) and a.t-Tarfq ila/-Khilafah (55)! ! 
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they do not abide by that, but they still consider it 

lawful to judge contrary to what Allah revealed then 

they are disbelievers, unless they are ignorant."1 

So this is the quote that some of these people use, only presenting 

up to the point that says, "then he is a disbeliever" and they neglect to 

quote the rest!2 

Some scholars made general statements in one place, then they 

restricted these generals statements in other places, and this happens 

often with many of the scholars. So the following are some of these 

general quotes that are referenced because they suite the view that they 

want, and they leave the restricting texts that contradict them. This is 

not the behavior of a person who trusts the shart ah or has any 

knowledge. Here is one example; 

Shaykh ash-ShanqIF (~) issued general statements, in more than 

one place of his tafsfr, judging kufr on all who do not judge by what 

Allah revealed. Then he restricted this ruling and clarified it in one 

important place, that is in explanation of Allah's (~) saying; 

,, , I I.' ~ ., ~ .J. :, 

( ~-'~ LS:.Ji ~ ~~ L.; :,.Uj Jj I ½ F- iJ ;;,. ~ ) 
«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the 

disbelievers»(Al-Maidah 5:44) 

1Manhiij as-Sunnah (5:130). 

2See al-'Almiinfyah Nusha tuhii, wa Tufuruhii ... (683) Quoted from Majmuah at-Taw{lfd 
letter no. 12 (p.413) 
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He said; 

"Know that it is necessary to comment on this 

topic ... " 

There he mentioned the explanation which we quoted earlier from 

him. So one person came along and published the general statements he 

made in his tafsfr, and he named his publication: 

"AL-lfakimiyah in Tafsfr A(l,wa al-Bayan" 

But he left out the explanation that the shaykh made in this 

location. And if his intent was to summarize, then it would have been 

better for him to quote the opposite section, which is accordance with 

the principles of the people of knowledge and is their way. More than 

one of these people have done the same kind of thing when reporting 

the opinion of Shaykh 'Abd al-'Aifz Bin Baz (~). They quote the 

general statements of the shaykh from some discussions about the 

benefits of the shartah, and whereas he has given restrictive 

explanation of this on other occasions, they publish only the general 

statements, leaving the restrictive ones, and his position is very clear as 

we have shown earlier. 
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Kufr Less than Kufr 

IT REFERS TO ONE INCIDENT ONLY 

Among their other distortions of scholars' quotes and using them to 

mean what they did not say, is their claim that judging by other than 

what Allah revealed is minor kufr, when the ruler judges or makes a 

decision with other than what Allah revealed, on one occasion only, 

while believing that it is obligatory to judge by what Allah revealed in 

this particular case, but he leaves that out of disobedience, and desire 

and sin, while knowing that he is sinning by doing so, and deserving 

punishment. 1 

Then to support this they quote some of the statements of the 

scholars that have preceded, saying that a person is not a disbeliever 

who committed major kufr expelling one from the religion for judging 

by other than what Allah revealed out of desire, sin, disobedience, or 

fear for his life, but rather it is kufr less than kufr. So one of them 

mentioned the statement of Ibn 'Abbas; "Kufr less than kufr" then said; 

"He is only referring to the Muslim ruler who abides 

by the judgments of the shart ah of Allah, but he has 

wronged and judged by other than justice in one 

particular issue, then he is not a disbeliever unless he 

believes that what he did was lawful."2 

The response to this misunderstanding follows; 

1. That it is not allowed for anyone, no matter who they are, to restrict 

what the shartah has left unrestricted, except with a clarifying evidence 

'Al-ljukm Allah wa mii Yuniifih (82), Nawiiqi¢ al-lmiin al-Qawliyah wal-'Amliyah (235). 

2/)awiiba.t at-Takjir 'indi Ahl as-Sunnah wal-Jamaah (164). 
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from the Book and the Sunnah. So the ayah, the root of this issue, is 

general for all of the shart ah, without differentiating or making 

exception or restricting. So whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, be it on one issue, or many, then he is a disbeliever, having 

committed major kufr - if he did so rejecting what Allah revealed, or 

believing that doing what he did is lawful. Otherwise it is minor kufr 

which does not remove one from the religion - if it was done out of 

desire, or sin - even if such decisions were many. This is the 

understanding of the salaf in regard to this ayah. 

2. This is what the scholars have adhered to, they did not restrict this 

to one decision, or two or three, and whoever claims this, then he has 

lied against them. 

Among the clear lies or "misguided intentions, or glaring institutes of 

ignorance" is the saying of one of them; 

"Among the matters necessary to clarify, is that 

everyone of the scholars who said 'Kufr less than 

kufr' he intended this description to be limited to the 

rulers who accept the judgements of Allah and His 

Messenger, and do not apply a shart ah contrary to it. 

But they acted contrarily to it in some circumstances 

due to their desire or out of disobedience, knowing 

that the judgment of Allah and His Messenger is the 

truth, not other than it, and that they are sinners who 

deserve punishment."1 

This is tremendous slander, and an insult to the reader. So let the 

reader be the judge, look at what was reported from lbn 'Abbas, his 

1/nna Allah Huwa al-Hakm (70) 
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student Tawus, Zayn al-'Abidin, 'Ara'. Do you find one of them 

restricting the decision to a particular incident? They have not, nor 

would they have, they would not have restricted something that our 

Lord left unrestricted without an evidence. 

Here in his own contradictory and self invalidating statement he 

claims that they mean one particular incident; 

"Some people thought that the judgment of kufr for the ruler will not 

be except when the ruler leaves the judgments on all matters of the 

shart ah, so when he judges by some of what Allah revealed, then that 

is proof of his fmiin. And this understanding is a mistake, and the 

Quriin has refuted those who claim this with clear expressions, as in; 

«Do you believe in some of the Book and disbelieve 

in some? What is the reward for those among you 

who do this, but disgrace in this life and on the 

Day of Judgment they will be consigned to the 

most severe punishment. And Allah is not heedless 

of what you do.»(Al-Baqarah 2:85) 

And; 
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«Those who disbelieve in Allah and His 

messengers, and intend to distinguish between 

Allah and His messengers, they say, We believe in 

· some and we reject some, they intend to follow a 

course between that, these are the disbelievers in 

truth. And We have prepared a humiliating 

punishment for the disbelievers.»(An-Nisd 4: 150) 

So the condition here is riot when leaving, or altering, or change, 

occurs in all of the regulations of the shart ah, that only then does the 

doer deserve the name of kufr, but when leaving, altering or change of 

one of the regulations which Allah and His Messenger legislated occurs, 

and he tries to contradict that with some new legislation, then he is a 

disbeliever, and we seek refuge in Allah"1 ! !! 

Such talk causes heads to fly and blood to flow, and results in 

genuine fitnah. This would require making takftr of the rulers of BanI 

Umayah, BanI al-'Abbas, even making takftr of Mu'awiyah (~). the 

noble companion, the uncle of the believers, the scribe of the revelation, 

since he made the khiliifah a rule of monarchy, and it would imply that 

all of the companions went astray, since not one of them made takfir of 

him. So we can only say the following comments on this, Bakir Bin al

Ashaj asked Nafi'; 

"What did Ibn 'Umar think about the I:Iaruriyah?" He 

said; 'He thought that they were the worst of Allah's 

creatures. He said, "They unleashed iiyiit about the 

1lbid (1 19- 120) 
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disbeliever, and put them on the believers." 1 

Regarding the details of this issue we did mention the saying of the 

commentator of the creed of ai-Taf:iawI; 

"If it is believed that it is obligatory to judge by what 

Allah revealed, and he knows what that is in this 

circumstance, yet he forgoes that, knowing that such 

behavior deserves punishment, then this 1s 

disobedience, and it is called "metaphorical" kufr, or 

minor kufr. "2 

And we mentioned similar from lbn Qayim al-Jawziah, as has 

preceded, and these explanations resemble each other. 

But finding support in these statements is not correct. For the 

objective of the one saying, "And he knows it in this circumstance" is· 

clearer than clear, the objective is to clarify that the ruler is aware of 

what he is doing when he judges by other then what Allah revealed in 

any given circumstance. So he knows what Allah judged in this case, 

he is not ignorant of it, and yet he still judges by what contradicts 

Allah's judgment. 

And if he had intended what they claim, then he would have said, 

"and he was, that one time, aware of it" or "he, in that particular 

circumstance, knew it". 

THE CASE OF THE EXECUTIVE JUDGE VS. THE LEGISLATIVE BODY 

1Recorded by lbn 'Abd al-Barr in at-Tamhfd (23:335) and al-Bukhari brought it in 
mu'allaq fonn in the chapter of fighting the Khawarij, and in Fatfi al-Biirf (12:298) Ibn 
J:lajar mentioned that a~ -Tabari connected it in the narrations of 'Air in his Tah!f1.rb al
Athiir, and he said, "Its chain is ~a!z[fi." 

2Sharfi al-'Aqidah a_t-Tafiawiyah (p.323-324). 
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Some of them have begun to sense the weakness of what they have said 

abut "a particular decision", so they make a distinction between the 

judgments of the executivejudge, and between the legislative rulers, and 

that what was intended by "kufr less than kufr" applies to the executive 

judges when they judge contrarily to what Allah revealed out of desires 

and disobedience. One of them says; 

"Here it is possible to make a distinction with the executive judgment 

made by other than what Allah revealed, since judging by other than 

what Allah revealed could be done by the executive judges, or it could 

be the kind done by the main body of legislators. So its application will 

depend upon how accurately the one commissioned [the executive 

judge] carries out the judgements and is in agreement with the decrees 

of the legislator. 

So the objective of the executive judge is to be considered. If his 

objective is to deny the shad ah judgment or to reject it, then his is 

major kufr that removes one from the religion. If his contradiction was 

only due to desire, sin, etc., while he continually refers judgments to the 

Book and the Sunnah, or what is based on that via ijtihiid, then he is in 

the category of the disobedient sinners. Such people are left to Allah's 

will, either He wills to punish them, or if He wills, He forgives them. 

But if his objective is to carry out the decisions of the main body 

of legislators ... then there is no argument in this case that the cause and 

the means are the same, and this is major kufr that removes one from 
the religion, not remaining with him the amount of fmiin equal to even 

a mustard grain, as Allah (~) said; 

:. ,. , , e G,} , , 

( ~i ~ ~;~~ r-1 Co ~./.ui ~ ~ 1~;:. l_;LS"_;; ~ ~i) 
, , 

«Do they have partners who legislate in religion 

for them what Allah does not permit.»" 
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Then he said ; 

"In summary of all of this we may say that the saying of the salaf 'kufr 

less than kufr' in explanation of this ayah does not apply to those 

commissioned to render their judgments according to man-made law.1 

1. 

The refutation of this allegation is from two angles; 

«And whoever does not judge 

revealed, then these it is 

disbelievers»(Al-Maidah 5:44) 

by what Allah 

that are the 

This ayah is general, the statement «whoever» is general, it cannot 

be limited to a specific group rather than another, without an evidence 

from the Qur an and the Sunnah. So the decisions made by the rule of 

jahiliyah, and the decisions made by the rule of man-made law, in both 

groups they have judged by other than what Allah revealed, so the ayah 

addresses both of them without a doubt. 

2. This distinction has not been made before, rather the scholars of 

Tafsir among the salaf and the khalaf clearly explained that this ayah 

applies to those who rule by other then what Allah revealed, as well as 

those who carry out their decisions. And this was made clear by the 

report from Abu Mijliz when the I:Iariiri Khawarij tried to get him to 

pronounce kufr on the rulers of their time2
, and as was stated by lbn 

1Taftkim ash-Shar,ah wa $ilatuhu bi A~l ad-Din (41-44). 

2Translator's note, what he means is that the Khawarij of that incident, were previously 
officers for the leaders, so he said, "We do not know what you know" meaning that you 
have more knowledge about their improper decisions than we do, and you aided them in 
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'Utiyah; 

"A tremendous group of the people of knowledge say 

that this ayah includes everyone who does not judge 

by what Allah revealed, but that with the leaders of 

this ummah the kufr is disobedience that does not 

remove one from fman ." 

Such statements have also preceded from Ibn al-Qayim, and the 

commentator on the creed of a t-TabawI and others who spoke during 

the times about the rule of the Tartars, or others who came after them. 

Another example that proves this ayah is general is what was 

reported by lbn AbI NajT~ from Tawiis that he said; 

"When he was asked about a man who treated some of his children 

more favorably than others, he recited; 

«Is it the judgment of the jahiliyah that they seek? 

And who is a better judge for people of faith, than 

Allah?»(Al-Maidah 5:50)"1 

lbn I:Iazm said; 

"Everyone who believes, says, or acts, then he has 

that, and you enforced that, so we could not be as guilty of what you claim as you are if 
what you are saying is correct. 

1Recorded by Said Bin Man~ur (505), Ibn Abu Shaybah (l l:220), and lbn 'Abd al-Barr 

in at-Tamhfd (7:229). 
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'judged' by that thing." 1 

A QUOTE FROM MAl;iMOD SHAKIR 

Many of these people seek to support their saying on this matter with 

the comments of Shaykh Ma}:lmiid Shakir on the report of Abu Mijliz. 

They think that the Shaykh, may Allah preserve him, has - as they have 

- issued takfir on all who do not judge by what Allah revealed - out of 

rejection or not - and that he has mentioned disgust with our position 

of making a distinction. This is how they understand his statements, and 

there are two ways to demonstrate that they are mistaken in regard to 

the Shaykh' s position; 

1. The group that he shows his disgust for is clearly defined in his 

words; 

"O Allah! Indeed I am innocent of this misguidance. 

The people of doubts whose words are the source of 

fitnah during this time of ours, they have sought 

excuses for the rulers who leave judging by what 

Allah revealed, and who make decisions on matters of 

blood, honor, and wealth, with other than the shart ah 

of Allah, which He revealed in His Book, applying 

the legal systems of the people of disbelief in the 

lands of Islam." 

So it is clear by his words, that he is showing his disgust and 

censure of a particular group who allow the rulers to rule with legal 

systems of jahiliyah, arguing with the report from Abu Mijliz which 

'Al-Fasl (3:302). 
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preceded. In another section he said about them; 

"[They] argue with these two reports and others 

besides them, changing their meanings to other than 

what was intended, with the aim of assisting the 

leaders, or, making it lawful to permit rule by other 

than what Allah revealed and obliged upon His 

servants, so that they may rule through a legislative 

system that is based upon the rejection of Allah's 

judgments." 

2. At the end of his comments he referenced Ibn Jarir a t-Tabarl, and 

this clearly proves that he has the same view and belief about this as we 

explained earlier. So he said; 

"Read Abu Ja'far's statement after page 358, the beginning of which is; 

'Then if it were said' for there the view is explained." 

This quote from Abu Ja'far has preceded, and here it is once again; 

"And the most correct of these sayings according to 

me is that which says; These ayat were revealed 

about the disbelievers among the people of the Book, 

since the ayat before and after them were revealed 

about them, and their meanings are understood by 

them, these ayat are giving infonnation about them, 

and their information about them is the most weighty. 

Then if it is said; 'Allah (~) mentioned this in a 

mode that is general for all who do not judge by what 

Allah revealed, so how can you make it specific?' 
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Then the answer is; Allah (~) was general in 

informing this about people who reject the ruling that 

Allah decreed in His Book, so He informed about 

them - by their avoiding to judge in the way that they 

had they were disbelievers. And so in this way, it is 

said for all who do not judge by what Allah revealed 

out of rejection to it, that he is a disbeliever in Allah, 

as Ibn 'Abbas said. Because, his rejection of Allah's 

judgment, after he knew that He revealed it in His 

Book, is the same as rejecting the prophethood of His 

Prophet, after he knew that he was a prophet."1 

A QUOTE FROM MUl;tAMMAD BIN IBRAHTM All ASH-SHAYKH 

They have often sought support in the statements of the great scholar, 

Shaykh Muf:iammad Bin Ibrahim Ali ash-Shaykh in his booklet called 

Tafzkim al-Qawiinfn. And the noble Shaykh 'Abdullah Bin 'Abd ar

Raf:iman Bin Jibrin - one of his most important students - may Allah 

preserve him, told me that he has certainly spoken on other occasions 

on the details of what we have mentioned from the salaf And the truth 

is that in this very same booklet in question, there is what amounts to 

clear proof for the distinction which Shaykh Ibn Jibrin mentioned. He 

said; 

"So look at the terms Allah used to refer to those who 

rule with other than what Allah revealed, kufr, i ulm, 

and fisuq. It is not possible that Allah (~) called the 

one who judges with other than what Allah revealed 

a disbeliever, and he not be a disbeliever. Rather he 

1Tafsfr a.t-Tabarf (10:358). 
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is absolutely a disbeliever, either in deed or in creed, 

and what comes from lbn 'Abbas in his tafsfr of this 

ayah from the report of Tawus and others proves that 

the one who judges with other than what Allah 

revealed is a disbeliever, either in creed, removing 

him from the religion, or in action, not removing hiin 

from the religion." 1 

A GENERAL ASSAULT ON THE SCHOLARS 

It is not enough for these people to curtail quotations, and use them in 

a way that they were not intended. Some of them have made examples 

out of some of the scholars and the students of knowledge, describing 

them with heedlessness, and simplemindedness, devoid of any 

understanding related to current matters, so they say; 

"Some of the Salafi fatwas thought that it is not a 

case of takfir, and that in the case of these rulers who 

change and alter there is no takfir, and they look at 

them as if they are Muslims, because of an 

unrestricted interpretation of the saying "kufr less than 

kufr." Then they go to prove this saying, gathering 

routes and chains for it, and showing the people 's 

preference, that it is the mathhab of the salaf which 

must be followed. Some of them even went further to 

what is worse than that, until they declared enmity to 

whoever opposes their false saying, and that this is an 

innovation that is obligatory to avoid and obligatory 

to repent from, and that one must adhere to the view 

1Ta~kfm al-Qawiinfn (15). 
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of these heedless people who do not live in these 

particular circumstances. So they issue unrestricted 

fatwas and judgments, as if they lived during the first 

or second generation after hijrah ... " 1 

The fear for the person who wrote these detestable words is that by 

his statement "Salafi fatwas" he is referring to the Imams of this time, 

at the head of which is the Shaykh, the FaqTh, the great scholar, the 

Muffi of Arabia 'Abd al-'Aziz Bin Baz (~), and the Shaykh, the 

FaqTh, the Mu}:iaddith of the times, the great scholar Mu}:iammad 

Na~ruddin al-AlbanI, may Allah preserve him. So here we will mention 

the statement of al-}:iafi~ Ibn 'Asakir, mentioning what Allah does to 

those who defame the great people; 

"Rarely were the times free of those spreading 

falshood in the religion, misleading and confusing 

others, stuttering misleading statements of censure 

upon their tongues against the Imams of the 

Muslims ... So know dear brother, may Allah protect 

us, and make us on guard about what He is pleased 

with, and make us among those who fear Him, and 

have taqwti of Him as is His due: Indeed the flesh of 

the scholars, may Allah have mercy upon them, is 

poison, and Allah's habit of exposing those who 

slander them is well known. This is because this 

slander aganst them, in what they were innocent of, is 

a very serious matter, it damages thier honor, by the 

lying, evil slander and fabrications about those whom 

Allah has chosen to teach the religion" 

1/nna Allah Huwa al-1:fakm (74-75). 
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The False Claim of ljmii 

By now, after all that has been presented from the Imams of the 

Muslims, the reader has learned of the falsehood of the claim; 

"The Imams agree upon the kufr of one who does not 

make judgments by the Qur'iin and Sunnah."1 

Even in the case of one who does not do so out of rejection, 

believing that it is lawful to do so. This they have included in their 

book under the heading; 

"Clarifying the Ijma' of the Scholars for Takfir of one 

who leaves Judging by Allah and His Messenger, and 

rules by man-made Law"2 

Even worse than this, is that what they quote for readers from the 

statements of some scholars does not contain one word to support their 

claim that there is a consensus on takfir for everyone who does not 

judge by what Allah reveled, whether out of rejection to it or not. It is 

as if these people were not able to understand anything that they read 

in such passages at all. 

ONE OF THE QUOTES FROM IBN TA YMIYAH 

1. They quote the following statement of Shaykh al-Islam Ibn 

Taymiyah (~); 

1Ta~kim ash-Shar'rah wa $ilatuhu bi A~l ad~Drn (31). 

2/nna Allah Huwa al-l:fakm (51). 
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"And it is well known by necessity in the Muslims' 

religion that whoever permits [suwagh] following 

other than the religion of Islam, or following a 

shart ah other than the shart ah of Mu}:lammad (~ ), 

then he is a disbeliever."1 

They use this to support their general, non-restrictive view. While 

this statement is a clear argument only for the disbelief of one who is 

permitting such act. As is found in al-Mi~baf:i al-Munfr; 

"Sligh; to do something, with the meaning of 

permitting .. . so they say, "suwwagitih" meaning he 

permitted it."2 

ANOTHER QUOTE FROM IBN TAYMIYAH 

2. They also quote the following from him; 

"When people make lawful what is agreed upon to be unlawful, or 

prohibit what is agreed upon to be lawful, or change the agreed upon 

legislation, then such person is a disbelieving apostate, according to the 

agreement of the Fuquha'. And according to one of the two views, it 

was about such that the ayah was revealed; 

«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

1Majmii' al-Fatliwa (28:524). 

2(1 :296). 
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revealed, then these it is that are the 

disbelievers»(A/-Ma'idah 5:44) 

Meaning, believing that it is lawful to judge by other than what 

Allah revealed. 1 

So his saying; 

"or they change the agreed upon legislation" 

clearly means believing that this changing is aJlowed, as he said; 

"Meaning, believing that it is lawful to judge by other 

than what Allah revealed." 

And look at how similar that is to the previous saying of his; 

" ... whoever permits [suwagh] following other than the 

religion of Islam, or following a shart ah other than 

the shart ah of Mu):iammad (~ ), then he is a 

disbeliever." 

And if he meant that there was ijma' for what they claim, then why 

did he say; 

"one of the two views" 

And the second view, as one of them pointed out2, is "kufr less than 

kufr" And that is in the case when one does not believe that it is lawful. 

1Majmu' al-Fatiiwii (3 :267). 

2/nna Allah Huwa a/-ljakm (53). 
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So by their claims of ijmii.' with his statements, they have only 

contradicted themselves in a way that is irreconcilable. How can you 

say "the scholars have agree" and support that with a quote that says; 

"in one of the two views" and it is clear from this that the objective of 

the statement is that the Fuquha' agree on takffr of the one who 

changes the legislation, with the belief that doing so is lawful. And we 

have already presented the detailed explanation of this topic from Ibn 

Taymiyah himself, and we noted how one of their biggest proponents 

removed the statements of the Shaykh about this in what he quoted. 

IBN TAYMIYAH EXPLAINS SHAR ' 

Then lbn Taymiyah makes in clear what he means in another way, such 

there can be no doubt remaining; 

"And the word [shar'] is customarily used by people in three ways; 

-The revealed legislation, that is what the Messenger (~) came with, 

and this is obligatory to follow, and opposing it warrants punishment. 

-The interpreted legislation, that is the opinions of the scholars of ijtihad 

in the legislation, like the mathhab of Malik for example, so it is 

permitted to follow these, it is neither obligatory nor unlawful, and no 

one can require all of the people to do so, nor can he forbid all of the 

people from doing so. 

-The altered version of legislation, it a lie against Allah and His 

Messenger, or against the people, by supporting evil and other kinds of 

clear wrongdoing. So whoever says 'Indeed this is from the legislation 

of Allah', then he has committed kufr without any disagreement, like 

the one who says that blood and dead carcasses are lawful.' 

'Majmii' al-Fat<iwii (3:268). 
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So the usage of the term "altered shar'", by Ibn Taymiyah 

describes the case of one who believes that something is lawful which 

their is agreement upon, then lying against Allah by saying, "This is 

Allah's legislation" as in the example he gave above. So what he meant 

by that is clear. 

A Quote from Shaykh Ibn Baz (~) 

3. They quote the following saying of the great scholar, Shaykh 'Abd 

al-'Aziz Bin Baz (~); 

"All who try to make what Allah prohibited lawful -

that being what is well known by necessity in the 

religion, like zakiih, drinking intoxicants, interest, and 

judging by other than what Allah revealed - then he 

is a disbeliever by consensus of the Muslims"1 

So the objective of the Shaykh here is as clear as the morning Sun, 

that is the takffr of the one who makes judging by other than the 

shartah of AlJah lawful. So where is their proof in this for takffr of the 

one who does not believe it is lawful? Even stranger is that the Shaykh 

has himself explained the details about this, as we quoted earlier from 

him. 

IBN KATHTR AND THE EXAMPLE OF THE TARTARS 

So to close the door of truth upon ·them, there is the statement of Ibn 

Kathir about the era of Genghis Khan and the Yasaq which he used to 

1Majma' Fatiiwii wa Maqiiliit Mutanaw'ah (I: 137). 
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rule the Tartars; 

"And all of this is opposition to Allah's legislation 

which He revealed to His servants and prophets (~ ). 

Whoever leaves legislating by the judgements 

revealed to Mu}:iammad Bin 'Abdullah, the seal of the 

prophets, and judges by an abrogate shart ah other 

than that, then he has committed kufr. So what about 

the person who judges with the Ylisaq and gives that 

the priority? Any who does that has committed kufr 

by the agreement of the Muslims."1 

In case there was some misunderstanding over what he meant, in 

his Tafsfr, he mentioned the li.yah; 

,. .,,,. t J , ~ ,. ,. J ~ 

< ~.,)L>Jl;; ~jl,.; J..Ul J;i ~ F- iJ ~:, > 
' 

«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the 

disbelievers»(A/-Ma' idah 5 :44) 

About this, he reports the sayings of "Kufr less than kufr" and "Not the 

kufr that removes one from the religion" and; "It is not the kufr that 

they think it is" And; "Whoever rejects what Allah revealed then he has 

committed kufr, and whoever approves of it, but does not judge by it, 

then he is a wrong-doer, a disobedient person." 

So how can one say that there is an agreement for what they have 

claimed. About the same ayah, he (~) said; 

"This, as well, was a scolding and reprimand of the Jews, for in the 

1Al-Bidiiyah wan-Nihiiyah (13: 128). 
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Tawriih they had the text of 'a life for a life', but they contradicted that 

judgment on purpose, obstinately, they used it on the average for killing 

the nobles, but not on the nobles for the average. Instead they made 

them pay blood-money, just as they opposed the judgment of the 

Tawrah's texts for stoning the married adulterer, instead they punished · 

them by whipping, blackening their faces and displaying them, so here 

is the saying; 

«And whoever does not judge 

revealed, then these it is 

disbelievers»(Al-Maidah 5:44) 

by what Allah 

that are the 

Because they rejected the judgements that Allah gave to them, and 

they opposed them on purpose."1 

He also reported the previous sayings of Tawiis, and 'A pi', that 

they said about the ayah; "Kufr less than kufr ... " and he did not mention 

any sayings besides these, choosing them and saying that this is the best 

view. So what lbn Kathir mentioned was a consensus about the Tartar's 

rulers, and it cannot be applied to anyone who does not fit their 

description, 

THE DESCRIPTION OF THE TARTARS 

What follows is their description from the statements of Shaykh al

Islam; 
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"1. [They] believed that the religion of Islam was like Judaism, and 

Christianity, all of these are paths to Allah, just like the Muslims say 

about the four mathhabs. So among them there were those who 

preferred the Jewish religion or the Christian religion, and among them 

were those who preferred the religion of the Muslims."1 

"2. Until one of their filthy atheist hypocrite governors wrote the 

horrible text; 'The Prophet approved of the Jewish and Christian 

religions, in that he did not rebuke them, nor censure them, nor forbid 

them, nor command them to accept Islam or face death."2 

"3. So like those before them who came after Islam, they equated the 

status of MuJ:iammad (~) to that of this cursed person [Genghis Khan] . 

The problems caused by Musaylimah the Liar for similar claims are 

well know. He claimed that he was a partner with Mul)ammad in 

messengership, so for this reason the companions considered it lawful 

to fight him and his apostate companions, so how about the case of one, 

whom from his very entry to Islam, considers Mul)ammad (~) the 

same as Genghis Khan?"3 

"4. As their most important predecessor said when he arrived in ash

Sham, addressing a message to the Muslims in order to get closer to 

them; 'We are Muslims', so he said, 'these are two great signs that 

come from Allah, Mubammad and Genghis Khan .. . "'4 

"5. That is because these Tartars believed in the greatness of Genghis 

1Majmii' al-Fatiiwii (28:532). 

2Ibid (28:523). 

3Ibid., p.522. 

4Ibid p. 521. 
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Khan, believing that he was the son of Allah just as the Christians 

claimed about al-Masn_1 ... "1 

"6. They even made him out to be the greatest of Messengers of Allah, 

in honor of the desires that he made lawful for them. When they had 

some wealth, they would say, 'This is from the sustenance of Genghis 

Khan', and they would express their gratitude to him wh~n eating and 

drinking, and they believed that it was allowed to kill anyone who was 

opposed to the sunnah of this disbelieving cursed enemy of Allah, the 

prophets, the messengers, and the believing servants. "2 

So this is the situation of the Tartar leaders who entered into Islam 

and judged by other than what Allah revealed, rejecting it and believing 

that doing so was lawful, practicing numerous things that contradict 

Islam and remove one from its fold . So it is for this reason that Ibn 

Kathrr made takfir of them, rather this is why he reported consensus of 

their disbelief, and there is no doubt in the truth of this. 

To add to the proof that Ibn Kathrr meant this takfir specifically 

about them and their characteristics, he said about the ayah; 

,. ,, I ,, ' ,, , J :; 

< ~.,~LSJi ~ ~); ;,,u, J;i ~ F r1 ~:, > 
, 

«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 
revealed, then these it is that are the 

disbelievers»(Al-Maidah 5:44) 

"Allah rebukes anyone who leaves Allah's judgments ~ which include 

every good, and prohibit every evil - then he equates other than that to 

it, be it opinions, desires, or beneficial things which man comes up with 

1Ibid. 

2Ibid (28:521-522) 
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that have no source in Allah's shart ah. This was done by the people 

of jahiliyah, judging by misguidance, and ignorance that they invented 

from their own opinions and desires. It was done by the Tartars, with 

their governing politics that they took from the rulership of Genghis 

Khan, the one who forged the Yiisaq for them, a book containing a 

collection of rules from a number of legislation; Jewish, Christian, and 

the Isliimic religion, and others. He got most of the judgments from his 

own ideas and desires, so he and those who followed him preferred that 

over the judgments in the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of Allah ' s 

Messenger(~). So any of them who does that, then he is a disbeliever 

whom it is obligatory to fight until he returns to judging by Allah and 

His Messenger, not judging otherwise, neither a small amount nor a 

lot." I 

Some of these people have said that by the mere prevention of 

judging by the shartah - even while believing that it is obligatory - that 

is, not rejecting it nor thinking that doing so is lawful, then such is 

agreed upon to be kufr al-i"niid (resistance). And this is also not correct 

at all. Kufr al-i'niid is not merely prevention, it must be contain hatred 

of the truth, and casting it aside out of arrogance, as preceded clearly 

in the explanation of lbn Taymiyah; 

"That he does not reject their obligation (meaning the 

four pillars), but he prevents himself from adhering, 

doing so out of pride, envy and anger towards Allah 

and His Messenger. So they say, 'I know that Allah 

made it obligatory for the Muslims, and the 

Messenger was truthful in what he conveyed of the 

Qur'iin', yet out of arrogance he does not do to it, or 

out of envy for the Messenger, or nationalistic 

1Tafsfr lbn Kathi, (2:68). 
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feelings towards his religion, or anger with what the 

Messenger came with, then this person is a 

disbeliever by consensus."1 

Ibn I:Iazm said; 

"So if the proof has been established for him, and the 

truth has been made clear to him, yet he resists the 

truth, without doing so out of opposition to Allah (~) 

nor His Messenger(~). then he is afo.siq due to his 

crime against Allah (~) of continuing in a matter that 

He (~) prohibited. If he resists the truth out of 

opposition to Allah and His Messenger (~) then he 

is a disbelieving apostate."2 

So there is a great distinction between one who says; "I believe in 

the obligation of judging by the great shart ah, and I believe that it is 

better than ruling with something else," then he avoids the judgment 

due to his desires, disobedience, or fear for his life, and the one who 

says; "I believe that it is obligatory to judge by the shart ah" then he 

arrogantly and deviantly avoids it, hating the correct judgments. 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AVOIDING [TARAK] AND ALTERING [TABDiL] 

Another group of opponents make a distinction over "avoiding" and 

"altering" so to them, whoever avoids the judgment revealed by Allah 

without rejecting it, then he is a wrong-doer, a disobedient person, but 

whoever avoids the judgment that Allah revealed and alters it with the 

1Majmu' al-Fatiiwii (20:97). 

2Al-Fa$1 (3:302). 
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judgments of man-made law of ignorance, then he has committed major 

kufr, expelling him from the religion, even if he was a believer in what 

Allah revealed, and believed that it is obligatory to judge by it. 

And this proven false by two points; 

1. This is a distinction that they have come up with which was not said 

by anyone else. 

2. That in reality, there is no difference between one who avoids and 

one who alters. There is no one who makes a judgment, avoiding the 

judgment that Allah revealed, except that he has judged by other than 

that! And this is an alteration [istibdal], and the root of it in the Arabic 

language means, "Putting something in the place of another." 1 

How is it possible for a ruler to avoid the shartah judgment on a 

matter, then sit on his throne and not rule his subjects with anything at 

all? This is impossible. There is no way but for him to try to judge with 

something else. In the same way as one who, when speaking, avoids 

telling the truth, is lying, and the one who avoids lying, is telling the 

truth. About fasting on 'Ashiira', the Prophet (~) said; 

< Whoever wishes may fast, and whoever wishes 

may avoid it.>2 

So whoever avoided fasting, then he must have been doing its 

-opposite, and whoever did not avoid that, then he must have been 
fasting, similarly in another narration; 

< Whoever wishes, then let him fast, and whoever 

wishes then let him break [his fast].> 

1Lisiin al-'Arab "Badar'. 

2 Agreed upon. 
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So this is well known by reason. Similarly 'Umar said; 

"Allah' s Messenger(~) stoned, and we stoned after 

him. I fear that after a long time people would come 

and say, 'By Allah! We do not find an ayah of 

stoning in the Book of Allah,' so they would go 

astray by avoiding an obligation revealed from 

Allah."1 

And it is well known that the Khawarij were the ones who rejected 

stoning and instituted whipping, so 'Umar called this alteration 

"avoiding", and the obligation of stoning the married adulterer is agreed 

upon among the companions, their followers, and the scholars of all of 

the lands after them. In the same way when the Jews avoided stoning 

which was revealed to them in their Book, they altered that by 

blackening the faces and tying the offenders together. As in the fzadfth 

of Ibn 'Umar; 

"That Allah's Messenger(~) saw a Jewish man and women who had 

committed adultery, so he left them until some Jews came, then he said; 

< What do you find in the Tawriih for adultery?> 

They said, 'Blackening their faces, mounting them, facing opposite 
directions, and letting them go around like that." So he (f3) said: 

<Go and bring the Tawrah if you are telling the 

truth.> 

So they went to get it. Then they recited it until they passed by the 

1Al-Bukhari. 
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ayah about stoning, and the reader placed part of his hand over the ayah 

about stoning, reading what was before and after his hand only. So 

'Abdullah Bin Salam, who was with Allah's Messenger(~), said; 

'Again, but this time remove your hand.' 

So he removed it, when he reached the verse of stoning, Allah's 

Messenger (f3) commanded that they be stoned." 

'Abdullah Bin 'Umar said; 

"I was among those who stoned them, I saw him 

trying to protect her from the stones with himself." 

Here, the objective is to show that there is no difference between 

avoiding and altering, and whoever claims that there is, then he has 

departed from sound reason and the authentic reports, and the testimony 

of events. 

THE ARGUMENT OF THE DEFINITIVE KUFR 

Some argue that there is a difference between the word kufr when the 

letter liim precedes it and when it does not. They use the following 

saying of the Prophet (£3) as proof; 

<There is nothing between a person and al-kufr 

and ash-shirk except leaving the prayer.> 

And they also say the same in regard to the iiyah; 
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«And whoever does not judge by what Allah 

revealed, then these it is that are the 

disbelievers»(Al-Maidah 5:44) 

And the answer to this is that there is no proof in this principle 

from the Book nor the Sunnah nor the sayings of anyone of the 

predecessors of the ummah. Rather the companions C•) used al-kufr in' 

an unrestricted fashion, including sins and disobedience, as was 

explained earlier. 

This is like the saying of the woman of Thabit Bin Qays; 

"Rather I dislike al-kufr in [my] Islam" 

She meant only ingratitude for her husband. lbn 'Abbas C•) was 

asked about the man who entered his wife in her behind and said, 

"That is al-kufr." 

In conclusion, this is what I was able to prepare in refutation of 

those who have exaggerated over the case of al-/jiikimiyah, hoping from 

Allah that the minds are opened through this book and are effected with 

what is good ... 

Our Lord, forgive us and our brothers who preceded us in the faith, 

and do not make any harm in our hearts for those who believe. Our 

Lord, indeed you are kind and merciful. 

And may Allah mentioned our Prophet Mu}:lammad, his family, and 

all of his companions, and all praise is due to Allah. 
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